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Armed forces on highest alert

12/5/91 #l HATONN
As we sit to pen--late this day--I am
awash in what’s, why’s and wherefore’s, which, I shall not allow you
to “get away with”! Must you be
blown away in order to see what is
happening to your world? I shall
give you a few “behind the scenes”
facts and then you may, rather, sit
and be thankful that your eyes see
and your ears still hear.

You can check “this one out” if you
have some high-ranking military
personnel on your “insider listings”.
WE HAVE THIS ANNOUNCEMENT CONFIRMED BY OUR
ZNSZDE SOURCES WHO SEEM
TO BE BLOWN AWAY THAT WE
WOULD HAVE TZZE ZNFORiMM’ION! Uh-humm-nn! YOUR
MZLZTARYHAS BEEN PLACED
TODAY. ON THE HZGHEST
STATE OF ALERT--EVER!!!
I
suggest you walk most gently,
friends, with your denials and
denouncements--because you are
in REAL TROUBLE!
NATIVE AMERICANS
First, however, I am going to thank
my crew for I am touched warmly
To subscribe to The Phoenix
Liberator call America West
Publishers 800-729-4 13 1. For
subscription rates see the back
page of this issue.

as I watch you. For you readers:
The ones here have already set into
motion a warm clothes gathering
center for our Dakota brethren. It
comes at a time when, chelas, the
area of the Dakotas and Minnesota
are having the coldest weather the
regions have ever remembered.

in the uncovering and alerts.
GREETINGS: Never before have
we seen or experienced such powe@l examples of the natural balantes of the universe. It is what is
referred to as the process of
“duality* in the oral traditions of
the Dakota/Lakotapeople.

essence of your spiritualpaths and
self--l&illingrealities, not to forget
or detach from the present. Your
energy, faith, and hope are needed
now more than ever. Be steadfast
in your inner Truths with the realizationthatyour 7oy.s” and *pains”
are the same--just in a di$erent
form. In changing one’s self we
will see others dtrerently for they
are just a reflectionof ourselves.

God blesses you richly for that
which you share for it shall come Looking around the world, our sensitivitiesare shocked by the continback unto you many, many-fold.
uing inhumanityof human against Mit&,
1
AGE
human.
Racial hatredr submerged Li#le Crow
W-TLE CROWS MESS
and colored with the paints of fear,
This message has nothing to do with logic, greed and ignorance.
AHO!
the above but I want to share it with
you right here before we go further Z encourage you who seek the
n

rrom the horse’s mouth?
12/5/91 #l HATONN
Here is an Associated Press writing
which didn’t make it to your news
desks or papers in its full intent and
facts. I think you had better read it
carefully and check “between the
lines”.
MOSCOW:

AP

12103 (‘91)

Earthquakes
12/5/91 #l HATONN
There were at least two warning
quakes down south in Califomia-toward San Diego where you don’t
have many quakes! This is a far
longer day for we who see the happenings than it obviously is for you
ones--so please just stay alert, this
day is far from over.

VO903--President endum on independence.
09:19
EST
M&hail Gorbachev issued a draThe Ukraine’s newly elected
matic appeal Tuesday for preserving
the nation, warning of possible war- President, Leonid Kravchuk, has
fare and a “catastrophe for all said he will not sign the Union
mankind’* if the Soviet Union dis- Treaty. Russian Federation Presiintegrates.
dent Boris Yeltsin has said that if
the Ukraine does not sign, his republic
won’t sign either.
“Without the union, there will
be an eternal erosion of our society
Gorbachev was scheduled to
as a whole,” Gorbachev said in his
written appeal, portions of which read his appeal on national televiIt represented
were released by his spokesman, sion later tonight.
one of his last-ditch attempts to save
Andrie Grachev.
the union and what little remained
The statement wa.s distributed to of his dwindling authority.
lawmakers across the nation who
Legislators must approve the
are weighing approval of the Union
Treaty, Gorbachev’s plan to hold treaty without delay because “time
is precious” according to the
the nation together.
appeal.
The appeal came the day after
Gorbachev warned that the disofficials in the Ukraine announced
that voters in the key republic had
overwhelmingly approved a refer- Please see USSR, next page
- -
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Another definition for Khazar

12/5/91 #‘I HATONN
I am now flooded with input regarding the Khazars as well as historical data and “integration with
Zionists”, etc. I still receive total
denial of such a group as well.
Therefore, I shall ask Dharma to
reprint a letter (in part) from a
Canadian friend who simply went to
the Encyclopaedia Britannica, Vol
13, page 362. It seemed to be a
brief way to establish whether or
not these people existed and approximately when.
There was
shock to find that there was actually
quite a write-up, and it is herein
shared with all. After all, the Encyclopaedia Britannica is Eliteestablished and controlled so it becomes even more interesting at what
is said herein. It is also the Elite of
the Encyclopedias.
QUOTE:
KHAZARS

(Known

by

many

USSR, cont. from previous page
integration of the Soviet Union has
gone beyond “any reasonable limits
and has become destructive in its
character. ”
Not signing the Union Treaty
will lead to ”d * e co nseuuences” ,
his statement zd.
“The dis~ntemiion will even be fmupht
with wars,”
“This could be a catastrophe for
all mankind,” Gorbachev said.
“The distance between the republics will grow wider and wider
and the economic situation will get
worse and worse.”
But Gorbachev took pains to
point out that the Union Treaty
would no’t mean a return to the old
Kremlin-style of central authority.
“I’m not speaking about a revival of the old center. . . .We cannot go back to that,” his statement
said.
He said he was talking about a
new state, one in which “we will be
partners and we will cooperate and
help each other. I am for a new,
confederative, democratic union of
states.”

names
but
predominantly
as
Chozars,
Akatziroi,
Khazirs,
Khwalisses, and Ugri Bielli). An
ancient people who occupied a
prominent place amongst the secondary powers of the Byzantine
state-system. They were the organizers of the transit between the
Black Sea and the Caspian, the universal carriers between East and
West. The area under their control
varied greatly, but the normal
Khazaria may be taken as the area
between the Caucasus, the Volga,
and the Don, with the outlying
province of the Crimea (Little
Khazaria) .
H---Amidst
the white race
of the steppe the Khazars can be
first historically distinguished at the
end of the 2nd Century A.D. They
burst into Armenia with the Bar&ens, A.D. 198. They were repulsed and attacked in turn. The
pressure of the nomads of the
steppe, the quest of plunder or revenge, these seem the only motives
of these early expeditions; but in
the long struggle between the
Roman and Persian empires, of
which Armenia was often the battlefield, and eventually the prize, the
attitude of the Khazars assumed
political importance.
Armenia
inclined to the civilization and ere
long to the Christianity of Rome,
whilst
her
Aracid
princes

maintained an inveterate feud with
the Sassanids of Persia. It became,
therefore, the policy of the Persian
kings to call in the Khazars in every
collision with the empire (200-350).
During the 4th century, however,
the growing power of Persia
culminated in the annexation of
eastern Armenia.
The Khazars,
endangered by so powerful a
neighbour, passed from under
Persian influence into that remote
alliance with Byzantium which
thenceforth
characterized
their
policy, and they aided Julian in his
invasion of Persia (363).
Simultaneously with the approach of Persia to the Caucasus the
terrible empire of the Huns sprang
up among the Ugrians of the northem steppes. The Khazars, straitened on every side, remained passive till the danger culminated in
the accession of Attila (434). The
emperor, Theodosius, sent envoys
to bribe the Khazaars to divert the
Huns from the empire by an attack
upon their flanks but there was a
Hunnic party amongst the Khazar
chiefs. The design was betrayed to
Attila, and he extinguished the independence of the nation in a moKhazaria became the apment.
panage of his eldest son and the
centre of government amongst the
eastern subjects of the Hun (448).
Even the iron rule of Attila was

Meteorite “close call 99
1215191#l
Note the interesting story going
along with yesterday’s news--for
today the incident is old--and wasn’t
even “due” until today. The reports
will be so confusing that you won’t
know what you’ve witnessed even
after you have a report. There are
several stories rampant regarding
that “thing” due in at lo:30 a.m.
your Earth time--today, the 5th.
This public discussion of it came
forth yesterday which seems strange
to me.
Next, the times have
changed some three times and one
predicts the incident next Tuesdav.
Officials and scientists still do not
know WHAT IT IS other than it is
“not of Earth” (such as a rocket
booster as first predicted) but,
rather, has to be from outer space-small and now in Earth ORBIT and

HATONN
“really moving”, is the way one reBut not to
porter described it.
worry--they say “it won’t strike
Earth or the Moon” and it “must be
a meteorite”. Moreover, “next year
there will be a much bigger one. ”
Good grief, chelas. Pay attention.

preferable to the time of anarchy
that succeeded it. Upon his death
(454) the wild immigration which
he had arrested revived. The Khazars and the Sarogours (i.e., White
Ogors, possibly the Barsileens of
the Volga delta) were swept along
in a flood of mixed Tartar peoples
which the conquests of the Avars
had set in motion. The Khazars and
their companions broke through the
Persian defences of the Caucasus
(457). They appropriated the territory up to the Kur and the Aras,
and roamed at large through Iberia,
Georgia and Armenia. The Persian
King implored the Emperor, Leo I.,
to help him defend Asia Minor at
the Caucasus (457) but Rome was
herself too hard pressed, nor was it
for 50 years that the Khazars were
driven back and the Pass of Derbent
fortified against them (507).
Throughout the 6th century Khazaria was the mere highway for the
wild hordes to whom the Huns had
opened the passage into Europe,
and the Khazars took refuge (like
the Venetians from Attila) amongst
the 70 mouths of the Volga. The
conquering Turks followed in their
footsteps (560-80). They beat down
all
opposition,
wrested
even
Bosporus in the Crimea from the
empire, and by the annihilation of
the Ephthalites completed the ruin
of the White Race of the plains
from the Oxus to the Don. The
empires of Turks and Avars, however, ran swiftly their barbaric
course, and the Khazars rose out of
the chaos to more than their ancient
renown. They issued from the land
of Barsilia, and extended their rule
over the Bulgarian hordes left masterless by the Turks, compelling the
more stubborn to migrate to the
The agricultural
Danube (641).
Slavs of the Dnieper and the Oka
were reduced to tribute, and before
the end of the 7th century the Khazars had annexed the Crimea, had
won complete command of the Sea
of AZOV,and seizing upon the narrow neck which separates the Volga
from the Don, had organized the
portage which has continued since
an important link in the traffic between Asia and Europe. The alliance with Byzantium was revived.
Simultaneously, and no doubt in

The Israelites postponed their visit
to the Council until next Monday or
Tuesday!
The Russian element-who doesn’t want Israel to participate--has the cosmospheres and can
control those “UFObjects”. Do you
think the Hostages “were just simply released?” Chelas, the lies and
hidden workings are so intense that
I realize you can’t keep up--nor do
you need to keep up to the minute-just don’t be foolish about the
Please see KHAZAR, next page
mega-scenes.
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trade, and contended with MoKHAZAR, cont. from previous page b ammedaus and Christians for
concert, with the Byzantine cam- the theological allegiance of the
paign against Persia (589), the Pagan people.
‘Ibe dynasty acKhazars had reappeared in Arme- cepted Judaism (C 740, but there
nia, though it was not till 625 that was tolerance for aB, and each
they annear as Khazars in the man was held amenable to the auThey are then thorized code, and to the official
Byzantine annals.
de&bed as “Turks from fie East”, judges of his OWII faith. At the
a powerful nation which held the By=mne
court the khakan was
coasts of the Caspian and the EUX- held in high hOnOur. The emperor,
ine, and took tribute of the Viatitsh, Justinian Rhinotmetus, took refuge
the Severians and the Polyane. The with him during his exile and markhakan, enticed by the promise of ried his daughter (702). Justinian’s
an imperial princess, furnished Her- rival, Vardanes, in turn sought an
aclius with 40,000 men for his Per- asylum in Khazaria, and in Leo IV
Sian war, who shared in the victory (775) the gradon
of a Khazar
sovereign ascended the Byzantine
over Chosroes.
throne.
Khazar troops were
Meanwhile the Muslim empire had amongst the bodyguad of the impeThe Persian empire was rial court; they fought for Leo VI
arisen.
struck down (637), and till the de- against Sirneon of Bulgaria; and the
cay of the Mohammedan empire, khakan was honoured in diplomatic
Khazaria, with all the other coun- intercourse with the seal of three
tries of the Caucasus, paid an an- solidi, which marked him as a ponual tribute of children and of corn tentate of the first rank, above even
Nevertheless, though the pope and the Carolingian
(737861).
Indeed, his dominion
overpowered in the end, the Khaz- monarchs.
ars had protected the plains of Eu- became an object of uneasiness to
rope from the Mohammedans and the jealous statecraft of Byzantium,
made the Caucasus the limit of their and Constantine Porphyrogenitus,
writing for his son’s instruction in
Iconquests.
the government, carefully enumer‘In the interval between the decline ates the Alans, the Petchenegs, the
of the Mohammedan empire and the Uxe% and the Bulgarians as the
rig of Russia, the U-S
reached
fOrCeS he must rely On to nYd.rah it.
the zenith of their power. The merchants of Byzantium, Armenia and It was, however, from a power that
Baghdad met in the markets of Itil Constantine did not consider, that
(whither, since the raids of the MO- the overthrow of the KhaZars came.
hammedans, the capital had been The arrival of the Varagians w:
transferred from Semender) and Remember, Varagians is one of
traded for the wax, furs, leather, the names attached to the Khazand honey that came down from the am.1 amidst the scattered Slavs
So important was this traf- (862) had united them into a nation.
Volga.
fit held at Constantinople that, I?J: Do You now begin to see
when a portage from the Don was WHY in Russia it Was Pr*
endangered by the irruption of a nounced that the holocaust confresh horde of Turks (the Petch- &ted of the extedatiom
of
enegs), the emperor, Theophillus, “SIavs” and not “Jews”?YOUS%
himself &spat&d he materials the Point is that the Zionists are
and workmen to build for the Khaz- the Khazars and hated for their
ars a fortress impregnable to their evil ways all over the European
forays (834). Famous as the one continent as they absorbed into
stone structure in that stoneless re- and usurped everytn@ and nagion, the post became known far tlon
they
became
integrated
and wide amongst the hordes of the witbin. B&eve me, cbelas, this
steppe as Sar-kei or the WHITE dissertation is absolutely as mild
ABODE. Merchants from every as they could possibly make it and
nation found protection and good Yet, even so, it confirms the
points I have given you. It is not
faith in the Khaxar cities.
to say “I told you so”; it is for the
HI: ok, Pay attention now!] The Purpose in writing such whiteJews, expelled from Constantine- washed historical data which was
ple, sought a home amongst unable to be totally erased, so
them, developed the Khazar that you will become more com-

fortable with the “Hosts” as we
come forth with the WORD. We
do not come to scare, rattle
bones, fear-monger and/or terrify
you-we come only to awaken you
to your circumstance before it is
beyond the absolute Point ,of NO
RETURN.]

They simply took up new names
for selves which would deceive the
“neighbors”, changed the name of
the government but not the practices thereof and under new
“cover” continued in the same deceitful manner as they had for
eons.]

The advance of the Petchenegs from
the East gave the Russians their opportunity. Before the onset of, those
fierce invaders
the precarious
suzerainty of the khakan broke up.
By calling in the Uzes, the Khazars
dislodge
the
did,
indeed,
Petchenegs from the position they
had seized in the heart of the
kingdom, between the Volga and
the Don, but only to drive them
inwards to the Dnieper.
The
severed
from
their
Hungarians,
kindred and their rulers, migrated to
the Carpathians, whilst Oleg, the
Russ prince of Kiev, passed through
the Slav tribes of the Knieper basin
with the cry “Pay nothing to the
The kingdom
Khazars” (884).
dwindled rapidly to its ancient limits between the Caucasus, the
Volga, and the Don, whilst the Russian traders of Novgorod and Kiev
supplanted the Khazars as the carriers between Constantinople (Istanbul) and the North.
When Ibn
Fadlan visited Khazaria 40 years
later, Itil was even then a great city,
with baths and market places and 30
mosques. But there was no domestic product or manufacture; the
kingdom depended solely upon the
now precarious transit dues, and administration was in the hands of a
major domus also called khakan.
w: It has always been that these
People support themselves at the
expense and extortion of others
just as they do this day in 1991.1
At the assault of Swiatoslav of Kiev
the rotten fabric crumbled into dust.
His troops were equally at home on
land and water. Sarkel, Itil, and
Semender surrendered to him (965969). He pushed his conquests to
the Caucasus and established Russian colonies upon the Sea of Azov.

KHAZAR:
BIBLIOGRAPHY:
The letter of King Joseph to R Hasdal Ibn Shaprut, first published by
J. Akrish, Kol Mebasser (1577),
[H: From whence comes “Kol” in
vows such as “Kol Nidre” and
also just about a century later
was when the term “Jew” was
created to label these People.] and
often reprinted in editions of Jehuda
ha-Levi’s
German
Kuzari.
translations by Zedner (1840), and
Cassel, Magyar, Alterth. (1848);
French by Carmoly, Rev. Or.
(1841). Arabic: The Account of
Ibn Fadlan (921) is preserved by
Yakut, ii. 436 seq. Frachn,
“Veteres” Mem. de St. Pet. (1844);
Dufremery, Joum. As. (1840);
Russian: the Chronicle, ascribed to
Nestor.
Modem: Klaproth, “Mem. sur les
Kh&ars”, in Joum. As. 1st series,
vol,$ii; ib, Tableau hist. de 1’Asie
(1823); ib, Tabl. hist. de Caucases
(1827); memoirs on the Khazars by
Harkavy: and by Howorth Congres.
Intern des oriental&s,
vol ii;
D’Ohson, Peuples du Caucase
(1828); S. Drauss, “Zur Geschichte
der Chazaren”, in Revue orientale
pour les etudes Ourals-altaiques
ww.
END OF QUOTING

Thank you “Canada”. I certainly
understand the request to keep your
name and address unprinted for the
Khazarians are the same as the
Zionist Jews and speaking out about
the deceit will only bring charges of
anti-Semitism and “hate crime”
against you if intercepted in the
mail--and by the way, mail IS intercepted for this very purpose. You
see, readers, in Canada to speak
The principality of Tmutarakan, about “Jews” and “Zionists” is a
founded by his grandson, Mstislav “hate crime” felony offense. You
(988), replaced the kingdom of are next, America!
Khazaria, the last trace of which
was extinguished by a joint expedi- Dharma, I have another paper to
tion of Russians and Byzantines write but I think we had better leave
(1016). HI: It is so very important to recognize that these ones Please see KHAZAR, next page
do not and did not “iust vanish”.
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Government continues preparations

1216191 #l

HATONN

What has changed since yesterday?
You have added another incident to
expect. The distracters are being
set up all over your globe. Look at
the ridiculous replaying of Pearl
Harbor--a place of infamy, yes--but
celebration is of the lie, not of what
happened at Pearl. Bush is going to
Pearl to wave flags and further
mislead the public while Rome
(Washington) and America are
falling into the trash heap. It is a
sad day indeed!
As you look around you will see
that through false accusations and
iies of the CIA and insiders--you
are ready to bomb Libya because of
totally false charges. You are setting up an incredibly unmanageable
situation for Cuba and Haiti with
total hand-binding to your defense
facilities. You are setting up another incident in the Philippines.

The government is ready to remove cal group-have seen this little notayour First Amendment rights and tion, tiny and in the back pages of
the paper?: “FBI OPENS IANyou push for it.
CASTER OFFICE. Lancaster, CA.
As I speak of things happening in Dec. 1, 1991: The FBI opened a
this area, it is for you readers to in- branch oflee in this Mojave Desert
vestigate and SEE what is going on city to respond to an increase in
under YOUR noses for, from the white-collar crime and bank robAmerican beries in the Antelope and Santa
tiP of the North
Continent to the lowest part of Claritavalleys.
,
South America and into the Arctic
regions and across every nation on Three FBI agents were assigned to
globe--the
assault
and temporary quarters in a state Dethe
subterfuge is under way. But YOU partmentof Correctionsocff?ce,said
must see it for MY work is HERE Gary Auer, supervisor of the FBI
in the writing--and I cannot give branch and bureau operations in
you all for Dharma is as limited as Ventura and Santa Barbara. The
breathing ofice opened Oct. 21.
walking,
other
Know that things are
Fzlxln.
happening right in your own Auer said Friday that increased
door-yard and enlightenment will bank robberies and white-collarofbegin to flow and spread--first in fenses such as banking fraud
your own locale and then the net- promptedthe new oflce opening.
work will link.
Now, I don’t like to always prick
For instance, how many of this lo- the balloon but if you believe that

nonsense--then you are really in
trouble.
Lancaster is the closest
city to Edwards Air Force Base.
Edwards is probably the safest location in which to be located--BECAUSE THE FOREIGN AND
DOMESTIC COALITIONS USE
THE
BASE
JOINTLY--YOU
HAVE NO IDEA OF WHAT IS
LOCATED AT EDWARDS! YOU
WILL FIND A LOT OF %EAL
ALIEN”
ACTWITY
THERE
ALSO.
YES, THERE ARE
OTHER PLACES
LIKEWISE
“PROTECTED” BY THE ELITE
MONOPOLY, LIKE
WHITE
SANDS, ETC.
BUT THAT IS
NOT MY POINT HEREIN. The
point is that the surveillance groups
are getting set to bring all of you
into control--immediately
when
given the order. The lie is easily
seen through because banks are not
carrying hardly any cash assets
lately and the white-collar industries
are laying off everyone and closing
down.

Can Bush speak for himself?

12/6/91 #l HATONN
A White House micmphone, dewy. . . . .
Also, I find you ones hanging on
accidentallvlet2 oven at the end of
soeeches bv the Congressmen,
ARTICLE: Dec., 1991.
IF fhe sessio4, broadcastto assembled There is a bit more but I think you
President, eic.
Do yoi not understand that ALL is controlled and BUSH USUALLY SEEMS ON reporters his complaint thut the can see the lies in action.
the speeches pre-scripted and the MARK, IT u4Y BE DUE TO questions he had just jiehied from
questions totally guarded? Even the SCRIPTED QUERIES. Exchanges his Anaheim audience had not
papers tell you that much.
with public not spontaneous, come in the order that he had been
FIND OUT WHAT’S
told to expect.
spokesman says.
Here is a notice of one “accidentally
REALLY GOING ON!
on purpose” article. If you careN.Y. lhes
News Service;
Bush’s press secretary, Marlin
fully READ these writings you can WASHINGTON-of the last two Fitzwater, acknowledged later that
This audio tape set is an introsee the truth.
presidents, one is widely regarded the convention, like many of the
duction to the Socioeconomic,
as a master of the unrehearsed news president’s public audiences, had
Political, Geophysical and
conference who delights in sparring been see&d withplanted questions,
Spiritual transmissions/meswith the most aggressive members and that the president knew beforeKHAZAR, cont. from previous page
sages contained within “The
of the press. l7te other was viewed handwhatwastobeaskedandhow
Phoenix Journals”. Some ropit until next edition so that this can is a genial politician who excelled . to answer it.
its covered are: “New World
be gem
into the proper hands at reading speeches, but frequently
Order”, UFO cover-up, U.S.
tripped whenforced to think on his’
“These things are scripted,
hastily. Thank you.
Constitution,
AIDS, Spiritual
feet.
Fitznxatersaid. “It was never inTransition of Man and more.
tended to be spontaneous.. It’s not
Please, all of you, stay alert for
Question: which of the two has like the press, where they get points
these few days right now are indeed
GEORGE & DESIREE’
treacherous.
Thank you for re- many of his exchanges with ordi- for stumpingthe boss. n
GREEN AUDIO TAPE
sponding promptly. It is difficult to nary citizens scripted by aides, so
thut
questions
are
known
in
advance
$12.OO...(Plus Shipping)
For
Bush,
whose
penchant
for
see if verbal negotiations and capitplaying “gotcha! * with reporters is
Two-Tape set.. .3 hours
ulations will postpone actions or and answersare readilyat hand?
legendary,
the
disclosure
that
his
not. We will have to remain prePresident Bush inadvertently conversationswith less skilled quespared for either event. Salu.
To order contact:
supplied the answer last week in a tioners are scripted is surely an emAmerica West
jatonn to stand-by. Please remain closed-circuit broadcast from the barrassment, one more unraveling
800-729-4131
at ready, Dharma, for contact and White House to a ‘convention in stitch in what had appeared until
Anaheim‘.
I
lately to be a seamless presireceiving. Salu. 0
l
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Freedom of speech under attack
12/6/91 #l HATONN

Noelle-Neumann is a leading galized into silence and inability to religious specialty cable channel,
The Jews (Zionists) scream anti- German opinionresearcher.
speak of some matters. Remember also carried the show which said
the Andy Rooney incident with the AIDS is a punishment from God
Semite at anyone and everyone who
has an independent thought about
In a letter to the editor of Com- homosexual aspect of a brief refer- and that sacred scriptures say
life. And yet they are allowed to mentary, which was circulated ence made to the group? It was a homosexualityis a crime that calls
blast, embarrass, distort, chafe, lie throughout the
University of totally benign statement and cer- to heaven for vengeance.
and taunt ANYONE AND ANY- Chicago political science depart- tainly carried no bigotry but the
THING that is to their disliking. ment and is scheduled to be pub- “world stopped”. NO, the minority
The same episode also said hoThey are bigots against ALL and lished in January, Noelle-Neumann’ Zionists got their clamps on one mosexuality is caused by gays gomore facet of your freedom of ing into classrooms to teach chilyou seem to miss it in its open and wrote;
speech.
dren how to become homosexuals
blatant affront.
and that it would be justQ%ble to
“Anyone who has dealt withthe
You have just experienced another texts written under a dictatorship I have a Canadian friend who has kill a homosexual if he tried to bite
small incident piled upon more and knows that certainphrases serve an sent a little article from The Van- you or spit at you-ways of tmnsmore and more heaps of affronts by alibifunction and are a necessity if couver Sun, Nov. 25, 1991. Ref: mittingthe AIDS virus.
ABUSIVE
this ADA group of NON-Semites, one is to be able to write what is in BROADCASTING.
CHCH-TV took the religious
the Zionists: PAST ANTI-SEMITIC fact prohibited. I am terribly sorry COMMENTS ABOUT SEXUAL
ORIENTATION
BANNED.
Quetalk show off the air as soon as
RIMARKS PLAGUE VISITING ‘if any hurt was caused by &at I
But Vision
GERMANPROFESSOR. [H: Keep wrote 50 years ago, n she said. nI bec: Abusive comments or pictures Kidd complained.
in mind that in Germany now, certainly can say that when I wrote about homosexualsare now banned continued to carry it for five
months.
there may be no speaking of the that passage at the time, I had no from radio and television.
Holocaust except as presented by intention of doing any harm to the
Sexual orientation has been
the Zionists. It is true in America Jews. n
~uldn’t
take actio%
added
to
race,
national
or
ethnic
then bm
also, you just haven’t noticed-the
authors, such as I, certainly do
Faculty members and students origin, color, religion, six, age and wasn’t included as a grounds of
notice it as weii as the death throughout the university are de- mental or physical disability as discrimination,Kidd said.
threats which accompany the sug- bating the criticisms of Noelle- grounds on which abusivecomments
gestion to cease and desist with Neumann and her response. Many cannot be made, says the Canadian
To avoid misunde&znding, the
Radio-Television
and
Telecommuniany factual writing.]
CRTC also ruled that sexual oriprofessors in her department are
demandinn a more comnlete apol- cations Commission.
entation excludes any sexual acN. Y. Times News Service. QJD!.
tivitythat would violatethe Ctimi“There is absolutely no reason nal Code, such as pedophilia, besChicago--Eventsof a half century
ago have become a center of con- Well, this leaves me no choice other why discouraging abusive comment tialityor necrvphilia.
troversy at the University of than to take a very good piece of should prevent though@, informed
Chicago, where a visitingprofessor material--now removed as much as and thorough discussion, humor or
Violators face fines up to
has been accused of writing anti- possible from your library and pub- other forms of expression,* CRTC $20,000 for a first offence and
Semitic viewsas a young womanin lishing shelves and re-present it to chairmanKeith Spicer said.
$50,000 for offences thereafter.
Nazi Germany.
you. We have very little time to
Corporations can be fined up to
get this information out to you
“We’re not trying to limitflee $25O,ooOfor a first offence and
In the August 1991 issue of the before the curtain slams shut. It is use of our airwaves,just abuse. a
$SlW,ooOfor a second. I’
monthlymagazine Commentary,an called ZIONISM IN THE AGE OF
article by Leo Bogart entitled “THE THE DICTATORS. I believe I had
Ronald Kidd, a Toronto man Do you have any idea what this
POLLSTERAND THE NAZIS”, ac- better protect the author a while whojiled the complaintthat led to means? This means that if a heterocuses the professor, Elizabeth longer.
the ruling, welcomed the news but sexual simply put a sign on his
Noelle-Neumann,of including antisaid homosexuals would have to chest which reads such as the folSemiticremarks in her dissertcztion. I hope you ones understand the ne- keep an eye on how the CRTC in- lowing: “I am a heterosexual from
cessity of keeping authors in pri- terprets abusive comments. Many the minority white (or black, or, or)
The article also says she in- vacy. When I publish names and comments could be abusive but not group and I practice limited intercluded anti-Semitic remarks in an “how-to” get information and the directly mention homosexuals, he course with any or all other groups
article about Jewish control of the publications--I open the barrage said.
and I demand to get AIDS on an
media in Das Reich, a Nazi news- against those ones afresh. I do not
equal basis without use of sodomy,
paper. m: No, it is NOT a Nazi use another’s work for the “heck of CH:Now look at the incident very, bestiality, etc. ,” you would be subnewspaper. And remember WHO it”--this is the QNLY way to get the very carefuily ! Even if the per- ject to the penalties listed? You had
are the Nazis? That’s right: the information out any longer--through ception is totally incorrect-is it better carefully consider this beAshkeNAZI ZIONISTS !]
the daring underground press such not as rightful to speak against as cause you are just about to “go unas this.
der”.
“for” a thing?]
j\
Although Noelle-Neumann does
not deny making the comments, You still think it is impossible?
Kidd complained to the CRTC
.
which were published in 1940, she Please, note a little further here. It No years afte
watchtna an
.
says her writing should be judged is now closing down harder and
Fotimra:
Mome
by the circumstances of the time. harder and otherwise outspoken Has
Come,
on
CHCH-TV
She declined to commentjimher.
“talk radio” Lasts, etc., are now le- Hamilton.
Vision TV, the
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The report from Iron Mountain

12/6/91 #l HATONN

achieved it would almost certainly
QUOTE:
not be in the best interests of a staDharma, I suggest we share the
ble society to achieve it.. . ”
letter from “J.H”. and let us see 4 Nov. 91 - 18 Nov. 91.
how many of our readers KNOW
FOREWORD BY LEONARD C.
ABOUT THIS LITTLE ORGANI- Dear Commander Hatonn,
LEWIN
ZATION--THE SPECIAL STUDY
GROUP.
. . . . . .I found some interesting
Pg viii;
outdated/withdrawn books, one of
‘Early
in August of 1963, he
THE SPECIAL STUDY GROUP particular interest is: REPORT
FROM IRON MOUNTAIN ON (John Doe) said, he found a mesThis material comes from one who THE POSSIBILITY AND DESIR- sage on his desk that a “Mrs. Potts”
obtained a copy of an outdated ABILITY OF PEACE; with intro- had called him from Washington.
(withdrawn) book. The book could ductory material by Leonard C.
When he returned the call, a
not be sent but the person copied 20 Lewin; The Dial Press, Inc., 1967
pages (handwritten) just so the in- New York; Library of Congress man ,aswered immediately, and
told Doe, among other things, that
formation could be shared with you #67-27553.
he had been selected to serve on a
readers. Thank you, friend, for this
is our only resource--YOU WHO
From the Front Cover: “The commission “of the highest imporWILL SHARE.
unwillingness of The Special Study tance”. Its object was to determine,
Group to publicize their findings is accurately and realistically, the nareadily understandable.. . They con- ture of the problems that would
cluded that lasting peace, while not confront the United States if and
theoretically impossible, is probably when a condition of “permanent
1216191#l HATONN
unattainable; even if it could be peace” should arrive, and to draft a
Another tid-bit: “Here are a few exprogram for dealing with this conamples of how Congress wastes
tingency. The man described the
money (not to mentionforeign aid):
unique procedures that were to gov$15 millionfor the U.S. Population
em the commission’s work and that
Fund,; $2.8 million to study how to
were expected to extend its scope
use wood; $3.8 million to find the
far beyond that of any previous exi2/6/91 #l HATONN
Poultry Center of Excellence; $3.6
amination of these problems.. . . . .the
The nation’s teachers will huve cloak-and-dagger tone of this conmillionfor an urban gardening proaccess to up to SO channels of 24- vocation was further enhanced by
gram.
hour educational broadcasting, in- the meeting place itself.
Iron
[H: Now these aren’t “bad” and if cluding a possible pay-per-viewop- Mountain, located near the town of
tion, when PBS launches its new Hudson, is like something out of
the gardening gave future lnsiit
as to how to garden and survive, satellitesystem in May, the broad- Ian Fleming or E. Phillips Qppenthat would be one thing useful- caster’s president announced.
heim. It is an undewround nuclear hideout for hundreds of
but, of course, that is not the use
PBS already has a satellitethat large American Coruorations.
of the money. Neither are these
broadcasts
a hand?1 of educational Most of them use it as an emerthings of importance as such, it is
only that for such a minute por- channels and does some interactive gency storage vault for important
tion of that, for instance, the en- courses, but with the new satellite documents. But a number of them
tire Native American population and new technology the channels maintain substitute corporate headcould be housed, clothed and fed. willgreatly increase.
quarters, as well, where essential
So could the homeless be shelpersonnel presumably could survive
New o$erings could incltuie a and continue to work after an attered and fed. Your unemployment (new registrants) climbed 24-hour mathematics channel, sci- tack.
This latter group includes
ence
channel,
channels
for
adults
again last week--half a million
such firms as Standard Oil of New
Hanover
newly unemployed every week ls and advanced high school channels. Jersey,
Manufactures
happening while you ponder your Schools with satellite dishes could Trust, and Shell, etc . . . . . . It is not
receive all of the channels, or surprising that the “Group”, in its
Christmas lii for Santa.]
teachers could dial into the local letter of Transmittal, did not choose
lk Congressional Budget o$?ice PBS stationto have a spectjic chan- to justify its work to “the lay
reader, unexposed to the exigencies
estimates the federal government nel brought to the classroom.
of higher political or military rewill borrow $70
BILLION next
.
.
Do
you
suppose
the
lessons
taught
Its report was adsponsibility”.
year--Some of zt frvm the Social
.
will
be
such
as
“truth”
of
the
holo--and
in
just
dressed,
deliberately,
to unnamed
Se-0
tmt fitM
caust--or
the
“orthodox”
non-disgovernment
administrators
of high
four years that debt (to S. S.) will
Do
you
think
rank; assumed considerable political
huve gmwn to a massive $129 cussable version?
your
children
will
get
“truth”
of
sophistication from this select audiBILLION.
science or the presented view of the ence.
film-makers?
G
No further comment!

Social Security

TV :.

The teacher

To the general reader, therefore,
the substance of the document may
be more unsettling than its conclusions. He may not be prepared for
some of its assumptions--for instance, that most medical advances are viewed more as problems than as progress; or that
poverty is necessary and desirable, public postures by politicians to the contrary not withstanding; or that standing armies
are, among other things, socialwelfare institutions in exactly the
same sense as are old people’s
homes and mental hospitals. It
may strike them as odd to find the
probable explanation of “flying
saucer” incidents disposed of en
passant in less than a sentence. He
may be less surprised to find that
and the
the space program
“controversial” anti-missile missiles
and fallout shelter programs are understood to have the spending of
vast sums of money, not the advancement of science or national
defense, as their principle goals,
and to learn that “military” draft
policies are only remotely concerned with defense.
He may be offended to find the
organized repression of minority
groups, and even the reestablishment of slavery, seriously (and on
the whole, favorably) discussed as
possible aspects of a world at peace.
He is not likely to take kindly to the
notion of the deliberate intensification of air and water pollution as
part of a program leading to peace,
even when the reason for considering it is made clear. That a
world without war will have to turn
sooner, rather than later, to universal test tube procreation will be less
disturbing, if no more appealing.
But few readers will not be taken
aback, at least, by a few lines in the
Report’s conclusions, reDea!ed
iq
.
its formal recommendatwns. thd
slrggest that the long-rrmpe olunlnin
nd
-of
lives to be
“0 timu
destmved annuallv in overt wadare
y
fo
o&es
r
The debate took place at the
Please see IRON MT., next page

IRON MT., cont. from
previous page
Group’s last full meeting before the
Report was written, late in March,
1966, and again at Iron Mountain.
Two facts must be kept in mind, by
way of background.
The first is
that the Special Study Group had
never been explicitly charged with
or sworn to secrecy, either when it
was convened or at any time thereafter. The second is that the Group
had nevertheless operated as if it
had been. This was assumed from
the circumstances of its inception
and from the tone of its inception
and from the tone of its instructions. The Group’s acknowledgement of help from “the many persons . . ..who contributed so greatly
to our work” is somewhat equivocal; these persons were not told the
nature of the project for which their
special resources of information
were solicited.
Those who argued the case for
keeping the Report secret were admittedly motivated by fear of the
explosive political effects that could
be expected from publicity.
For
evidence, they pointed to the suppression of the far less controversial
report of then-Senator
Hubert
Humphrey’s subcommittee on disarmament in 1962. (Subcommittee
members had reportedly feared that
it might be used by Communist
propagandists, as Senator Stuart
Symington put it, to “back up the
Marxian theory that war production
was the reason for the success of
capitalism.“) Similar political precautions had been taken with the
better-known Gaither Report in
1957, and even with the so-called
Moynihan Report in 1965.
Furthermore, they insisted, a
distinction must be made between
serious studies, which are normally
classified unless and until policy
makers decide to release them, and
conventional “showcase” projects,
organized to demonstrate a political
leadership’s concern about an issue
and to deflect the energy of those
pressing for action on it. (The example used, because some of the
Group had participated in it, was a
‘White House Conference” on international cooperation, disarmament, etc., which had been staged
late in 1965 to offset complaints
about escalation of the Vietnam
War.)
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“Doe” acknowledges their dis- extent their assumptions of social
tinction, as well as the strong possi- necessity are shared by the decisionbility of public misunderstanding. makers in our government. Which
But he feels that if the sponsoring do they accept and which do they
agency had wanted to mandate se- reject? However disturbing the ancrecy it could have done so at the swers, only full and frank discusoutset. It could also have assigned sion offers any conceivable hope of
the project to one of the govem- solving the problems raised by the
ment’s established “think tanks”, Special Study Group in their
which normally work on a classified “Report from Iron Mountain”.
basis. He scoffed at fear of public L.C.L.--New York, June 1967.
reaction, which could have no lasting effect on long-range measures r
that might be taken to implement
the Group’s proposals, and derided
A FEW-$
the Group’s abdication of responsiRESPONSES
bility for its opinions and conclusions. So far as he was concerned,
From the section “A Few Questhere was such a thing as a public tions: Backeround Information, pg.
right to know what was being done xvii:
on its behalf; the burden of proof
The following account of the
was on those who would abridge it.
workings of the Special Study
If my account seems to give Group is taken verbatim from a se“Doe” the better of the argument, ries of tape recorded interviews I
despite his failure to convince his had with “John Doe”. The trancolleagues, so be it. My participa- script has been edited to minimize
tion in this book testifies that I am the intrusion of my questions and
not neutral. In my opinion, the de- comments, as well as for length and
cision of the Special Study Group to the sequence has been revised in the
censor its own findings was not interest of continuity. (LCL)
merely timid but presumptuous.
How was the group
But the refusal, as of this writing,
formed?
of the agencies for which the Report
was prepared to release it them. . .The general idea for it, for
selves raises broader questions of
public policy. Such questions cen- this kind of study, dates back at
ter on the continuing use of self- least to 1961. it started with some
serving definitions of “security” to of the new people who came in with
avoid
possible
political
em- the Kennedy administration, mostly,
barrassment. It is ironic how often I think, with McNamara, Bundy,
and Rusk.
this practice backfires.
They were impatient
about marry things. . . One of them
I should state, for the record, was that no really serious work had
that I do not share the attitudes to- been done about planning for peaceward war and peace, life and death, -a long-range peace, that is with
and survival of the species mani- long-range planning.. .
fested in the Report. Few readers
will. In human terms, it is an outIs that possible, really?
I
rageous document. But it does rep- mean that not even the President
resent a serious and challenging ef- knew of your commission?
fort to define an enormous problem.
And it explains, or certainly appears
Well, I don’t think there’s anyto explain, aspects of American thing odd about the government atpolicy otherwise incomprehensible tacking a problem at two different
by the ordinary standards of com- levels. Or even about two or three
mon sense. What we may think of government agencies working at
these explanations is something else cross-purposes. It happens all the
but it seems to me that we are enti- time.
Perhaps the President did
tled to know not only what they are know. And I don’t mean to denibut whose they are.
grate the Ackley Committee, but it
was exactly that narrowness of ap“whose”
I
don’t
mean
proach
that we were supposed to get
BY
merely the names of the authors of away from.. . It’s the kind of thinkthe Report. Much more important, ing that Rand and the Hudson Inwe have a right to know to what stitute and the Institute for Defense

Analysis
ning.. .

brought

into war plan-

Why was the project given to
an outside commission?
Why
couldn’t it have been handled directly by an appropriate government agency?
I think that is obvious, or should
be. The kind of thinking wanted
from our Group just isn’t to be had
in a formal government operation.
Too many constraints, too many inhibitions. This isn’t a new problem. Why else would outfits like
Rand and Hudson stay in business?
Any assignment, in the “gray” operations, those that are supposed to
be unofficial, but are really as official as can be. Also with the
C.I.A.
For our study, even the private
research centers were too institutional.. . A lot of thought went into
making sure that our thinking would
be unrestricted. All kinds of little
things. The way we were called
into the Group, the places we met,
all kinds of subtle devices to remind
us. For instance, even our name,
the Special Study Group...
What can you tell me about
the members of the Group?
1’11 have to stick to generalities... There were fifteen of us.
The important thing is that we represented a very wide range of disciplines.
And not all academic.
People from the natural sciences,
the social sciences, even the humanities. We had a lawyer and a
businessman. Also, a professional
war planner.
Also, you should
know that everyone in the Group
had done work of distinction in at
least two different fields.
The
interdisciplinary element was built
in...
It is true that there were no
women in the Group, but I don’t
think that was significant. . . We
were all American citizens, of
course.
. . ..None of us had ever had this
experience, of a public inspection of
credentials, or medical reports. It
was very disturbing.. .
Please see IRON MT., next page
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IRON MT., cont. from
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The simple alphabetical “names”
were assigned by “Doe” for convenient reference; they bear no intended relation to actual names.
“ABLE” was the Group’s Washington contact.
It was he who
brought and read the dossiers, and
who most often acted as chairman.
He, “Baker”, and “Cox” were the
three who had been involved in the
preliminary planning. There is no
other significance to the order of
listing.
“Arthur Able” is an historian
and political theorist, who has
served in government.
“Bernard Baker” is a professor
of international law and a consultant
on government operations.
“Charles Cox” is an economist,
social critic, and biographer.
“John Doe” is a professor at a
large university in the middle West.
His field is one of the social sciences.
“Frank Fox” is a cultural Anthropologist.
“George Green” is a psychologist, educator, and developer of
personnel testing systems.
“Harold Hill” is a psychiatrist,
who has conducted extensive studies
of the relationship between individual and group behavior.
“John Jones” is a scholar and
literary critic.
“Martin Miller” is a physical
chemist, whose work has received
international
recognition
at the
highest level.
“Pam Peters” is a biochemist,
who has made important discoveries
bearing on reproductive processes.
“Richard Roe” is a mathematician affiliated with an independent
West Coast research institution.

written extensively on war, peace, soldiers. You use computers. It’s a
and international relations.
programming system. A computer
“language”, like Fortran, or Algol,
“William White” is an industri- or Jovial.... Its advantage is its sualist, who has undertaken many perior capacity to interrelate data
special government assignments.
with no apparent common points of
reference.. . A simple analogy is
How did the Group operate? likely to be misleading--but I can
I mean where and when did you give you some examples. For inmeet, and so forth?
stance, supposing I asked you to
figure out what effect a moon
We met on the average of once landing by U.S. astronauts would
a month. Usually it was on week- have on an election in, say, Sweends, and usually for two days. We den. Or what effect a change in the
had a few longer sessions, and one draft law--a specific change--would
that lasted only four hours... We have on the value of real estate in
met all over the country, always at downtown Manhattan? Or, a cera different place, except for the first tain change in college entrance reand last times, which were at Iron quirements in the United States on
Mountain.. . We never met in the British shipping industry?
Washington, or on government
We were
property anywhere.. .
You would probably say, first,
paid a very modest per diem. All that there would be no effect of
of it was called “expenses” on the which to speak, and second, that
vouchers. We were told not to re- there would be no way of telling.
port it on our tax returns.. . The But you’d be dead wrong on both
checks were drawn on a special ac- counts. In each case there would be
count of Able’s at a New York an effect, and the peace games
bank. He signed them.. . I don’t method could tell you what it would
know what the study cost. So far as be, quantitatively.
I didn’t take
our time and travel were concerned, these examples out of thin air. We
it couldn’t have come to more than used them in working out the
the low six figure range. But the method... Essentially, it’s an elabobig item must have been computer rate high-speed trial and error systime, and I have no idea how high tem for determining working algothis ran...
Like most sophisticated
rithms.
types of computer problem-solvYou mentioned a “Peace ing...
Games’ manual. What are peace
games?
The idea of a problem-solving
system like this is not original with
I wanted to say something about us. The Advanced Research Prothat. The Report barely mentions jects Agency, of the Department of
it. “Peace Games” is a method we Defense, has been working on
developed during the course of the something like it. So has General
study. It’s a forecasting technique, Electric, in California. There are
and information system. I’m very others.. . We were successful not
excited about it. Even if nothing is because we know more than they do
done about our recommendations-- about programming,
which we
which is conceivable--this is some- don’t, but because we learned how
thing that can’t be ignored. It will to formulate the problems accurevolutionize the study of social. rately. It goes back, to the old saw,
problems. It’s a by product of the “You can always find the answer if
study. We needed a fast, depend- you know the right questions.”
able procedure to approximate the
effect of disparate social phenomena
Supposing you hadn’t develon the other social phenomena. We oped this method.
Would you
got it. It’s in a primitive phase, but have come to the same concluit works.
sions in the Report?

“Samuel Smith” is an asHow are peace games played?
tronomer, physicist, and communi- Are they like Rand’s war game?
cations theorist.
You don’t “play” peace games,
“Thomas Taylor” is a system like chess or Monopoly, any more
analyst and war planner, who has than you play war games with toy

on modem thinking, basic judgments must still be made by human
beings. The peace games technique
isn’t responsible for our Report--We
are...

PROM LETTER OF
TRANSMITTAL
TO THE CONVENER
THIS GROUP:

OF

Attached is the Report of the
Special Study Group established by
you in August, 1963:
1) to consider the problems involved in the contingency of a transition to a general condition of
peace, and 2) to recommend procedures for dealing with this continFor the convenience of
gency.
nontechnical
readers we have
elected to submit our statistical supporting data, totaling 604 exhibits,
separately, as well as a preliminary
manual of the “peace games”
method devised during the course of
our study.
We have completed our assignment to the best of our ability, subject to the limitations of time and
resources available to us. Our conclusions of fact and our recommendations are unanimous; those of us
who differ in certain secondary respects from the findings set forth
herein do not consider these differences sufficient to warrant the filing
It is our
of a minority report.
earnest hope that the fruits of our
deliberations will be of value to our
government in its effort to provide
leadership to the nation in solving
the complex and far-reaching problems we have examined, and that
our recommendations for subsequent Presidential action in this area
wiil be adopted.
(J.H.: Presidential action is executive orders.}

Because of the unusual circumstances surrounding the establishment of this Group, and in view of
the nature of its findings, we do not
Certainly.
But it would have recommend that this Report be retaken many times longer... But leased for publication. It is our afplease don’t misunderstand my en- firmative judgment that such action
thusiasm (about the peace games
method). With all due respect to Please see IRON MT., next page
the effects of computer technology
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“Fan Mail” from Sovereign Press
12/7/91
IRON MT., cont. from previous page
would not be in the public interest.
The uncertain advantages of public
discussion of our conclusions and
recommendations are, in our opinion, greatly outweighed by the clear
and predictable danger of a crisis in
public confidence which untimely
publication of this Report might be
expected to provoke.
The likelihood that a lay reader, unexposed to
the exigencies of higher political or
military responsibility, will misconstrue the purpose of this project,
and the intent of its participants,
seems obvious. We urge that circulation of the Report be closely restricted to those whose responsibilities require that they be apprised of
its contents.
We deeply regret that the necessity of anonymity, a prerequisite to
our Group’s unhindered pursuit of
its objectives, precludes proper acknowledgement of our gratitude to
the many persons in and out of government who contributed so greatly
to our work.
For the Special Study Group,
(Signature withheld for publication)
(J-H.: Who are “they”, who contrived the necessity for the Special
Study Group? At least “John Doe”
realized his duty to expose this Report, the public right to know.
From Iron Mountain Special Study
Group’s Report, 1966, to “Global
Report 2000 ordered by Jimmy
Carter’s admix&ration,
197677,
TO GLOBAL 2W PLAN-TODAY, 1991.
Freedom or slavery, your choice.}
END OF QUOTING
Thank you, J.H., for sharing. I can
only tell the readers that this is a
document of 30 years past and still,
it is so shocking in content that you
who are my regular readers would
deny most portions of the Report.
It is long and tedious and I do not

have a copy at Dharma’s disposal
and to dictate such volumes is too
time consuming. If ones wish to
share the Report, we would be
happy to highlight it for you.
However, that is not the point in
intent herein--you are all but awash
in such documents and all you need
do is look around you today--to see
what those “Reports” contained.

As your nations head for (set up)
Nuclear War I--WW III, I am appalled at that which I witness. All
attention focused, or efforted to
have it be, on Pearl Harbor where
men memorialize their comrades
and even the “President” goes to inflict his cheap rememberings. Will
he remember the men trapped in his
burning plane when he abandoned
it--in that war of wars--this plane
called the “Barbara”? What will
happen this day in more strategic
parts of your globe while you celebrate the past LIE?

As we close this segment I would
say that we have confirmation from
a very human Earthside “insider” The best write-up of Pearl Harbor,
regarding the “Full Red Alert” sta- in my humble estimation, is given
quite briefly by one Dr. John
tus of the U.S. military--ALL.
Coleman. The LIBERATOR, I beWhen I said that much is going on lieve, has already printed portions
at Edwards Air Base--I meant it and of it a while back. Since the greatreports of very, very “STRANGE” est, in my estimation, complement I
things are coming in. Most of you can offer a man is to have the Hosts
would consider the happenings to of God choose your material for the
annals of history--I ask to give an“be out of this world!”
other’s outlay. This will give honor
I am quietly queried as to what is to a good writer/journalist who gets
happening in this “strange” circum- plenty of respect from his own
stance--please understand, I cannot “paper” but not nearly enough in
overall
presentation
unto
reply on any equipment as it is far the
too dangerous and much too im- mankind. His name is Mike Blair
portant to your remaining alive, to and he writes mostly for The Spotdo so. Thank you for keeping me light. In fact, copies of that which
I am going to have Dharma reprint
posted as word is gotten back.
can be obtained in individual segI
YOU WILL ALL NOTICE THAT ment form from The Spotlight.
THE INFORMATION OF THE ask that we reprint this with full ac“ALERT” IS NOW VALID AND knowledgement to Spotlight for two
HAS COME FROM SEVERAL reasons: 1) I honor any paper or
RESOURCES--IT
IS SERIOUS any man who will speak truth in the
AND IT IS CRITICAL--STAY face of death threats and closure; 2)
PREPARED FOR IMMEDIATE there are some errors in the story
ACTION
IF
NECESSARY! and I do not wish to take the time
NOTHING HAS CHANGED EX- or space to set them to “right” because they are of no overall intent
CEPT THE DATE IN POINT!
to be misleading by the authors.
OBERLI: I ask that you get Dharma
out of this area for the afternoon as Before I do this, however, I am
the electronic battering is too heavy going to ask to have printed a letter
and we must have a break. Please from the General Manager of
do this ASAP--without waiting for Sovereign Press, Washington state,
the reading or correcting of this Mr. Kirk Damman, to the Chief
document for it is too time-con- Executive Officer, PHOENIX LZBsuming a task. I would like you out EZUTOR. I take this time because I
of the area--NOW.
.
have in my possession several documents which knowingly have been
Thank you. @
printed by this “press” and have received some documents from readHatonn to stand-by. Salu
ers who evidently received their in-

formation from this press. I have
become aware of many of you trying to call this business and cannot
seem to locate these individuals,
although by mail--most have had response in a most efficient manner.
The letter will speak for itself and
then I shall respond. Thank you.
Quote:
SOVEREIGN PRESS, 326 Harris
Rd., Rochester, WA 98579
12-4-9 1
(AMERICA WEST)
Chief Executive Officer [H: I believe that I shall accept that title for
the moment!]
THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR
has repeatedly published extensive
plagiarisms from our publications
and attributed them to Hatoon,
whom you represent as being an
alien from Pleiades.
In the October 1991 issue you
also illegally made extensive direct
quotes from our publications without permission and without identifying the publication from which
quoted. After one of these you implied a totally false source by following the quote with: “THE JEFFERSON BIBLE, THE LIFE AND
JESUS
OF
MORALS
OF
NAZARETH, Beacon Press, Boston
(any good book store.)”
The cited Beacon Press 1989
publication of the JEFFERSON
BIBLE is in direct commercial
competition to our 1982 publication, AN ‘AMERICAN CHRISTIAN BIBLE, extracted by Thomas
Jefferson.
Referring to our publications
you make the statement: “Finding
the books is the problem but I think
you might be able to find them at
the same Press as mentioned earlier:
Sovereign Press, 326 Harris Rd.,
Since
Rochester, WA 98579.”
1968 we have maintained a mail order business that is unexcelled anywhere for promptness and effiPlease see SOVEREIGN, next page
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sometimes ask Dharma to utilize
documents of hard copy--most often
ciency , and- you, having ordered I dictate the information for I do
books from us, are well aware of wish to edit as I go through the
this.
documents--she has no way of disceming which I am doing. I can
You filled up the major portion now see why ones send me inforof 13 pages out of your 40 pages mation from your press as a sharing
October 1991 PHOENIX LIBERA- input and refuse to print the source
TOR with direct quotes and plagia- information--for they would likely
risms from our publications, scram- get sued by your press. This is inbled in such a way as to give a con- deed sad, from ones who up-front
fused impression. Included in the claim to bring only TRUTH unto a
midst of the confusion, you point- sick humanity. HOW can you do
edly, falsely, and emphatically im- that, sir, if you disallow the sharing
plied that we had requested you to of “TRUTH”?
OR, PERHAPS’
do what you were doing.
YOU DO NOT PRESENT ONLY
’ “TRUTH”?
IF YOU DO NOT
Your paper contains the state- BELIEVE
OWN
YOUR
ment: “Reproduction of the news- PUBLICATIONS
TO
BE
paper for private non-profit use is “TRUTH” THEN HOW CAN
expressly encouraged,” Thus, not YOU HONORABLY PRINT LIES?
only have you extensively plagia- w~UTHw IS NOT wCOp~G~w
rized and directly quoted without PROTECTED, AS YOUR LAWpermission from our publications YER SHOULD
BE IN THE
but you have actively encouraged TELLING YOU--IF CONCLUothers to illegally reproduce our SIONS ARE DIFFERENT FROM
copyrighted works and to perpetuate THE MATERIAL UTILIZED--IN
the false impression that you have ALMOST ALL INSTANCES, MY
created of Sovereign Press and our CONCLUSIONS ARE 180 DEGREES IN OPPOSITION- TO
authors.
THAT WHICH YOU PROJECT.
We are now engaged in assess- THAT, SIR, IS WHY IT MIGHT
ing the harm you have done to APPEAR CONFUSING TO YOU
Sovereign Press and to the authors AS A GREEDY BUSINESSMAN.
we publish as a basis for establishAs to the JEFFERSON BIBLE, I
ing our course of action.
will read the information from the
Please do not increase the harm “press” page and you can see for
you have already done by continu- self that Dharma holds a book
ing your illegal actions against our called THE JEFFERSON BIBLE,
Beacon Press. It reads: THE JEFinterests.
FERSON BIBLE: THE LIFE AND
MORALS
OF
JESUS
OF
(signature)
NAZARETH.
Thomas Jefferson,
Kirk Damman
with
an
Introduction
by F. Forrester
General Manager
Church and an Afterword by
Jaroslave Pelikan.
END OF QUOTING
RESPONSE
“HATodN” to respond:
Dear Sir(s):
AMERICA WEST has absolutely
nothing to do with the material that
I present for publication in the Z’HE
PHOENIX LIBERATOR. Furthermore, simply because a segment
bears my “by-line” does not mean
that the source is not of Barth. I effort to give every possible Truth
from Earth if at all mssible and
sources are available for you are a
sleeping mass of humanity!
I
I

I, Hatonn, take great exception and
different conclusions to that which
you print.’ That is not necessarily
the opinion of America West but
then, I absolve America West of all
responsibility because their agreement is that I be responsible for that
which I do and they shall only be
responsible for that which they do.
Further, I am waiting breathlessly
to have just one of you sue God for
His presentation of Truth to you
sleeping sheeple. Whether or not
you like it, Mr. Damman, the Hosts
are here--sent of God--and you are
in that which you all tout as the
“ending times”.
As to finding the books of which I
speak-1 find it strange that you do
not like the advertising. t I seem to
have a few readers of this material
and I efforted to give you business,
sir, for the work that you have done
in honor. (I find most of the publications offered by your press, outrageous and confounding as to
worthy time-consumption as YOU
RUN OUT OF “TIME”). I see not
how “you also illegally made extensive direct quotes from our publications without permission and
without identifying the publication
from which you quoted. After one
of these you implied a totally false
source by following the quote
with....”
NOW, sir, you cannot have it both

ways. I rarely “imply” anything.
If, however, a statement is “true”
and valid and makes a point--I
WILL USE IT! “TRUTH” is not a
property of anyone, sir. If man
doesn’t soon get TRUTH, your
planet is destined for destruction-and that will be very, very SOON.
I have offered information prior to
this as regards your press and I
have received most aggravated
response from would-be purchasers
for not being able to get your phone
number, etc. You see, our readers
cfiti&ly
consider
information
urgent and “get right with the program”. If you cannot supply the
reading public with information, I
cannot do it for YOUnor do I feel it
worthy of their time--if, as you
indicate, you certainly do not wish
their business.

Beacon Press--Boston, 25 Beacon
street,
Massachusetts
Boston,
02108. At the moment I am most.
relieved that I did not utilize your
material, sir. I have, just today,
been brought a copy of the AMERICAN CHRISTIAN BIBLE, Extraded by THOMAS JEFFERSON
With a “New Declaration of Independence for Today’s Americans,”
by Erik Holden. Sir, you need no
“New Declaration of Independence
nor Constitution--YOU NEED TO
RECLAIM
AND HOLD RE- If I filled 13 pages of a 40-page
SPONSIBLE THE ONES YOU document with material from your
press-how strange that you would
HAVE1
& notim! 1 m most happy
hat

you are a “subscriber?” to our material? I have to assume so if you are
so diligently reading every word of
our presentation--thank you, sir. I
hope and trust you will reprint,
spindle, fold, mutilate and pass on
the information--I can verify the
“truth” of the contents for I diligently effort to discuss everything I
write as to probable harmlessness.
I find most writers quite willing to
have God do a bit of advertising of
their work. God has a name you
know, not just Deity or God--it is
“ATON” and it is most surely--MY
NAME!
I do, herein, suggest that readers of
the LIBERATOR cease and desist
from annoying this press with your
petitions for press material and I
will cease and desist ever again refeting to the business in point. So
I am most sorry if we
be it.
“implied” that you had requested
anything from us or we of you--I
find you with total lack of care regarding your readers and I wonder
at any who give business unto you
with such attitude for you are either
against your brother or, you are for
him. I find you interested only in
self and certainly NOT the spreading of Truth so that man can turn
his path about into the proper direction unto “TRUTH ‘THROUGH
THE WORD”. ARE WE TO ASSUME THAT AS “GENERAL
MANAGER”,
Mr. DAMMAN,
YOU SPEAK FOR THE OWNER
OF THE PRESS? YES, I MUST
ASSUME AS MUCH.
You state that you are now engaged
in “assessing the harm” we have
done to Sovereign Press and to the
authors you publish? Good luck-for if you find “harm”, I will most
surely believe you have admitted to
your false intent to bring “truth”
unto a confused and terminal world.
I believe you will find that YOU
have just PRESENTED TOTAL
HARM AND DEMISE OF YOUR
BUSINESS, SIR.
Now, as to “Hatoon” being represented

as

being

an

alien

from

Pleiades. .*.: My name is Gyeorgos
&es HatonnjAton. I pass by way
of Pleiades which is the place from
whence comes the lineage of your
I am not an
Planet, primarily.
“alien”, sir, YOUare an alien Planet,
Ple=e see so~~IGNT
next page
‘\.
>.,I i ,I ri’,c,%J, a’, L’ I,

ePearl Harbor Ihiy, 1991

12/7/91 #l HATONN
Is this an important day? Indeed--it
is my grandson’s birthday remembrance! Historically? It is a day of
shame and lies which cost thousands
of lives-deliberately.

paid for truth”.
those ones.

Blessings are unto

Is THIS the most important thing
we could write about today? NO,
NO AND NO. But it is something
we must again present to you beDharma, please reproduce this arti- cause you get lost in the hoopla of
cle as nearly perfectly as you can the celebrations and forget the
without a scanner because I desire TRUTH!
this man have full credit--although I
wonder if the people who worked QUOTE:
so diligently with him as resource,
AN IN-DEPTH LOOK AT-will have the same honor. Most
PEARL HARBOR: 1941-1991
have to work “unknown” for
DECEMBER 7. 1941
protection--those are the ones I so
UNFORGETTABLE
greatly honor; those who serve
silentlv because it “is the right thing
to do-and the cost simply-must be BY: MIKE BLAIR, EXCLUSIVE
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Dec. 9 were not yet born that Sunday
morning in December, when our
nation learned Pearl Harbor had
But everyone is
Capsule Prolog: As the nation been attacked.
pauses to recall the 50th anniversary aware of “Remember Pearl Harof Japan’s sneak attack on Pearl bor,” the slogan that launched
Harbor in Hawaii, it is now more America into the war through
important than ever to examine how hooks, magazines and such Hollythe United States was finally wood epics as Tora! Tora! Tora!
plunged into World War II. Even
The statistics of the attack are
Establishment historians now concede Franklin Roosevelt had been clear: 2,403 Americans dead; anto involve other 1,178 wounded in varying descheming
actively
America in the conflict, despite the grees; 188 aircraft destroyed on the
clear-cut view of the American peo- ground and 18 U.S. warships deple they wanted their country to re- stroyed or gravely damaged, including eight battleships.
main at peace.

TO THE
EDITION,

SPOTLIGHT,
1991.

Now, in this special SPOTLIGHT OVERVIEW, investigative
SOVEREIGN, cont. from previous page
reporter Mike Blair provides evidence not only of FDR’s secret
filled with aliens in MY SPACE. that which you accuse for’ “Truth” machinations to provoke a Japanese
You are, further, ready to wreak has no copyright for God IS Truth attack on the United States, but of
I come in the fact that lives of American serhavoc in MY SPACE and it will not AND The Word!
command
of
the
Hosts
sent
forth to vicemen had been sacrificed to the
The Command in
be allowed.
I suggest you “look
which I serve and “head” is directly assist you.
“cause” before the first bomb began
from Pleiades and I am in Com- around you”. I, sir, do not even falling on Battleship Row.
I choose to serve as a like the name with which you label
mand.
“Damn
i.e.,
“commander” so that I can better Self: “Damman”
Truth, the “infamy” occurred
analyze the circumstances within Man?“??? At this point, I hope you long before that sleepy Sunday
which you of God find yourselves. do not speak for the owner of your morning in Hawaii.
You who serve the adversary are press. “Man walks where Angels
not my primary concern at this par- fear to tread”? Ah so! This is not
At about 7:50 a.m. on Decemticular moment. If you do not be- so; it is projected by the adversary ber 7, 1941, the first of 350
lieve me, sir, I suggest you go forth so that MAN will not “think” nor Japanese carrier-based dive bombers
and read your own in point, Bible. “act” for self in Godliness! YOU, and torpedo planes slipped through
I care not whether you like me NOR ANYONE ELSE ON TWO Kolekole Pass, the picturesque,
and/or my work. My commission LEGS SHALL SHUT DOWN saddlelike trough through the Wais to “BRING TRUTH AND THE TIXIS PRESS, MY FRIEND--NO- ianae Mountains west of Pearl HarEVEN IF GOD ‘WERE
WORD” as long-promised by God ONE!
bor, and commenced their attack on
THIS
unto MAN in preparation of his NOT INVOLVED--FOR
the massive U.S. naval base nestled
“closing days”. Whether we write DAY AT LEAST, THERE IS in the deep water of the harbor.
OF THE
instructions for radiance or doom is STILL FREEDOM
up to you--absolutely and totally-- PRESS IN AMERICA AND ONES
Thus began what President
for you have free-will choice in all SUCH AS YOU ARE THE Franklin Roosevelt had wanted
matters of actions. GOD WAITS, CAUSE OF THE DOWNFALL OF since his friend Winston Churchill
BUT NOT, MUCH LONGER THAT PRECIOUS FREEDOM OF and the British government had
SPEECH AND PRESS CALLED
WILL HE WAIT!
gone to war with Germany in 1939THE FIRST AMENDMENT TO
-a reason to place in harm’s way the
I SUGNow, as to increasing the harm we THE CONSTITUTION.
lives of 16-plus million young
have already done by continuing GEST YOU ARE AGAIN DEAL- American servicemen during what
our illegal actions against your ING WITH ONE!3 WHO HAVE would become World War II.
interests--I
have no comment FAR MORE EXPERIENCE FROM
except: Go ahead ~with whatever THE LIBERATOR OF GARRISON
Nearly four bloody and ghastly
THE
LIBERATOR
OF
you wish--MAKE MY DAY! So TO
years after Pearl Harbor, Europe
be it.
I bring instructions that “AMERICA”.
and much of the Far East lay in ruin
MAN can use to get through this
and milhons were dead, including
time of travail and it works, solidly Most cordially yours,
407,316 of those young U.S. miliand substantially in a most physical
tary personnel.
expression.
Please, auow us to Gyeorgos C. Hatonn, Commander
allow you to do that which you UFC-IGFC
Most Americans alive today
I,<
’ ’ .^.’
wish--but be prepared to PROVE of

Two of those dreadnoughts,
Arizona and Utah, still rest iin the
mud at the bottom of Pearl Harbor,
memorials to those who lost their
lives.
Every year, an estimated 1.4
million people visit the Arizona
Memorial, taking a seven-minute
voyage across Pearl Harbor to gaze
down at the wreckage, where 1,177
young American sailors still remain
entombed. Oil from the ship’s fuel
bunkers still discolors the blue Pacific waters as it oozes to the surface.
NO ANNIVERSARY
This December 7 is. being called
the “50th anniversary of the attack
on Pearl Harbor.” But this really
isn’t the case. Anniversaries are
days for celebration; this December
7 is a day to, yes, “Remember Pearl
Harbor”, but now, 50 years later, it
is also time to put this tragedy in its
proper context.
There are many stories about
American heroism at Pearl Harbor
that shouldbe remembered.
It is unfortunate no one can remember the name of the young engineer on the cruiser San Francisco,
who rushed topside during the attack, telling an ensign, “Thought
1’4 come up and die with you.”
Nor can anyone seem to recall
the n&ne of the yonng bridge comPlease see PEARL, next page
_. .; .,
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mander on the Ramapo, who shot at
Japanese airplanes with his .45caliber Colt pistol, or the boatswain’s
mate, who, without any sort of
firearm available to him, threw
wrenches at low-flying aircraft.

Noted historian and author John
Toland asked in his book about the
Pearl Harbor attack, Infamy, “Had
someone in the White House intercepted that midnight warning to
Hawaii without Knox’s knowledge? ”
Gen. Albert C. Wedemeyer, a
staff officer of U.S. Army Chief of
Staff Gen. George C. Marshall, told
Toland that at a meeting in 1943,
Vice Adm. Conrad E.L. Helfrich of
the Royal Netherlands Navy expressed wonder at how the American military could have been surprised at Pearl Harbor. The Dutch
officer told Wedemeyer the Dutch
military had broken the Japanese
military codes and knew Pearl Harbor was to be attacked.

Nor, after the archivists have
now revealed the truth, should it be
forgotten the Army and Navy at
Pearl Harbor, were each at their
lowest level of alert when the
Japanese struck. Only 25 percent
of the base’s anti-aircraft guns were
manned. One-third to one-half of
all naval officers were ashore.
Radar was only operated from 4 to
American bombers and
7 am.
fighter aircraft were conveniently
parked in bunches at Hickam and
Wheeler airfields, making them
“[Helfrich] seemed surprised I
easy targets for the attacking did not know this,” Wedemeyer
Japanese bombers.
said, “and when I explained I
doubted seriously this information
It should be remembered, as re- was known in Washington prior to
called by James G. Stahlman, a the Pearl Harbor attack, Adm. Helclose friend of then Secretary of the frich was skeptical because it was
Navy Frank Knox, what Knox had his clear recollection his govemtold him: that he--along with Sec- ment had notified my government.”
retary of War Henry Stimson,
Army Chief of Staff Gen. George
C. Marshall, Navy Chief of Staff
British historian John Costello
Adm. Harold R. Stark, FDR’s top
aide Harry Hopkins and the Presi- relates in his book THE PACIFIC
dent himself--spent most of the WAR that Churchill and Roosevelt
night of De&mber 6-7 at the White were engaged in deliberately provoking the Japanese to attack.
House.
They were waiting for what they
knew was coming, as the military
command at Pearl Harbor unwittingly stood at its lowest level of
alert.
A WARNING
“Did you receive our dispatch
the night before the attack?” Knox
asked Adm. Husband E. Kimmel,
the U.S. 6aval commander at Pearl,
when he (Knox) arrived at the devastated base on December 10.
Kimmel replied he had not.
Knox wrote in his original report to Roosevelt: “The Army and
Navy commands had redeived a
general war warning on November
27, but a special war warning sent
out by the War Department at midnight (Eastern time), December 7 to
the Army was not received until
some hours after the attack on that
date.”

A Churchill cable to Roosevelt
warned of “irrefutable proof of an
impending attack”--” timed,” according to Churchill, “for the first
week in December”. A follow-up
cable from Churchill
queried,
“Should we act or react?”
Was there still indecision among
FDR and his advisers at the White
House the night of December 6-7?
., Costello noted that at a meeting
- in Argentina in August, 1941 Roosevelt had told Churchill he intended to become more provocative
in his relations with the Japanese.
“If the enemy doesn’t like that, they
can just attack American forces,”
Roosevelt told his British friend,
and thus, the Japanese, FDR said;
would be “forcing the issue”.
A FEW MORE DAYS
A ‘few days before Pearl Hal.-

bor, Roosevelt told Churchill that
America and Britain “should obviously all be ‘in together”, and it
“might be just a few more days until our support is given” to Britain’s
war effort.

promises to keep us out of war were
interpreted as campaign oratory. ”
Wedemeyer had been the U.S.
Army General Staff officer responsible for preparing the “Victory
Program”.

Elsewhere in this OVERVIEW,
It is a well-known fact that the
FDR’s attempts to provoke Japan
go-ahead
for the Japanese attack on
are noted.
Pearl Harbor had not been certain
Even the New York Times, even after the strike force had set
which has participated in many sail for the Hawaiian Islands. The
historical cover-ups and disinfor- final decision rested upon then onmation campaigns, in an article in going negotiations, in which the
its Sun&y news magazine of Japanese were attempting to get the
November 3, concerning Japanese Roosevelt administration to ease its
recollections of Pearl Harbor, noted economic stranglehold on Japan.
that while Japan was engaged in a
Could “FDR’S WAR PLANS”
war with China the U.S. govemhave
been the final motivation for
ment in “a series of ever tighter
economic sanctions.. .banned sales the Japanese to strike first?
to Japan of high-octane aviation
In any case, a visitor at the
gasoline and then iron and steel
White House on December 7, 1941,
SCl-iXp.”
found Roosevelt idly passing the
time
at one of his favorite hobbies-“Finally, Washington froze all
Japanese assets in the United States, working on his stamp collection.
making it impossible for Japan to
pay for American oil imports and END OF QUOTING
resulting in a cutoff of 80 percent of
Dharma, allow us a rest-break
Japan’s oil supplies.”
please. There are several segments
If any further evidence were to this writing and we need to cover
needed, the recent war with Iraq them all and then we will give inover the security of the oil flow to formation as to how to get reprints
Western nations from the Persian for both SPOTLIGHT will carry
Gulf is adequate evidence of the them with ability to get extras, and
importance governments place on probably so should America West.
There are several authors who have
oil supplies.
written excellent proof of this actual
and deliberately set-up crime but I
THE FINAL PROVOCATION?
cannot give them all and I will not
Could Japan have been provided leave any out deliberately or acciits final provocation to attack when dentally. We shall simply stick to
its leaders read a faked U.S. War this writer. Thank you.
Department “Victory Program”, a
blueprint for “total war” in Europe Hatonn to stand-by. I ask that you
AND Asia, in the December 4, stay alert and responsive to my
1941 edition of the Washington summons, scribe, for if the Elite
have their way this day--you will
Times-Herald.
have another day of infamy to add
A banner
headline
blared to the “beginnings of war and how
“FDR’S WAR PLANS”. Beneath they happen”. So be it. Salu. 0
it was: “Goal is 10 Million Armed
12/7/91#2
HATONN
Men: Half to Fight in AEF. Proposed Land Drive by July 1, 1943,
“LET’S REMEMBER PEARL
to Smash Nazis. ”
HARBOR?”
“I could not have been more
Bt
2. Mike Blair
astounded if a bomb had been
dropped on Washington,” Wedemeyer related.
“Here was ir- The reason these articles are in seprefutable evidence America was arate writings is that they were not
preparing to enter _the w+.r,- and
Please see PEARL, next page
soon.
President
Roosevelt’s
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all written as a
now appear as
We shall effort
same “order”
sented.

single document but
an “OVERVIEW”.
to keep them in the
as originally pre-

SUICIDE MISSION TO SPARK
WAR
In his perfidious efforts to get
the United States into a Pacific war
with Japan and thus involve
millions of American servicemen in
Britain’s
European
war
with
Germany and her allies, President
Franklin Roosevelt burned the lights
late at the White House, concocting
wild schemes.
Roosevelt called a top-secret
meeting at the White House on December 1, 194 1, to discuss means to
induce the Japanese to initiate hostilities against the United States.
The meeting was reportedly attended by key presidential adviser
Harry Hopkins, Secretary of State
Cordell Hull, and Adm. Harold
Stark, Chief of Naval Operations.
Years later, Frederick Sanbom,
a noted historian of FDR’s war
years, stated the key issue discussed
was how to create an “incident”, in
which the Japanese would attack a
U.S. warship and thus provide Roosevelt a pretext for asking Congress
for a declaration of war.

pose which is to observe and report by radio Japanese movements in West China Sea and
Gulf of Siam. One vessel to be
stationed between Hainan and
Hue, one vessel off the IndoChina coast between Camranh
Bay and Cape St. Jacques and
one vessel off Pointe de Camau.
Use of Isabel authorized by
president as one of the three but
not other naval vessels. Report
measures taken to carry out
president’s views. At same time
inform me what reconnaissance
measures are being regularly
perfomxd at sea by both Army
and navy whether by air, surface vessels or submarines and
your opinion as to the effectiveness of these latter measures.
.

COCKLESHELL
WARSHIPS’

Sanbom noted that “on December 1, 1941, Mr. Roosevelt very secretly issued the needless order to
send the cockleshell warships to
their appointed positions of destruction.’
The entire deplorable episode of
how FDR planned to bait the
Japanese into firing upon three almost defenseless U.S. vessels and
thus provide him a reason to ask for
a declaration of war is detailed in a
book, Cruise of the Lanikai: Incitement to War, which was published
in 1973 by retired Rear Adm. Kemp
Tolley who, as a young lieutenant,
had been assigned the task of commanding one of the “cockleshell
warships”.

Stark was tasked with carrying
out the decision made by FDR at
the meeting. The following day,
December 2, the Department of the
Tolley’s “man-of-war,” a twoNavy dispatched the following topmasted
sailing ship with a top speed
secret message to Adm. Thomas C.
Hart, Commander-in-Chief of the of seven knots, had been commissioned the USS Hermes in 1914. It
U.S. Asiatic Fleet:
was decommissioned in 1926 as
President directs the fol- being unfit for naval duty.
lowing be done as soon as posIn 1937, the sailing ship had
sible and within two days, if
been
used by Hollywood producers
possible, after receipt of this
for
the
film Hurricane starring
dispatch. Charter 3 small vessels to form a “defensive Dorothy I-amour-and Jon Hall.
information patrol” Minimum
requirements to establish iden- On December 6, 1941, the day betity as U.S. men-of-war are fore the Pearl Harbor attack, the old
command by a naval officer and Hermes was recommissioned the
to mount a small gun and one USS Lunikai, a man-of-war, in line
machine gun would suffice. with the definition required by
Filipino crews may be employed FDR, complete with a Spanishwith minimum number naval American War three-pounder deck
ratings to accomplish the pur- gun and two Lewis machine guns of
. . i‘
+.* ,I., . .
I.. ..i*

the World War I era.

interested only in taking photographs, and the ship’s crew did
NO RADIO ABOARD
the same. Some hours later, the
coast of Indochina
was spotted
For those who believe the little about 22 miles away. A scant 10
the Isabel,
ship was meant to just spy on the minutes afterward,
Japanese and send back reports of which was equipped with a radio,
what it spotted, it should be noted received a message to return immethat the L&k&
was not even diately to Manila.
equipped with a radio, according
to Tolley.
Upon arriving at Manila on December 8, the Isabel crew learned
The Lunikui sailed from Manila of the attack on Pearl Harbor.
to Corregidor, where it was waiting
There are no records available
for dawn to begin its mission when
word reached the Philippines of the indicating the third “cockleshell
warship” was ever selected for
Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor.
FDR’s suicide missions to involve
The mission was scrapped, and America in World War II.
Tolley was ordered to sail his ship
CONFIRMED: FDR DELIBto Australia and never to discuss the
mission with anyone.
ERATELY SOUGHT TO GOAD
TOKYO INTO WAR
Arriving in Australia in March,
Japan might never have attacked
1942, Tolley was subsequently
awarded a Bronze Star for heroism Pearl Harbor and December 7,
in bringing his ship to safety, while 1941 might not have become, as
the Philippines fell to the Japanese
Roosevelt
Franklin
President
originally described it, “a day of
Tolley, who went on to a distin- infamy” in American history, if a
guished career of naval service, once top-secret plan of the president
later had the opportunity to discuss had been implemented.
his mission with Hart, who had
been directed by Stark to carry out
Research into the archives by a
FDR’ s orders involving the three number of respected historians has
little ships.
recently revealed that months before
the Japanese attack on America’s
Hart told Tolley that, yes, he giant naval base in the Hawaiian
had been intended as bait. “And I Islands, FDR had planned some
could prove it,” Hart said. “But I “sneak attack” plans of his own--to
won’t. And don’t you try either.”
bomb Tokyo with American-built
and piloted aircraft bearing the in“As a war measure,” Hart later signia of the Nati~d
Chinese
told Rear Adm. John Heffeman, the Air Force.
director of naval history, the project
Pickets in
was very ill advised.
Roosevelt conspired with thensuch locations could not be useful Col. Claire Lee Chennault, later to
because the Japanese were bound to achieve fame as the commander of
have them marked down” which the legendary “Flying Tigers,” and
would mean no chance to let them Chinese leaders, at least as early as
see anything of value.”
1940, to bomb Tokyo and other
Japanese cities. At the time, Chen
ONE SHIP SAILED
nault was an adviser for the Chinese
Air Force.
One ship, the Isabel, actually
was dispatched on December 3 with
Roosevelt personally ordered 18
Lieutenant John Walker Payne Jr. Lockheed A-29 Hudson bombers be
in command.
assigned to Chennauh for the surprise attacks. When the Japanese
Two days later the ship’s crew hit Pearl Harbor on December 7,
spotted a Japanese aircraft, NO. the American Hudsons were in Bur2126, which circled the IS&Z sev- bank, California, the site of Lockeral times, prompting Payne to or- heed Aircraft’s major production
der battle stations.
Please see PEARL, next page
However, the Japanese seemed
‘1)i .I.. ; .‘. :_ I LL.
.’ . . L L

.
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plane went down and she disapfacility, awaiting shipment to the peared. B: This is indeed true
and it is, further, why any mFar East.
sonable information has been totally blotted out and direct
WANTED B-17’S
investigation refused.]
Had Roosevelt had his way, the
attack would have been made with
Chennault, a rugged Texan
heavy four-engine Boeing B-17’. known as “Old Leather Face” due
Flying Fortresses instead of the to his rough complexion from years
of flying open-cockpit aircraft,
Hudson light bombers.
joined the U.S. Army Air Corps
On the day of the Pearl Harbor during World War I and later comattack, 49 ground crewmen for the manded a squadron of open-cockpit
Hudsons,
including
mechanics, pursuit planes in Hawaii. He studwere aboard a ship bound for the ied pursuit tactics, particularly those
Far East. The vessel was diverted of World War I German ace Oswald
to Australia when it was learned the Boelcke, and had written a textbook
Japanese had struck the U.S. naval on the subject.
base and other military installations
In 1937 Chennault, suffering
in Hawaii.
from partial deafness, resigned his
Apparently the bombers’ air- captain’s commission in the U.S.
crews had been in China about a Air Corps to accept an invitation
month, awaiting delivery of their from Madame Chiang Kai-Shek,
planes and the arrival of the ground wife of the Generalissimo and Chinese Nationalist leader, to train and
support personnel.
organize the Chinese Air Force.
The Lockheed Hudson was built He was given the Chinese rank of
primarily for export to Britain under colonel.
the so-called U.S. Lend-Lease aid
In the fall of 1940, Chennault
plan, which provided weapons and
munitions for the British and other and Chinese Gen. P.T. Mow flew
nations at war with Germany and to Washington to get help for the
Chinese Air Force, which was no
the other Axis powers in Europe.
match for the powerful Japanese air
The aircraft was a light twin-en- armada that was hammering China.
gine bomber with a top speed of
about 275 miles per hour and a
SOUGHT $300 MILLION
bomb load capacity of about 1,400
Chennault, Mow and Chinese
pounds. The version intended for
Chennault’s attack force was be- Foreign Minister T.V. Soon@ asked
lieved to be the advanced Hudson the Roosevelt administration for
MKIIIA, which was equipped with U.S. ground crews, training planes,
powerful 1,200-horsepower Wright parts and field equipment and adCyclone engines and extended-range vanced schemes for purchasing
arms and combat aircraft. Soong
fuel tanks in the wings.
proposed a joint British and AmeriActually the Hudson was a can loan of up to $300 million to set
derivation of the famous Lockheed up ‘the Chinese Air Force, including
Electra transport plane.
B-17 bombers “to sink the Japanese,
navy”.
A
ESION
The details of the proposal are
Ironically it was a Lockheed well documented in a little-known
Electra that famed aviatrix Amelia report of the Historical Division,
Earhart had used on her ill-fated Department of the Army, written in
around-the-world flight in- 1937. 1953 by researchers Charles RoThere has been considerable specu- manus and Rile Sunderlane.
lation, and some evidence, Miss
Earhart was really on a spy mission
Through
Thomas
Corcoran
for FDR targeted against the (Tommy the Cork), one of RooJapanese mandated islands of the sevelt’s original “brain trusters”,
Pacific (former German posse&ons Chennault was put in touch with the
turned over to the Japanese at the president. With ‘the help of Corco-

ran,

Chennault and Roosevelt
reached an agreement to organize
the American Volunteer Group
(AVG) for China.
Under a secret executive order
signed by Roosevelt on April 15,
1941, which circumvented the
wishes of the Congress, U.S. military personnel were authorized to
resign from the U.S. services to
join the AVG, which eventually
evolved into the famous “Flying
Tigers”.
TOP ASSISTANT
Corcoran, who was one of Roosevelt’s two top executive assistants
at the time, left his White House
job, at FDR’s request, and took up
China
a private law practice.
quickly became his biggest client.

that time and was the agent
for Curtiss-Wright airplanes
and engines in China.
Pawley had talks with
Col. Chennault, Gen. P.T.
Mow (Mme. Chiang’s adviser who later absconded to
Brazil with millions of Nationalist Chinese dollars),
Gen. Chow (chief of the Air
Force), Dr. H.H. Hung and
T.V. Soong.
Pawley had an office in
Hong Kong and one in New
He spent a lot of
York.
time commuting from Hong
Kong since he was building
a new plant, Central Aircraft
Manufacturing Corp., in Loi
Wing, where a runway had
been built to my specifications.

Until now, the part played by
Actually the armaments were
another American friend of Roosold
to China through a front,
sevelt has missed the attention of
China Defense Supplies Inc., a purhistorians.
chasing group set up at FDR’s sugHowever,
Bob Fausel,
a gestion. It was headed by William
demonstration and test pilot at Cur- Youngman, again at FDR’s directiss-Wright Corp. during the early tion. Roosevelt asked Youngman to
1940’s, recently detailed the efforts leave his post as head of the Federal
of his friend, Bill Pawley, U.S. Power Commission to take the new
assignment.
Ambassador to Peru and Brazil.
Since the United States was not
yet at war with Japan and therefore
could not deal openly with China as
a co-belligerent, it was decided all
arrangements would be made by an
unofficial agency, which would also
help to ensure secrecy. Pawley’s
Central Aircraft Manufacturing Co.
was therefore set up and given authorization
to hire the air and
Fausel recently related in an issue of the Winter Park (Florida) ground crews to “operate, service
Observer the mysterious part played and manufacture a&raft in China”.
by his friend Pawley in setting up
The Japanese, however, saw
the AVG.
through the scheme and called it “a
hostile, provocative act”.
In 1938 I accepted an assignment to demonstrate two
SOUGHT U.S. AID
Curbs aircraft in China.
One was the Hawk 75-Q deFausel relates that in June, 1939
signed to carry two 23-mm
he
had
taken the same Pan-AmeriMadsen cannon Col. Chencan China Clipper flight back to the
nault wanted for sinking
United States from China with
Japanese riverboats bringing
Pawley, Pawley’s secretary and a
their logistic supplies up the
Dr. Buck, whom he identified as an
Yangtze River. The plane
“economist and financial adviser on
also carried two .5O-caliber
Chiang
Kai-Shek’s staff”.
machine guns.
The other
was the CW-21 interceptor.
Bill Pawley was president of
Please see PEARL, next page
the Intercontinental Corp. at

Fausel broke the air speed
record in June, 1941 by flying a
Curtiss P-40 fighter in a vertical
dive at 661 miles per hour. The P40 became legendary as the fighter
aircraft of the “Flying Tigers”, its
well-known gaping tiger’s mouth
emblazoned on its engine cowling.
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“Wonderful! ” he exclaimed.
“That’s what I’ve been talking
“He (Buck) said his business in- about for four years!”
volved groundwork for getting financial support from the U.S.A. for
FDR’s Secretary of War, Henry
China,” Fausel said.
L. Stimson, was also enthused by
the prooosal.
Under the rules of the Geneva
Convention, U.S. pilots were not
DIARY OUOTED
supposed to be fighting in China;
and they were instructed; “You’ll
“I wanted so much to give those
be agents for the Chinese govern- poor men, who have been fighting
ment. In other words, we don’t so hard for four years, everything’
want to have it known, or at any we can,” Stimson wrote in his dirate advertised, you’re going over ary, the entry dated November 6,
there to fight against the Japanese 1941~-one month before the Pearl
or, for that matter, that you were in Harbor attack.
the U.S. forces. In no way must it
be known you’re even in China
Secretary of the Treasury Henry
with the official knowledge of the Morgenthau Jr. also detailed the
U.S. government.”
plans in his diary. p: Now this is
who
the same Morgenthau
Fausel related that a “friend” worked out the plan with Eisentold him of Pawley’s part in the re- hower for the starving and killing
cruitment of pilots.
of the millions of Germans at the
end of the war.]
“He (the friend) was a second
Morgenthau wrote FDR Secrelieutenant in the 6th Pursuit
Squadron at Wheeler Field, Hawaii tary of State Cordell Hull was “a
in the fall of 1940 (more than a year bundle of fervor and vitality” on the
before the Pearl Harbor attack),” bombing project.
Fausel said. “While taking a walk
“What we have to do, Henry,”
along the beach at Waikiki he saw a
small group of fellow pilots from Hull confided and Morgenthau in
Hickam and Wheeler Fields listen- turn related in his diary, “is to get
ing to a man addressing them under 500 planes to start from the Aleuthe old banyan tree behind the tian Islands and fly over Japan just
Moana Hotel. It was Bill Pawley.” once.. . That will teach them a lesson... If only we could find some
The friend explained Pawley way to have them drop some bombs
was indeavoring to recruit the fliers on Tokyo.”
for the AVG.
Fausel related that Pawley was
responsible for selling “the idea of
ASSEMBLED IN SECRET
the AVG to Secretary of State
The air and ground crews were Cordell Hull and also to President
assembled in secret in San Fran- Roosevelt. He worked out the arwith
Generalissimo
cisco in the summer of 1941. Spe- rangements
cial passports were arranged by the Chiang’s staff, and I am sure he
State Department, and the men knew Gen. Henry (Hap) Arnold
were listed as salesmen, teachers, who had to approve the plan as well
as the other top officials of the War
actors, etc., even as undertakers.
Department.”
The pay was exceptional by
Robert Schriebman, an attorney
194 1 standards. Pilots would get
$600 per month, flight leaders for veterans of the “Flying Tigers,”
would get $675 and squadron lead- who represented them in their efers would get $750. A $500 bonus forts to obtain veterans benefits
would be paid for each Japanese from the U.S. government, had unearthed a secret memo dated Auplane shot down.
gust, 1941, five months before
It
When Roosevelt first heard of Pearl Harbor, from Arnold.
the proposal to bomb Japanese cities notes the creation of the AVG “has
with American planes bearing Chi- the approval of the president and
the War Department. ”
nese insignia, he was elated.
;.,

Morgenthau, according to researchers, confided to Lord Lathian, the British Ambassador to the
United States, that he (Morgenthau)
was going to try to get “four-engine
bombers” and U.S. credo for the
Chinese “with the understanding
these bombers are to be used to
bomb Tokyo and other big cities.”

“Does not this secret, illegal
dispatch of U.S. pilots to fight
Japan constitute an impeachable
act?
Does it not confirm what
many historians have long argued:
That FDR deliberately sought to
goad Tokyo into war, to embroil
the United States in the Pacific, as
the ‘back door’ through which to
take us into war in Europe, a war
FDR and Churchill concluded we
had to fight, even though Congress
voted, and the American people
wanted, to stay out?” Buchanan
asked.

Morgenthau
told his diary
Lothian agreed the bombing “might
change everything*, meaning, it is
presumed, getting the U.S. involved
in hostilities with Japan and thus
dragged into Britain’s war with
END OF QUOTING
Germany, an ally of Japan.
However, U.S. Army Chief of
Staff Gen. George C. Marshall
tossed cold water on their plans to
use B-17 heavy bombers, explaining
that neither the planes nor trained
crews were available for such an
undertaking at that time. Thus the
Lockheed Hudsons, available in
large numbers, were selected for the
task.
In any event, their purpose was
not to flatten Tokyo and other
Japanese cities but to spark war
with Japan.
How strong is the evidence FDR
conspired to get the United States
involved in World War II through
the use of air power before Pearl
Harbor was attacked?

Let us interrupt the writing at this
point and take a respite. We have
another segment but it will be more
easily structured if we break it into
these segments due to the length of
I then
the compiled material.
would like to continue by sharing
the “EDITORIAL” comments regarding this particular issue of the
paper, SPOnZGHT for it is indeed
worthy of taking note. It is not so
much the happenings which are
heinous enough to take your breath
away--but the half century of continuing cover-up is without ability
to imagine. Alas, however, it is the
fact of your life-streams as the adversary has laid an ever more
tightly woven web in which to entrap you unsuspecting sleeping
morsels for the black widow’s bite.
s&l.

A PENTAGON ADMISSION
Last July 7, the Associated
Press reported the Pentagon had
ruled the supposed “volunteers” of
the AVG were in reality on “active
duty” in their battles in 1941,
months before the Japanese attack
on Pearl Harbor.
Air Force Brig. Gen. Ellwood
P. Hinman III, according to AP,
“announced
the
group
of
‘volunteers’ was on ‘active duty’
and thus entitled to veterans status.”

Dharma,
Hatonn to stand-by.
please monitor the news for I want
all of you to get saturated with the
lie so that you can better accept
TRUTH. QD

Let US go back, Dharma, and continue with the ending writing of the
Pearl Harbor affair so you have adequate information and facts upon
which to work, then we can move
back into the methodology of Zionism as relates to dictatorships. YOU
have to know how the “system”
works, its wonders to perform.

Armed with a secret report prepared by U.S. Army intelligence in
1942, which stated that in order “to Dharma, we will simply begin
avoid a breach of international law, again at the heading which we had
the entire project (AVG) was orga- begun on the yesterday as we were
nixed as a commercial venture,” interrupted.
It will only require
columnist Patrick Buchanan noted brief repetition and is not worthy of
three days after the Pentagon admis- the interruption for retrieval.
sion.
Please see PEARL, next page.

Government update
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AMERICAN SERVICEMEN
DIED BEFORE DECLARATION
OF WAR
You must understand herein that
you no longer have this problem as
will be outlaid here because you
have not since had declarations of
war--you have only had wars
(without declaration--but
rather,
through Presidential Order). Don’t
fool yourselves into believing the
Congress finally declared war in the
Persian Gulf--THEY DID NOT!
Again, honoring Mike Blair, writer
for SPOIZIGHT:
There were 2,403 American servicemen who died 50 years ago, on
December 7, 1941, when a strike
force of 350 carrier-based Japanese
aircraft struck Pearl Harbor and
other U.S. military installations in
the Hawaiian Islands.
They were not, however, the first
American military personnel-to lose
their lives in World War II. There
were 141 others who died prior to
the Pearl Harbor attack and before a
declaration of war by the U.S.
Congress which brought America
officially into the bloodiest, most
costly war in the history of
mankind.

12/8/91 #I

HATONN

Important: The rocket launch from
“several”
Canaveral
and
the
launches from Edwards.
Also, how many of you realize that
Britain has been testing their nuclear weapons in your facilities in
Nevada--ah yes, several detonations
just this week past.
Note what they are doing with. the
“welfare” system, i.e., as in California where the Governor would
like to cut welfare--the U.S. Government will cut state funds if that
happens (making the welfare system
totally dependent on the Feds but
causing other programs in the States
to be dropped). They also speak of
“upping” the food stamps per recipient. All this sounds good--but-note the outcome of such.. Total
dependence on the Federal central
system and an ability to get all recipients on “coupons” instead of
Federal Reserve Notes--“a cashless
dependent
for
society”
fully
survival on “big brother”.

For instance, if you are to engage in
farmworker housing then ones in
participation
MUST
participate
NOW. The same with the Native
projects--Little Crow must begin
NOW to work with you if you are
to get anything done timely enough
to be effective.
I can give you the
information and show you the path-but my moccasins do not fit your
feet and I shall not do it for you. If
brothers are not willing to prioritize
so that the “industries” can be established then so be it. You ones
get “hung-up” on insurance payments, etc., for things which will
not even be remembered. I suggest
all look at projects in present maintenance and make sure you have
placed priorities properly for the
betterment of God’s family or do
you fiddle in that which feeds ego
at present and binds hands so that
you have the perception that you
can do no more!!!
HatOM, hit
below the belt?? I suppose I must
suggest that all check those
Do you
moccasin sixes again!
desire to soar as the Phoenix Eagle
or live as the Ostrich (big,
unwieldy, flightless, usually mean,
selfish and head buried in the
sandbank while exposing the assets)? Each of you must look carefully at “self” for you must never
expect another to do YOUR JOB.

The plan to get all property away
from the people (real estate) is already working to perfection with all
the “insiders” getting all of the
property for piddling cents on the
dollar. Then, to stay alive the taxes
on remaining property will skyCongress, under pressure from rocket until no individual will desire Back to background of foundations
President Franklin Roosevelt, enlaid for your downfall today. For
to keep Property.
acted the Selective Training and
instance, how many of you celeService Act on September 16, 1940, The best way to go is to allow the brated the wondrous memorials
and in just one month some 16.4 government to put up funds and yesterday of a war you THOUGHT
million young Americans were reg- when they take back their business the Japanese started?
(sic, sic)
istered for the draft.
through force or foreclosure-you How many of you think the sinking
will have lost nothii
and yet of the Bismarck (by the British) was
At about the same time, Roosevelt, many will have made a living a wondrous feat of courage and war
while campaigning in Boston for an through the tough times.
You supremacy? How many of you reunprecedented third term in the will work within this system or alize that American servicemen,
White House, stated: “I have said you will perish. Their system will manning American aircraft, lothis before; but I shall say it again collapse at any rate at some point * cated the German battleship Bisand again and again: Your boys are as the vipers begin to devour mzrck which then allowed British
not going to be sent into any foreign themselves-YOURS
IS
TO forces to engage and destroy the
wars. ”
MAKE IT THROUGH IN OR- damaged warship. TH_E
IN
DER TO RESTRUCTURE-AND ,cAN~m
_THE BIGGEST LIE
YOU MUST-BE WISE AS SER- CONTRAVENTION OF INTERPENTS AND GENTLE AS THE NATIoNAr,
History has recorded, in American DOVE IN ORDER TO CONblood, that those words, declared TINUE. Since we have business
HOSTAGE DAMAGE
by an American president seeking people and builders here this afreelection, represent the biggest lie ternoon I shall speak personally To emphasize how propaganda can
ever uttered to the American people on these items of intent. I have control your perceptions and undersome of you getting physically ill standings, allow us to look at actual
Please see PEARL, next page
in efforts to “do it ALL”-you facts regarding the recently released
CaMOt!

hostages. Let us take Steen in particular. I make no isolated case of
this person vs. another; it is only
that there is an example to present
regarding this one.
“Headline News” this morning was
regarding Steen’s being hospitalized
from seizures caused by his captors’
inflicting head injuries through
kicking. Now, the TRUTH is bad
enough but what Jo you perceive
herein? I thought so. You perceive
that they beat him up and horrendously kicked in his head. No, they
did NOT. The group were in exercising and Steen turned about to
look at the men behind him who
were not doing their exercises. The
“instructor” did in fact, viciously
kick him--whereupon he fell--striking his head on something and then
hitting his head on rebound upon
the cement flooring. WHY IS THE
TRUTH NOT SUFFICIENTLY
BAD? Because you thrive on propaganda VIOLENCE and have been
trained to react to nothing as simple
as, say, killing 12,000 men in
trenches in open war--YOU HAVE
TO BURY THEM ALIVE IN ORDER TO MARE A POINT!!!
Now, just for having written this
above statement--I am called a bigot
what!--anti-Semite.
guess
and
Why? Because Steen is a “Jewish”
label. Do you begin to see “how it
works”? Now who suffers from
this interaction with, say, the ADL
and “anti-Semite” sufferers? That’s
right--the beloved “Steens” and
“Bergs” of the world, certainly not
the Kissingers or Solarz.
12/9/91#
HATONN
I could write for the remainder of
this day on the subject of the critical
plight in which you find yourselves
as a planet this day but I shall not
do so for it will become self-evident
as the hours and days pass in sequence. The critical situation in the
“Russias” is far beyond anything
that you are being shown or told.
Names and labels are being changed
to delude the nations and people
within the breaking UNION called
The label will be
“Soviet”.
changed to some English type of
title such as “commonwealth” or
“common union” or as I said prior
to this--a “democratic” something
i iease see GOVT., next page
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cans in an undeclared war against
Gemmy.

by an American candidate for the
presidency.
FDR created the U.S. Navy’s Atlantic Fleet on February 1, 1941,
While stating this colossal lie, FDR and a month later American warwas making plans to do just the op- ships were detailed tie dangerous
posite--to in fact involve those 16.4 task of escorting arms-laden cargo
million young American men reg- ships bound from Canada and the
istered for the draft in the war rag- United States to Britain.
ing since 1939 in Europe.
The fleet’s Support Force, or conIn fact, an American had already voy protection group, included 45
lost his life. On April 21, 1940, destroyers, 5 1 patrol aircraft, one
Capt. Robert M. Losey, .an Army destroyer tender, 10 minesweepers
Air Corps Weather Service com- and minelayers and three aircraft
mander, had been killed in a Ger- tenders.
man air raid in Norway.
The mission of Rear Adm. Arthur
Not only was Roosevelt plotting L. Bristol, as commander of Task
ways to drag America into World Force 4, as it was known, was to
War II through the back door--by provide armed escort for convoys to
baiting the Japanese to attack Britain and to conduct anti-submaAmerica or planning attacks upon rine warfare operations. This was
Japan--he was in fact already plan- nine months before Japan attacked
ning to involve these young Ameri- Pearl Harbor.
GOV’T, cont. from previous page

or other.
NOTHING will be
changed; the military under the
KGB (whose label will also be
changed) will become a more
horrendous factor against the people
as a dictatorship fallsinto the slot of
“government”.
If the factors at
play continue as is--there will be
full-scale
revolution
(a&n,
financed and guided by the Elite
Zionists). -This can, and probably
will, turn into nuclear war.
Remember, the military controls-no matter what appearance is
fronted to you ones. The point is to
bring the world into ONE WORLD
CONTROL.
The cosmospheres
still remain in the control, largely,
of the Pamyat and Soyuz faction.
This bodes well for you-the-people
but not for the Elite and you-thepeople are the first forfeited so
-nothing they do in the Russias will
be to your benefit. I suggest that
this time it will be impossible to
simply “buy your way out” because
you have been blackmailed into billions upon billions of dollars ransom and you still haven’t made a
dent in the plans.
If you can get through the initial
thrust of this monster you may find
yourself with some time in allowance but it looks slim indeed.
There is much interrelated activity
going on right in your United States
in connection with this “move” and

AMERICANS IN RAF

BRITISH OVERCONFIDENT

In early 1940, Britain ordered from
the United States 50 twin-engine
PBY-5 patrol-reconnaissance flying
boats, which became more popularly known as “Catalinas. ”

Overconfident, the British felt their
two ships could outgun the German
warships. However, in the ensuing
battle, the first salvos from the
German ships struck the Hood,
which literally disintegrated, with
only three of its crew surviving.
The Prince of Wales suffered severe
damage and was forced to withdraw
from the engagement.

The first of these valuable aircraft
were delivered to Britain in late
1940 and early 1941 and were intended by the Royal Air Force for
use as reconnaissance drcraft and
bombers. At the time, the British
were just becoming aware of the
grave dangers the Royal Navy faced
from German U-boats and surface
raiders. They faced a serious lack
of long-range reconnaissance aircraft capable of tracking the German submarines and surface ships.
However, the arrival of the American flying boats presented a new
problem. British airmen were unfamiliar with the operation of the
new aircraft, which needed to be
put into active service immediately.

you are going to be greatly displeased before it shakes out into a Roosevelt, however, who was by
then already pouring thousands of
settled bloodbath.
tons of vital war material into
What do I suggest you do? STOP Britain under the Lend-Lease proSTUPIDLY
ACCEPTING
EV- gram, had a ready solution to the
Seventeen American
ERYTHING AND LIE FED TO problem.
naval
aviators,
familiar with the
DEMAND
THE
YOU--NOW.
Catalinas,
were
sent. to Britain to
WITH
STARTING
TRUTH,
THINGS SUCH AS PEARL HAR- “familiarize” the RAF fliers with
BOR AND THE BOLSHEVIK the seaplanes. [H: Doesn’t this
REVOLUTION--REQUIRE
THE sound familiar? You also sent your
SECRET
GOVERNMENT
TO beloved SERVICEMEN into Israel
GIVE YOU TRUTH--IN THE to “familiarize” the Israelis with
MEDIA AND IN THE PRESS. Patriot missile launchers--which
THE MEDIA IS TOTALLY CON- were already in Israel. How handy
TROLLED AND NOW YOU to have another nation fight and die
WILL NOTE THE PRESS IS for your own!] However, it soon
COMING INTO TOTAL MONOP- became apparent their roles were
OLY. LOOK AT WHAT IS HAP- far more than mere instructors.
PENING WITH THE DAILY
NEWSPAPERS
OF VARIOUS Sir Frederick Bowhill, the comNote that in mander-in-chief of British Coastal
MAJOR CITIES.
Dallas just this weekerid the papers Command, on May 26, 1941 disbecome united into the Estab- patched two Catalinas on a patrol
lishment ONE paper.
This has mission to help locate the German
happened in New York, Los Ange- battleship Bismarck. The Catalina
les, San Francisco, Chicago, etc. crews included both American and
The evidence is right in front of you British airmen.
even if presented differently by
On May 20, the German battleship,
your controlled media.
accompanied by the heavy cruiser
Note also the speculation of the P&z Eugen, had sailed out into the
folding of two more airlines, both North Atlantic to attack British
of sizable impact. This is a major shipping. Four days later, the two
powerful German vessels encounthrust at controlling ALL travel.
tered the British battleship Prince of
Wales and the battle cruiser Hood.
YOU ARE “IN” THE TRAP!

Since the Bismarck had suffered
some damage, including the contamination of one of its fuel cells
with seawater following a hit from
the Prince of Wales, it separated
from the Prinz Eugen and set a new
course for St. Ntire,
France, for
repairs and refueling.
FOUND BY AMERICANS
At lo:30 am on May 26, the German battleship was sighted by
Catalina Z-209, piloted by U.S.
Navy Ensign Leonard B. “Tuck’
Smith, one of the 17 American pilots sent to Britain to help with the
flying boats.
After the Bismarck had been
sighted, its exact location was qa-.
dioed to Coastal Command, and
later -in the day the battleship was
‘attacked by bombers from the
British carrier Victorious. The warship’s steering gear was damaged
and the vessel sailed in circles, out
of control.
On May 27, the damaged Bismarck
was sunk by a British force of two
battleships and several cruisers and
destroyers.
The 17 Americans continued in
other engagements for the British
and two ultimately lost their lives.
On September 12-13, 1941, 13
U.S. Coast Guard men were dispatched to a remote fjord on the
shores of Greenland after reports
had been received of suspicious activities along the coast. They captured three German radio operators,
who had been landed by submarine.
This took place months before Pearl
Harbor was attacked and war was
declared by America, but the three
Germans were taken prisoner and
were interned in Boston.
Please see PEARL, next page
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“I have said this before, but I shall
say it again and again and again:
In the North- Atlantic, the U.S. Your boys are not going to be sent
Support Force escorted 2,500 cargo into any foreign wars.”
ships halfway across the ocean,
where they were met by British es- That is what Franklin Roosevelt had
cort vessels. They lost only eight promised the American people. [H:
cargo vessels to German U-boats.
Read my lips?]
It was not, however, without cost.
On October 17, 1941, five American destroyers of Task Force 4.1.4.
found themselves involved in a fullscale battle with German U-boats.
A torpedo from U-658 struck the
destroyer Keamy, nearly cutting it
in half. Eleven American sailors
were killed, and 24 were wounded.

*****Special reprints of ‘the special
OVERVIEW marking the 50th anniversary of the attack. on Pearl
Harbor will be available from The
SPOTLIGHT, 300 Independence
Ave. SE, Washington, D.C. 20003,
at the following prices: eight copies
for $3.
25 copies, $6.50; 70
copies, $12; 200 or more, 15 cents
ach . *****
g

SOVEREIGN PRESS
On October 31, 1941, the American
Reuben James, a World War I-era
four-stack destroyer, was blown in
two by a German torpedo from U552.
The U-boat’s commander described
in his ships log, “Wreck atomized
by powerful detonation of her own
depth charges. ”
A total of 115 members of the 159man destroyer crew perished as the
warship went down in less than five
Floundering
sailors
minutes.
watched helplessly as their shipmates sank beneath the surface.
Adm. Harold Stark, chief of naval
operations, stated: “The situation
demands our people be fully informed of the issues involved, the
means necessary and .available, and
the consequences of success or failUE.

“When we go in we must go to the
full extent of our resources. To tell
our people, anything else is to perpetrate a base deception which can
only be reflected in lackadaisical
and half-hearted prosecution (of the
war).”
But the dying was not over.
Early in November, 1941, Patrol
Squadron 73 took off from Skerjafjordhur in Iceland to escort a
convoy. One of the planes failed to
return. Its remains were found on a
hillside near Reykjavik.
ALL 12
crewmen had died in the crash.

lication (paper).
That is what
“news” and “freedom of press and
information
MEANS,
chelas”.
Consider us “JOURNALISTS” who
refuse to print anything from first
resource unless it is qualified and
will protect to all ends the resource
if that is requested. SO BE IT. If a
story be false--you will not find it
under my listing as the Journalist in
point. My whole mission is to give
you Truth--not perpetuate any degree of falseness. If you do not
wish TRUTH then I suggest you not
read the LIBERATOR. If you wish
to confirm the truth found therein-it is available, usually from many
resources for my intent is to keep
my crew in safety. If YOU cannot
come to grips with this mode of
transmission, that is your problem
and not any of mine. I do suggest
you consider your narrow views by
asking yourself from whence came
your “Holy Books” which you acclaim as having come from
God/Christ, etc.! Further, with all
the false information coming forth
from and about E.T.‘s and Higher
Beings--I suggest where there is that
much smoke there must somewhere
be a fire. If it were not KNOWN
that this is the method of original
communication intended by and
from God--you would not find the
New Age Movement and the Spiritualists and Mystics giving you such
a load of rubbish.

I am truly weary of discussion spent
on “Sovereign Press”. I will, however, respond to this one: “How
could the SP state openly that you
‘imply’ their request for you to do
what you were doing [using material from their press]?” Ah, quite
simple indeed--I heed all requests as
presented in the information regarding any document wherein I
can find instructions regarding use
of any material. The “instructions”
read that any information utilized
for any purpose must print in full,
the information (document). I can
assure you that, otherwise, MOST
of the document would have NOT I further doubt that the information
been included.
would be so hard to bear while it is
proving to be correct. This is not
It is interesting to note that only the typical outlay of information
presses who do not give fully the which is given by the hyper-chantruth are the only ones who object nels to soothe your brow and get
to usage of material. Without ex- you a perfect “soulmate” to share
ception I find this to be true. Most your physical needs and desires.
do not even pause and ask how they GOD IS UNBENDING ACCORDcan be of further service--i.e., the ING TO HIS LAWS AS GIVEN
only request as in the instance of di- AS WELL AS THOSE OF THE
OTHER
IN
rect reproduction from the paper as CREATION.
LAMBS
OF THE
with Bo Gritz, we only had to re- WORDS,
quest and the paper supplied us with PLANET, HE WILL TELL YOU
a good copy for reproduction. This WHO IS THE WOLF IN YOUR
happened to be the SPOTLIGHT, FOLD AND THE TRUTH OF IT-as with this series of articles--a NOT TELL YOU WHAT IT IS
WE
blanket permission with only a YOU WANT TO HEAR!
request that source be given of ARE SPEAKING
OF YOUR
Often, how- ETERNAL JOURNEY, BELOVED
original publication.
ever, we get bundles of reprints and ONES-NOT A .DAY AT THE
often the cover pages are missing. HAIRDRESSER TO MAKE YOU
“SEXUALLY (I MAGand or, articles separated from MORE
source and other information.
I NETIC! 1 SUGGEST YOU GIVE
will not decline usage of the mate- GREAT THOUGHT TO THIS
rial if it is correct and pertinent any MATTER.
more than would any public pub-

EDITORIAL
Because the Editorial from this recent edition of SPOTLIGHT is so
I am asking for
exceptional,
reprinting herein also. Again, I do
so without editing. I “assume” the
comment is from the Editor, Ryan,
but find no verification.
FIFTY YEARS OF COVER-UP
You shall know the truth and the
truth shall give the Establishment a
Surely December 7,
migraine.
1941 is a day that will live in infamy; but not for the reasons the
historians
Establishment--media,
and academics--would have us believe. Our OVERVIEW of Pearl
Harbor, beginning on page 10 in
this issue, sets the record straight.
What is most perfidious about Pearl
Harbor, however, is not the act of
It is, rather, the
betrayal itself.
continued cover-up of the truth.
It’s not unusual that politicians and
Establishment journalists
would
participate in the 50-year-old lie.
Lying is their stock in trade. But
professional historians and academics, on whom people depend to
take a hard look at events free of
the emotions of the moment and to
present the truth in proper perspective, eagerly validate the deception.
These intellectual whores continue
to write books and articles, produce
specials for television and so forth
that perpetrate the lie Pearl Harbor
was the “surprise attack” President
Franklin Delano Roosevelt said it
was. These presentations are then
lauded by the same Establishment
media ultimately responsible for
their production. It’s sort of like
Tweedle Dum being the only judge
in a beauty contest in which Tweedle Dee is a contestant.
This situation points up the importance of the
REVISIONIST APPROACH
to history.
If Establishment-approved historians are so dishonest as
to knowingly cover up the true
story of Pearl Harbor, one must
conclude they are doing the same
thing with other issues.
Please see PEARL, next page

PEARL, cont. from previous page

STATES as “reparations”.

Another
Establishment-generated
cover-up is the murder of President
John F. Kennedy. The politicians,
journalists and obedient academics
pushed the Warren Commission
conclusion--that there was one assassin, Lee Harvey Oswald. Today
hardly anyone believes that, so the
Establishment has gone to its fallback position--that
we’ll never
know what happened.

That attack happened in 1967. In
1976, The SPOTLIGHT exposed
the incident for what it was--a deliberate, cold-blooded attack intended to kill everyone on board
and sink the ship, to keep secret Israel’s war plans. Now, in 1991,
the truth is finally filtering into the
Establishment media.

But then along comes attorney/author Mark Lane, in a blockbuster new book Plausible Denial
[H: I recommend this book very
highly!] [Hardback, 393 pages with
index, is available for $25 (post.
and hand. incl) from Liberty Library, 300 Independence Ave. SE,
Washington, DC. 20003.1, to set
the record straight. And he shows
how the politicians and media colluded to keep the truth from the
public.

CRIMINAL MANIPULATION

We owe a debt of gratitude to the
small group of intrepid investigators
in the United States and throughout
the world who are rooting out the
truth despite the best efforts to keep
it hidden. These efforts and the
people making them are often the
target of vicious attacks by the
Establishment media--and no wonder.

Then there is the

of the events leading up to Operation Desert Storm. Iraq’s Saddam
Hussein was deliberately misled .to
believe the United States would
stand aside if he decided to invade
Kuwait.
Then, when he did,
George Bush was “shocked” land
launched a war in the desert. .The
result can only be described as calThe SPOTculated genocide.
LIGHT’s coverage of the ’ president’s duplicity, his “bush-whacking” of Saddam, won an award as
one of the top 10 most-censored
stories of the year.

Did the Reagan-Bush campaign
make a secret deal with Iran’s Ayatollah Khomeini to keep Americans
prisoner so Jimmy Carter would be
defeated in the 1980 election and
Ronald Reagan elected? Knowing
you have been routinely lied to in
Now, thanks to the truth we lmow the past helps to bring historical
about Pearl Harbor and JFK, it events such as this so-called Cktomakes it very easy and clear for us ber Surprise affair into clearer foto see the truth about President cus. Any establishment that is so
Lyndon B. Johnson’s Gulf of deceitful and dishonest as to hide
Tonkin incident. Both Pearl Harbor the truth about the Kennedy assassiand the Gulf of Tonkin’were efforts nations, Pearl Harbor and the USS
to get the United States involved in Liberty is going to be capable and
a foreign war. Both employed the willing to cover up a “minor” event
willing connivance of the Estab- such as the October Surprise.
lishment media. Both were successful.
No wonder FDR was Reagan’s fa,
No wonder the
vorite president.
historians,
And speaking of cover-ups, don’t Establishment--media,
forget
the
deliberate,
un- and academicians-must continue @
conscionable attack by our favorite perpetrate the lie about Pearl Harally--Israel--on the USS Liberty. bor. If the American. people ever
The Liberty was sailing in intema- realize the extent of the perfidy of
tional waters and was clearly identi- the government-media axis, ,who
fied as a U.S. vessel. It was at- knows--they
might vote inteltacked by air and sea forces of the ligently. That would be the -death
state of Israel in what was subse- knell for the manipulators. ’
quently described by the White
House and the Establishment media Thank vou.
,
as a “tragic error”.
Israel even
gave a few thousand dollars of for- Please see PEARL, next page
eign aid BACK TO THE UNITED

Answers to
personal questions
12/10/91 #l HATom
Hatonn present in &-Holy Light of
Radiance--that
which
is Creator/Creation, I, an Elder Brother,
having walked longer than you have
walked upon earth Shan, no more
and no less am I than ARE YOU.
It is only my vision which is given
to move farther into the reaches of
the cosmos and recognize the whole
of the plan.
As today, there are the passages of
sequence in which I would gather
you within and give you freedom
from your responsibilities as the
father would the son or daughter
who has damaged self by wrong
choices. As the pile. of physical petitions grows we are staggered under the load of physical inability to
instantly respond in symbols from a
lceyboard and yet, it is, after all,
ONLY the connection of soul to
God which has importance in the
infinite
picture of expression.
KNOW that when you have
“expressed” the petition the response is given and you have but to
be patient in your waiting upon the
Lord for the message to become
clear. It is the expression which
has importance--for the answer will
come in its proper perception.
Please know that I, loathe, as badly
as YOU, the constant pressure to
write only that which seems wrong
and “bad”. Know that these are
dy
experiences--a game if you
will--in which you can excel and
prevail if you gain skill and knowledge.
One, D.K., has sent a most brief
note to _.
my attention
which holds
_-_
c few words but infinite response. So
many of you fit within the problem
description of his plea and being
“within” a ,tilationship, it ‘is too
personal to‘ see and the pain too
great in pe+eeption of separation
from attachments. : Let’ us look at
the petition and then we will share
some thoughts for there is no ONE
answer save the ONE WITH GOD.
It is the “journey” for which we
come .to share the burden.
Fist, I ask only that you sit in
&ietriess, move within your own
mind and define God. I want no
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repetition of another’s opinion or
rantings and projections--what is
your definition of God? YOU will
find the answers, by the way, in the
PLEIADES COlWECTIONS
seWithin
those
pages
is
total
ries.
outlay of the very substance of
God. However, definition cannot
be anything within limitations for
God is without limits and therefore
Man, himself, cannot define God
for God is as personal as the
The
fingerprint on your hand.
definition of God IS the fingerprint
(thoughtprint) of the soul-does it
match the Godliness
or the
adversary’s in the physical perspective?
The note to me: “Could you pIease
address the balanced relationshipof
man and woman in marriage? I,
and so many Z ~TKIW,experience
great con&ion in this area.
“Can you also give gui&lines regarding how to handle a situation
where one party in the marriage is
activelyinvolvedin our work, while
,.
the other only ‘tolerates’ it?
Indeed a worthy inspection and the
simplicity of the answer may well
appear flippant and sarcastic-neither of which I wish to project.
A balanced relationship
in the
physical is never achieved for the
physical desires, limitations and
choices are too varied and responsive to the senses of the physical.
The limitations and expectations are
ever prevailing as that which is
projected by the teachers within the
physicalness--i.e., from the television, the lectures by “authorities”,
personal demands and pure selfishness.

Within the higher &iice
and at
the level of the soul, there is only
ONE and therefore you can only
find “balance” when the two again
become the one in goal and thought.
All experience is expressed in a duality as each of the pair seeks either
action or rest--always longing and
seeking the “void” which is the total
balance of ONE-NESS within CrePlease see RELATIONSHIP,
next page
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RELATIONSHIP,

cont.

from previous page
ator. This is not the void which is
expressed often as “Hell” or the total absence of God of Light. It is
the total balance of “voidance”
which is ONE WITH GOD--THE
EVER PRESENT SPIRAL OF
PROJECTION.
To even begin a response which can
mean anything “personal” I have to
ask that each look carefully within--’
for it is only self which YOU ‘can
change in any manner whatsoever.
There is no giving of 10% or 5096,
etc. It is a total GIVING of 100%
and only when BOTH give of 100%
each in the total giving to the other
can there be balance. This is not
likely on an earthly level of
physical expression.
Man is
structured with these wondrous/horrendous “senses” which control
him by the perceptions and desires
of those senses and, until each
PEARL, cont. from previous page

No, they would NOT cause the
death knell for the manipulators for
the manipulators will NOT BE
CAST OUT BY SIMPLE ELECI’IONS-NOT ANY MORE--FOR
IT HAS GONE TOO FAR TO BE
SIMPLY
“VOTED
IN”
OR
“VOTED OUT”. The point is in
the “uncovering” of the lies.
It will not be through elections that
you will become free again--IT
CAN ONLY BE THROUGH
KNOWLEDGE--AND SEEING OF
THE TRUTH OF ALL--WHICH
WILL ALLOW YOU AGAIN TO
ACHIEVE FREEDOM!
FOR’IT
SHALL ONLY BE THROUGH
“KNOWING” THAT YOU WILL
TURN INTO THE “ACTIONS”,
OF RIGHTNESS
IN
THAT
TRUTH ‘WHICH SHALL BE
YOUR GUIDE INTO BALANCE
AS A NATION, UNDER GOD,
INDIVISIBLE
WITH
RIGHTS
FOR ALL AND FREEDOM FOR
ALL.

ktm
enough to control those
senses, you will be controlled BY
THEM.
Unfortunately, marriage
on your place of experience is
ONLY a physical expression lin.
most instances. A soullove in ‘truth.
is hardly ever .found : for.. in the
physicalness
ones, are .. always
a@egmgfit, i physical
seekillg
exchange,: 7,do it-.my way”,- ?you
must ‘0~ -you don’t love .me” and
thus and so, Ones-move into relaseeking ’ ‘. fulfillment
tionships
through and from another and you
shall never ,find it. It is like seeking
the eternal Truth:of God in the local
bar after a quart of whisky.
There have only been a few totally
perfect projections of perfect balance in ones manifest upon your
planet in the physical form and-were circumstances different for
those ones from that which they
actually experienced--theirs was not
fully balanced
either. 1 The
“balance” is at the level of soul expression--never in the physical experience.
The only way that a near expression
of balance can be achieved in any
relationship is the loving acceptance
of that other being and the allowance--even of the errors-&f acThat IS God expression.
tions.
God, even though He is your Creator--His blessing for each is that
He allows and loves -through all expressions of your choices for ‘He
can separate the physical expression
from the soul perception.,’ Can you
have wisdom enough to do likewise? Indeed, but few achieve the
ability for the “other” -will not participate unless the “goal” was the
same at onset or a direction was
plotted in love of such depth as to
refocus in “truth 7.
Look most carefully and HONESTLY at’ what is seemingly “out
of balance”; .It is usually your own
projection of what you “wishi. ‘a
thing to be--rarely is. it a desire to
“allow” another tobe;- Each wants
the “other” to. somehow fit his own
mold in eagerness to: achieve as
one-when it was not .even that
“thing” which caused a coalition in
the first, place.- Usually the ,“first
place” was totally selfish and totally
physical.

Hatonn to move td stand-&y--in appreciation unto the brothers who
dare to speak out because the blows
against them are indeed heinous.
But their light shall be given the
uncovering and I am honored to
recognize their achievements.
I Your old saying, “You cannot make
a silk purse out of a sow’s ear,? is
salute them.

relevant here. Why would you be
so foolish as to try? Would it not
be easier to get silk to make of the
purse 4nd leave the sow her ear
with which to hear? Why must man
continually effort to make out of
another that which he usually least
likes in self?

you have a great problem for it is
now blatant narrow refusal to find
possible truth. It is always through
FEAR that a person reacts thusly
for if you bring the lie for perusal,
it will show itself to be a lie soon
enough. The other “fears” change
and loss of the security of the limitation given through the lie to which
it adheres. How do I know it is the
LIE which holds the “other”? BECAUSE I KNOW TRUTH AND
THAT WHICH
YOU EXPERIENCE IS THE LIE.

Does your enlightenment demand
the enlightenment of the other?
Why? Can you not see that to &
&J that “other” to become enlightened (or remain blinded) according
to their level of perception--is far
wiser than to push?
As to suggestions? Ah yes, I have
great and unlimited suggestions but
Let us look at a river which flows the first is to find COMgently along its path. Let us say MUNICATION.
YOU must take
that it is physically bound by the the initiative and ask conference-lack of incline or plugged by great refusal to conference has said it all
boulders--does it help to push and and you are likely fighting a battle
shove with buckets of water? No, which YOU will not win. If the
if the incline is increased or the “other” is in fulfilling truth in willboulders removed it allows the wa- ingness to share a life in marriage
ter to flow more freely--and faster!
then that one will be most pleased
If that
to sit and communicate.
honest
your
through
“other”
will
not--there
IS
no
marhlY
“allowing” can the other come to riage of proper relationship!
Can
As one YOUR ego take such a confrontawitness the better way.
practices balance within self the tion? IF YOU ARE ALIGNED
other can be relieved of the pressure WITH GOD--MOST DEFINII’ELY
and/or attention gained through the yEs. IF YOU STILL CONSIDER
“tolerating” or total “denial” of THE BLAST AND PERCEIVED
“your” opinions or insight.
The POSSIBLE LOSS TO THE PHYSfoundation is already in place and if ICAL EGO--THEN NO. UNTIL
one or the other changes the foun- YOU GET TO THE “YES” REdation to suit of self, the other can- SPONSE--YOU WILL CONTINnot feel secure in the ruptured foun- UE IN THE “TROUBLE”.
dation of expression.
Each will invariably Tmd that
When the differences come to the when you are able to release the
point that there is no beauty in the ego %tringsn from the “other”
“together”. experience then it is and function as a whole on self
surely time to evaluate the possibil- because you know the ‘truth” of
ities and establish the foundation of your expression--the rest will folLOVE upon which the relationship low in proper sequence and exis based. If it was based totally on pression. The Vefusal to comthe physical with a little “spiritual” municate” tells the whole of it and
ritual thrown in and you now be- YOU must face the truth of it in
come spiritual
with a little any event. Then it is YOU who
“physical” thrown in--you are going must decide for self the value of
to have a chasm which may not al- the relationship. To “tolerate” is
low bridging.
You cannot, how- often better than total denial-but
ever, move backwards. If you suc- very little. This conjures martyrcumb to acting without Truth after dom on the “tolerator” who “puts
knowing Truth-you both lose in- up with” the other’s unacceptable
finitely.
The “other” will then behavior and is total prostitution
eventually bezr such guilt for ac- of self. Prostitutes are more actions that the problem is com- tive IN MARRIAGE than ever
pounded and multiplied and peace without!
You continually barcannever come.
gain, sell, give and exchange exactly as a prostitute-usually with
When- you have total refusal of the the same tools of the trade.
“other” to participate or even read
Please see RELATIONSHIP,
material of differing possibilitiesI. *+ ‘,.I ‘\ . .
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RELATIONSHIP, cont.
from previous page
LOVE HAS N&HING TO DO
WITH THE PHYSICAL EXPRESSION-LOVE
IS SPIRITUAL AND IF’ YOU ONLY
HAVE PHYSICAL
EXPRESSION-YOU
DO NOT HAVE
LOVE!
You must understand that if one
gives 100% and the other simply
“takes the 100 % “, you have no
love. Love is always in the giving
and never in the taking for to take
implies “grabbing and garnering for
self”--receiving through accepting is
that which is necessary on the opposite end of giving for it also indicates the need to regive unto that
one who gave in love and the spiral
cycle is endless.
It is truth to say that actions speak
far louder than words. It is through
actions which the worth of a man is
judged. Words without action in
like kind are worthless and void.
By the way--CONFUSION is the
prime number one tool of your adversary! The “master of deceit and
lie” IS the “master of confusion”.
Only in gaining knowledge in truth
can you sort into order that which is
in chaos.
L42t me

example

the perception

of

the higher dimensions; in fact, allow me to example self, Hatonn. I
cannot ever consider myself prior to
you for YOU are why I am come to
this place and into this commission
of experience. If you get on your
knees unto me, who only serves
YOU, then you cause us both to be
handicapped and/or totally crippled
from effohng
to work from our
knees rather than from intelligent,
reasoning
foursquare
standing.
Now, understand that, no matter
how I place you before me in all
actions, I must use discipline as the
Elder with the more information
and therefore the discipline must BE
but I can only project it in the totality of ABSOLUTE LOVE for YOU
are ABOVE MY OWN INTENTION--SAVE IN ONE RESPECT-GOD AND THE CREATION . I
WILL, NEVER BEND THAT
WHICH IS GOD/CREATION TO
FILL ANY PHYSICAL NEED OF
ANy BEIN(&JNCLuDING SELF!
When
the
YOU understand
magnitude of this statement--then

we can begin to change that which h4oreover, you must realize that
is perceived evil.
“love” is reflected by “respect” and
“reverence”--never
“worship” or
The reason that ones refuse to share “compromise”. If there is no, or
and Participate in this information very little, respect and reverence for
and Truth is that they fear Truth for the being of, your attachment--you
it allows no “living in’ of evil self- are not in “LOVE” and if you are
ishness or greed. It casts out the not in “LOVE” you have bondage-false teachers, be they from the not a marriage. You simply have
pulpit, the publican forum or any some sort of marriage contract
“physical” projection.
The intent which you have already broken. If
becomes based on reason, logic and one brings rightful disrespect upon
knowledge and recognition of that self--so be it, it is up to the two to
knowledge within which IS your consider the possibilities of foreternal soul--all knowing, all being. giveness. If there can be no forgiveness in the relationship then you
How do you “live” in this duality of are destined to choose other routes
experience--God
expression wherein one separates of manifesting
from another? If your journey be does not recognize “divorce”, only
intended in Light and Truth--then lack of responsibility. YOU ONES
CON-FUSE
You must release and go your way CONTINUALLY
The
other
SPIRITUAL
GODN-ESS
WITH
as diligently as you can.
will show self for the narrow per- THAT WHICH IS PRESENTED
sonage actually presented and will (FALSELY) BY MAN.
MAN
either change or move away. You PROJECTS
AND
“RULES”
help neither by hiding from Truth “MUSTS” ANIl THEN PROand it needs no argument, ban- NOUNCBS
THEM
TO
BE
tering, debate or force. Force is “GOD’S” TO ENFORCE THE
not of God and only reinforces the FOLLOWING THEREOF.
GOD
negative response precipitated in HAS A MOST SUCCINCT AND
bitterness which is also not of God. LIMITED SET OF “RULES”
You can only act for self and the BASED ON RESPONSIBILITY
other must act for self. Look most AND CHOICES. EXCUSES AND
carefully at the “need” (not spouted- IRRE~PONSIBILWY
ARE THE
“iove”) of self for the “other” and CHOICBS OF MAN.
you will likely have your own answer most clearly laid forth.
If I assume I have battered this subject
your intent is in “love” you will alsufficiently for this sitting. Blessed
low at any rate--YOU must discern are the ones who can SEE prior to
need, love, emotion, desire and the marriage for that is when the
demand, lest you forever miss the attention must be given and the
stage set--not at fie divorce. HowPoint.
ever, man is not gifted in this day’s
If the “other” refuses ” . . .just be- societal structure set to disrupt and
cause.. .” or ” . ..well. so and so divide man prior to his worst ersays. ..” then you have a right to de- rors--therefore, you ‘take what YOU
mand a response as to “why” for it have with which to work and conimpacts your experience--only you front it with wisdom in response
can judge the value of your joint or and not ego reaction. What brings
singular experience and what you
YOU into acceptance and curiosity.?
can negotiate.
Negotiation is al- Then, try it on other.I If you force
ways proper--compromise of values another you have not accomplished
IS NEVER A VIABLE CONCLU- anything except compromise and
despisement for your intrusion.
SION.
This was the example of the Master
YOU do not need ever effort to Teacher. Every moment of experi“sell” God and/or His Hosts--our ence is a “choice”--from whether or
Truth will stand alone into infinity. not YOUwill breathe to where you
Neither do you need “proof” in the will sleep--You perceive linmations
EVERY
manner of miracles or magic--for
which are ‘non-existent.
that iS the game of the adversary to THOUGHT--EVERY ACTION IS
en-P you.
Life projects and PURELY CHOICE! THE POINT
proves its LIES of physical conclu- 1s HEREIN--WHICH CHOICES
sion--GOD NEVER CHANGES DO YOU AND WILL YOU
EXAMPLES? MARE? SO BE
INTO INFINITY.
. IT.
LOOR AROUND!!

Are

You Safe?
12/10/91 #1 HATONN

What do You mean bY “safe”‘? How
can You be other than “safe” if You
are in intent within God? What
portion of self do you want “safe”?
WhYy for instance? would You wish
to be “Picked UP”? Would it be to
continue service unto God or to
save of your assets? If you are in
alignment with God, You are already in His Hand which also indicates--without
argument--your
placement in the security of his
“Pick-up”. If You have to ask, You
need to ponder a bit more within in
intent for it is only between you and
God within where and what will be
your journey.
If your intent and
expression are openly unto “truth”
then there is no question to be
asked--for YOU ARE!
Don’t misunderstand or accept this
as a chiding for inquiry. I know
that the physical needs reaffirmations of Love from God for
the physical is ~0 bl~tingly hard

and the teachings have been so diligently applied to delude you.
The churches tell You that You must
- -q The government tells You that
You must - -. This movement and
that movement tells You that You
must - -. Then God comes and
"BROWS" and YOU have built IlO SUP
port system m function for self
without the “harpers” and dictators
Well, you
of Your circumstance.
muSt build that SuPPfi

within fOr

the days are coming when it shall
be that very suPpOrt and undeniab1e
foundation which shall see you
through the tempest. But you must
also learn to be clever as the serpent
and gentle as the dove- “Wisdom”
must be Your guide and Love Your
foundation. Stop thmking of God
as a wimp in Pious robes--lest You
be nothing save a wimp in Pious
robes. I, for instance, am most
%I-tainly not a wimp in Pious robes-I AM a teacher with KNOWLEDGE which I am wanting to share
that you might be strong and write
your life story in worthiness and
KNOWING--above and beyond the
confusion and chaos Of *e crowdy
Please see SAFE, next Page. .’

_
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rituals and physical compression.

This is why you must come to understand t&t God has already
“WON”--evil cannot and will not
exist in the Light of God’s presence--where there is even the- most
tiny spark -of light-‘there is not
darkness for darkness is NOT. in the
presence of light.

If you challenge God to “prove it to
mew--you shall never find Truth or
proof. If you COMMAND GOD
TO SHOW YOU THE WAY IN
HIS PERFECTION--YOU SHALL
HAVE BOTH! Contradiction? In- When you can act .in the knowingness that what you need shall be
deed!
forthcoming as it is needed--if the
What is it that Hatonn gives you needs be Godly in intent--then you
that causes you to deny me? What shall have abundance as the tidal
do we bring that causes you to turn wave. If you live in the fear of
away from this pronouncement of “not having” so shall it come to be
the “word” and “truth” as we are that you will be without! God gives
showing, sharing and PROVING harvest according to your planting!
unto you? Most who deny have not We of the Hosts are come to preso much as opened a JOURNAL or pare the garden--you will plant the
know anything of that which they seeds and the harvest is yet to be
speak in opposition! So be it; if ye shown! Which will it be? How
set out to bake a cake and use salt will this story episode conclude?
instead of sugar--I dare say the cake What are you planting? The harvest
will be most untasty.
will be in “kind”!

may your seeking in TRUTH never
fail until the “finding”. It is all
within thine very space of breathing
for God IS your breath of life and
you have forgotten.
I am but a reflection of that which
you are and shall come again to remember. ,God, too, is that self beyond your limitations--that wondrous reflection, of His image. Do
you make the reflection worthy or
The choice is always
unworthy?
YOURS and ONLY YOURS.

the end of your physical expression,
and that is most worthy of consideration. What is it that you hold that
is of worth and value--that the Elite
and more powerful physical controllers will not take from you? Indeed, these are worthy matters to
think upon. If you have denied
God’s Hosts who come in silver
ships--why think yourself a welcome guest on the trip to anywhere
of safety in the realms of ones who
follow only the path of balance and
harmony? Evil will not be allowed
or brought into the realms of balanced experience.
This does not
mean “except for you” or “except
for that one over there...” It means
exactly that which it says--EVIL
WILL NOT BE BROUGHT INTO
THE HIGHER EXPERIENCE OF
BALANCE
AND
HARMONY
WITHIN THE RADIANCE OF
TRUTH AND THE LAW! The deciding of each path is left into the
choosing of the one in point.

I salute you in your journey for it is
always how you handle and receive
your lessons which is the measure
of MAN. Will you pass your graduation examinations or will you
need further tutoring? You will not
learn if you cast aside the Tutor sent
for your lessons. Worse, if you accept only the teachers who come to
suck you into the morass of physical
expression, you will only forfeit
We bring the Word for that is our salu.
May wisdom be given. as your treasures. The treasures percommission according to God’s your reward for the seeking and ceived upon earth are forfeited at I offer my love, my hand--everything that I AM--but I cannot do it
promise that man might have “Light
for thee. Adonai.
in Truth” for his judging. We bring
it for all who would see and hear-we are not to force nor shove it into
your beings--for you have ail rights
of acceptance or denial. I would
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dexing but it is slow and expensive not mix the operations except
say this, however, if your denial is I am giving you “headings” so that so we work with that which we through labor so that there is never
through REFUSAL TO INSPECT-- later it becomes easier to find sub- have. I appreciate your indulgence opportunity for accusations of misthat is the very same as denial jects and connect your own pieces and patience but our little squad can use of anything.
Do we receive
through deliberate intent! In other so that I can write and not “repeat”. do no more. Even though we gain accusations?
Of course--we have
words, refusal by choice and/or no We now have ones working on in- more expertise in the area of com- enemies upon our heads and backs
decision at all--is already having
puter’ use, etc., all of the expenses like flies to a dying carcass.
made the decision against God, for
are still funded right out of this
you will have chosen another path.
central nucleus so we continually go There is something you must learn
And, except through the path of the
behinder and behinder. All I ask of as we move into and along with our
“Christness” (goodness according to
12/10/91 #l HATON-ly
you is patience and, please, if you presentation and association.
We
the Laws of CreatoKreation)
you On this day as you grow closer and make suggestions as to additional are not a cult, group, church--etc.
will not come into the Kingdom of closer to encounter and holocaust, I changes and more desirable produc- We are the Hosts of God come to
that Creator/Creation!
It is time shall attempt to respond to a couple tion--also give us a solution to the prepare the “way”.
These ones
you ones be a bit more discerning in or three major inquiries which pile “shortages” for at present our crew here are workers efforting to fulfill
possibilities
your Dharma’s desk. The number one can do no more. There is already committed
regarding
missions--individually
TEACHERS and WHO it is you question, as might be expected; is no rest in this crew!
and unified only in production--each
give unto-;your power.
does what each is qualified to do
“Who has USSR’s nuclear arsenal?”
As the lie of the “breakup” comes I Perhaps if I share something with and, in the interim--licks stamps
At this time you have given your ask you to harken back to FACTS. you in just one isolated case--THE and sweeps floors (whatever is to be
power unto the Elite of the human The entire scenario in the ‘Soviet reason that Ekkers go on and place done).
GOD DOES NOT BEG!
experience and have rendered your- Union has been planned for decades themselves at such disadvantage and GOD TARES NOTHING!
GOD
selves enslaved to the physical as- and you are-seeing the actors go .expense over the property in con- ONLY GIVES AND REGIVES, IF
pect of your existence just as it was through their lines right on cue. flict is to hopefully attain title so YOU
REMEMBER
YOUR
projected that mankind would do. The point is to smother, freeze, that they can borrow fully against PLEIADES LESSONS.
THEREYou are only trapped, however, if starve and generally bring down the the property and keep this work FORE, THOSE WHO PLACE A
you choose to remain trapped and “Russian” people. Gorbachev was flowing as long as necessary for the “PRICE”
ON
YOUR
“SALgive away your power! He who on his way out anyway-even I told support to flow from other product VATION”
ARE
FALSE
retains and commands his POWER you that. He has never ‘been the outside the immediate--i.e., Law TEACHERS AND PREACHERS
will not be sorely blighted by the central player and all of. the sub-, Center, etc.-’ Then the prayer is that OF GOD.
GOD DOES NOT
adversary for the physical has no terfuge and shrouding and play-. there q .lie “damages” enough to BEG{
v&d control over the Spirit in acting was for its purpose which has put the Law .Center on an unshakTruth-only the perception of such. worked to perfection. : : :.
’ able foundation.
You see, we do Please see HOSTS, next page

Hosts come to prepare the way

U.S.S.R.

HOSTS, cont. from previous page

Whvr/ do I pick on the Jews? Page

What do I mean by this statement?
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God doesn’t beg. He presents you I don’t pick on the “Jews” as dewith opportunities,
offers you fined by Hebrew Judaists. I pick on
“answers” for your journey, accepts the Khazarian Communist Zionists
and plentifies that which you offer who are actually Socialists working
back unto Him and is in constant toward and within dictatorships-service to give unto you that which void of Holy God and breakers of
you ask in honest and sincere peti- EVERY LAW of God and The Cretion from the heart--even, often, if ation.
it be damaging to you. BE MOST
CAREFUL AS TO THAT WHICH I am accused of even picking on the
YOU ASK--YOU JUST MIGHT “Star of David”, symbol of these
GET IT!
IF REQUESTED IN beloved “Jews”. No, I simply set
SELFISH, PHYSICAL INTENT-- the record to straight--who do
YOU MAY WELL FIND THAT YOU, good Judaists, think the Star
THE REQUEST AND ACQUISI- of David is honoring? That beloved
TION BACKFIRES INTO MOST of God, David? Perish the thought
UNCOMFORTABLE
CIRCUM- and allow me to interrupt at this
STANCES. THE ADVERSARY point and set the FACTS to print:
KNOWS WELL HOW TO USE
YOU AND YOUR ASSETS!
STA_ROL
FURTHER, HE WILL TAKE
AND ISRAELI FLAG
AWAY YOUR ASSETS AND
GLEAN THEM INTO HI!3 OWN This also requires a bit of backLARDER AND COFFERS.
I ground history, which I realize
TRUST YOU WILL LOOK AT bores you into stupor, but it IS necTHAT WHICH PREACHES TO essary, even if you quickly forget it
YOU AND CAUSES YOU TO for all is relative to all.
TITHE, ETC., WITH HOOKS
ON YOUR PARTICIPATION Let me start without backing up
AND SALVATION AND SEE IF further than the twelfth century and
PERHAPS YOU ARE PAYING I ask you to do research from the
FOR
SOMETHING
WHICH JOURNALS if you desire more
WILL NEVER COME TO BE. historical facts.
IF YOUR PRICE Is TO GET
INTOATEMPLEANDINNERWe will start with the group about
CIRCLE OF SOME SORT-IS that time which were referred to as
THE SECRET WORTH IT? “Kazarians” and the place, Kazaria.
ARE YOU ACTUALLY WITHIN You will find that name readily reTHE INNER-CIRCLE OR CAP- ferred to, especially in Italian hisTURED IN THE PRISON OF torical documents.
THE ELITE CONTROL OVER
YOUR ACTIONS AND BE By this century the group of barDo YOU THINK barians were pretty well quieted as
LIEVING?
GODISGOINGTOBEFOUND
to political power but the influence
IN THAT TEMPLE?
OH, I turned up everywhere and in the
THINK NOT! YOU WILL FIN-D most unexpected places--this of
A MAN WITH A SUPPORTING these Khazar-Jewish
influences.
GROUP OF MEN-AT
THE Their manpulation and influence
HEAD OF ‘THE RULES AND continued to disrupt and suppress a
REGULATIONS AND REVELA- large variety of people.
TIONS (PRONOUNCED TO BE
FROM GOD). SO BE IT.
Among these so-disrupted were
Why do I take your time to speak of
these things? Because the perception is that we have some sort of
massive, hyper-wealthy “operation”
and some sort of a NEW(?) cult
confounding the innocent victims
called people. I periodically have
to set straight the record.

they do so through a back-door, as
it were, for the great Seljuk dynasty
seems . to have been intimately
linked with the Khazars.
This
Khazar connection is reported by
Bar Hebraeus (1226~86), one of the
greatest among Syriac writers and
scholars; as the name indicates, he
was of Jewish origin, but converted
to Christianity, and ordained a
bishop at the age of twenty.

sons of a Kuman Prince Kobiak
were called Isaac and Daniel.
RUSSIAN CHRONICLE
The Primary Russian Chronicle was
compiled by monks; it is saturated
with religious thought and long biblical excursions. But parallel with
the ecclesiastical writings on which
it is based, the Kiev period also
produced a secular literature--the
so-called bylinu, heroic epics of
folk-songs, mostly concerned with
the deeds of great warriors and
semi-legendary princes. The byhu
were transmitted by oral tradition
and were still chanted by peasants
in remote villages of Northern
Russia into the beginniug of twentieth century-and secretly-to this
moment.

Bar Hebraeus relates that Seljuk’s
father, Tukak, was a commander in
the army of the Khazar Kagan, and
that after his death, Seljuk himself,
founder of the dynasty, was brought
up at the Kagan’s court. But he
was an impetuous youth and took
liberties with the Kagan, to which
the Katoun--the queen--mightily
objected (a real “oops” in fact); as a
result Seljuk had to leave as he was
Iu strikiug contrast to the Russian
banned from the court.
Cbrouicie, these epics do not
You can find another contemporary mention by uame the Khazars or
Is this not
source, Ibn-al-Adim (History of their country.
strange?
Not
really,
when you
who also speaks of
A&p),
Seljuk’s father as “one of the nota- consider that thll ls the modus
bles of the Khazar Turks”, while a operandi of these adversaries to,
third, Ibn Hassul, reports that humanity aud God. What aid:
Seljuk, “struck the King of the they do with them then? Ah ha%Khazars with his sword and beat instead, they were referred to as
him with a mace which he had in Jews and their place of abodehis hand....”
There was already “country of the Jews”. Moreover
present a most strong ambivalence the inhabitants of the land of Jews
of attitude of the Ghuzz towards the were often referred to as “Jewish
Khazars. This has been outlaid ex- heroes” who ruled the steppes and
cellently by Ibn Fadlan’s writings fought the armies of the Russian
and experiences of first hand en- princes.
counter.
One such “hero” (not necessarily
Thus there was an intimate relation- “good” hero but rather, in meaning,
ship between the Khazars and the lead character), was a giant Jew,
founders of the Seljuk dynasty, who came from the Zemlya Jifollowed by a break. This was due dovskaya to the steppes of Tsetsar
to the Seljuks’ conversion to Islam under Mount Sorochin, and only the
(while the other Ghuzz tribes, such braver of Vladimir’s generals, Ilya
as the Kumans, remained as they Murometz, saved Vladimir’s army
were). Nevertheless, the Khazar- from those Jews. There are several
Judaic influence prevailed for quite versions of this tale readily availsome time even after the break. able for your perusal if you wish to
Among the four sons of Seljuk, one investigate.
was given the exclusively Jewish
name of Israel; and one grandson The point to be remembered herein
was called Daud (DAVID).
These is that in the eyes of the Russian
names, friends, were given because people the neighboring Khazaria in
of the great influence of the leading its final period by that name (like
families of the Ghuzz of the domi- “Soviet Union”) was simply the
nant Khazars. The house of wor- Jewish state, and its army was ti
army of Jews,
ship was a “synagogue”.
,’

ones called the “Seljuk”, who may
be regarded as the true founders of
Muslim Turket. Towards the end
of the tenth century, this other offshoot of the Ghuzz had moved
southwards into the vicinity of
Bokhara, from where they ,were
later to erupt into Byzantine Asia
Minor and colonize it. They donot
enter diiectly into this’ story, but Jewish names were at that time be- Please see JEWS, next page
. .’ 5.
wming poPul?%.:&ri3%%?% *the
,
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Bunny thing--the legends which circulated among Western Jews in the
Middle Ages provides a most curious parallel to the Russian byline.
The popular Jewish legend does
not remember a “Khazar” kingdom but rather, a kingdom of the
“Red Jews”.
The Jews of other lands were most
flattered by the existence of an independent Jewish state.
Popular
imagination found here a particularly fertile field. Just as the biblically minded Slavonic epics speak
of “Jews” rather than “Khazars,“, a
did Western Jews lonP after sneak
of
Mongolian
w-e
0f the s:ht
.
amentation of manv of the

movement originated in Khazr
aria, lts center soon shifted to
Kurd&tan (ever heard of the
Kurds?). Here David assembled a
substantial armed force of local
Jews, reinforced by Khazars4nd
succeeded in taking -ion
of
the strategic fortress of Amadle,
north-east of Mosul (surely you
have heard of Mosul--like a LOT in
the Gulf War?). The plan was to
take this conquering army to
Odessa, and fmt his way through
Syria into the Holy Land.

The whole plan was a lot less
quixotic than it my appear now, in
view of the constant feuds between
the various Muslim armies, and the
gradual disintegration of the Crusader strongholds (the crusades
were no better a movement). Also
remember, wars are dandy ways to
keep people busy and occupied with
distracters. A lot of Muslim corn-al-ROY
manders welcomed the prospect of a
-AVIS
Jewish
crusade against the Christian
(SIX-POINTED STAR)
Crusaders. You must realize that
The Khazars survived into modern you people LOVE WAR AND DEtimes, and in fact, friends, so fasci- SPISE PEACE!
nated Disraeli that he used it as
material for a historical romance: Among the Jews of the Middle
East, David certainly aroused ferl%e WondrousTale of Alroy.
vent Messianic hopes. One of his
Now here we come to the point a
bit more closely: In the twelfth
century there arose in Khazaria a
Messianic movement, a rudimentary
attempt at a Jewish crusade, aimed
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at the conauest of Palestine bv
The situation is so critical in the
force of arms. [Still with me?]
Soviet sector that even your new
The initiator of the movement CIA Director is scared sillier than
was a Khazar Jew, one Solomon he already was. “It will be a bad
ben Duji (or Ruhi or Roy), aided winter for the Russians,” he says.
by his son Menahem and a Pales- Indeed--and for America who is
tinian scribe. They wrote letters next for the identical treatment--no
to all the Jews, near and far, in work, great depression, famine and
The Khazaians
all the lands around them... total hardship.
Thev said that the time had come have landed and things are very bad
in which God would aath Israel, indeed!
ueode from all &s.
tq
Jerusalem. the holv citv. and that Well, who has the nukes? Where is
Solomon Ben Duii WAS ELIJAH, all the expertise which created those
wondrous nuke-weapons? Oh my-AND HI!3 SON THE MESSIAH.
didn’t you know? Working now
These appeals were addressed to the with Israel and other nations while
Jewish communities in the Middle you good tax-paying Americans pay
East. Not too much happened at their salaries. I thought that surely
Your government
the time but about two decades later you knew!
#he young Menahem assumed the wouldn’t lie to you, would they?
name DAVID AL-ROY, AND THE Just what do YOU suppose will
TITLE OF MESSIAH. THIS I!3 happen to that more than 27,000
IMPORTANT:
the nuclear weapons?
Though

.

messengers came to Baghdad and-with excessive zeal--instructed its
Jewish citizens to assemble on a
certain night on their flat roofs.
Remember that the Sheejewples
lead very easily by the ring in the
nose, put there by the Elite Elders
of great wisdom. If you tell them
they are persecuted, they will insist
upon magnificent persecution and
hoodwinking
and form armies
against the “offender” even if the
offender be their saviors. Nothing
has changed except the names--the
Plan has never changed one iota.

he was bribed and a good Khazarian will never refuse an adequate bribe under any circumstances.

Through the act, however, David’s
memory was totally venerated and a
new symbol was set in cement.
When Benjamin of Tudela travelled
through Persia twenty years after
the event, the people still spoke
lovingly of their leader. But it did
there--THE
SXXnot
stop
POINTED “SHIELD OF DAVID”
WHZCHADORNS THE MODERN
ISRAELI FLAG. BECAME A NASo assembled, there they awaited TIONAL SYMBOL WITH DAVID
wrapture”, whence they would be g&ROY. Ever since, the six-corflown on clouds to the Messiah’s nered “shield of David”, theret&
camp. A goodly number of Jews fore mainly only a decorative mospent that night on their roofs tif or a magical emblem, began its
awaiting this miraculous flight into career toward becoming the chief
la-la land.
national-religious symbol of Judaism. Long used interchangeBut the stuff hit the fan and chaos ably with the pentazram (the Saensued. The rabbinical hierarchy in tanic symbol) or the “Seal of
Baghdad, f&g
reprisals by the Solomon”, it was attributed to
authorities, took a hostile attitude to David in mystic and ethical Gerthe pseudo-Messiah and threatened man writings from the thirteenth
him with a ban. I think you won’t century on, and appeared on the
fmd it hard to believe that there Jewish flag in Prague in 1527. By
followed an assassination of David the way, the two stripes on that
al-Roy. His own father-in-law same Israeli fiag represents the
killed him while he slept-you see, taking of all the lands between
the Nile and Euphrates Rivers.
. .

The Israeli connection
That’s right--Israel! Weapons and
armaments paid for by you-the-people. They do not, however, honor
any treaty, etc., which prevents
them dealing with- anyone-anywhere--and they do so. A major
interrelationship with the Soviet
Union has been under way since
“forever”.
So--smuggled Soviet
atomic armaments and technological
secrets have found their way into
the freewheeling global munitions
market--like
the
CIA/KGB/MOSSAD
group (not
plural). How is this dangerous nuclear threat going to be stopped?
Well, what you didn’t know because you were not told--is that the
priority issue at the NATO summit
conference in Rome in November
was exactly this issue.

Soviet asset sell-offs were leaking
nuclear designs and military devices
into the booming international arms
trade. They have not, however,
leaked any of the information that
would give any nation ability to
dent their supremacy in “space”
and/or pulse systems.
Ah yes, you were told that all this
“collapse of communism” would lift
the specter of sudden nuclear holocaust from mankind--but
alas,
Khazarians, being what they are-have made it quite plain that even
the Third World conflicts have all
been fought with atomic contraband
weapons--and the world ignored it.
You have whole nations in the process of dying from radiation and
nobody noticed!

On November 7, President George
Bushwhacker held private talks with
the leaders of major West European So, now you move to this day--the
nations in the Italian capital. The
Please see ISRAEL, next page
Guess WHO only has ONE GNP? topic was the growing evidence that
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“brains” behind the nukes now find
themselves
conveniently
unemployed and, desperately seeking a
livelihood in the only field they
know, are offering themselves
(coincidentally) to the highest bidder. Recruitment attempts by Third
World countries are in high-gear
and just lots and lots of “stuff” is
going to Libya, Iran, Syria, Iraq,
etc. --THROUGH ISRAEL!

TAILS
OF THE WORKING
“ORDER” AND YOU PERSECUTED AND KILLED THE
MESSENGERS--INDEED,
NO
THANK YOU. GOD ISN’T GOING TO FIX ANYTHING--m
DIDN’T BREAK ANYTHING,

These newly independent republics
are in a total state of flux and conflict--or so it appears.
Only the
“people” are confused, in flux and
conflict--the “Order” is in total
control and the conflicts are nonNow you might say, “...that’s in- existent--the unity is more demonsane--Israel will perish also! ” Dear strated than ever in history of the
ones, the point is to GAIN THE globe--it only LOOKS chaotic.
WORLD and they do not care who
perishes!! YOU CONTINUE TO An interesting point to watch is
MISS THE POINT!
what is happening with the deluded
wealthy Soviets as they see the net
You now have, however, an inter- closing. This vast bureaucracy is
national disaster. But they are NOT frantically selling whatever it can-through with you good American gold, diamonds, oil leases, waretaxpayers--you are going to foot the housed furs--everything--in an atbill to dismantle the weapons al- tempt to launder the money into
ready produced--or so you will foreign accounts and hidden dethink! No one is going to dismantle posits--JUST
WHAT
THE
anything. Look to Iraq where they BANKSTERS ORDERED!! Part of
show the destruction of til those the point is to be “without” when
WeaDons. They show the same the “revolution” starts--you don’t
“three” (3) over and over and over
get killed by the “have-nots” if you
again.
can convince them that you are also
a “have-not” .
Look at the folly: For decades,
NATO has confronted a single riWEAPONS LEAD THE LIST
val--the USSR--with a strategic
stockpile of megaweapons kept un- Weapons sales lead the list in this
der so-called firm central and Bolshevik so-called bargain bazaar.
closely guarded control.
The Soviet Union led the world in
That “evil empire” has now proliferated itself to infect every nation
on the globe and now has the capability of containing all free nations
into the prison of terror--while it
looks like a flailing, dying lamb at
slaughter. No, the slaughter will be
yours--they have only changed the
name to protect the criminals. In
just this Union breakup facade, the
Russians have created four of their
own term&t nations, Ukraine, Russia, Kazakhstan and Byelorussia and
still show the controlling power in
places such as Croatia. There never
was--nor is there now--any intent
for a freeing of nations nor peace
nor security. You have eaten the
bait and now you find it poisoned-and YOU WANT GOD TO FIX IT
FOR YOU! NO THANK YOU!
YOU
HAVE
HAD
ONES
TELLING YOU THE TRUTH OF
IT
FOR
GENERATIONS-OUTLINING THE VERY DE-

(For some of you tiny country’s secret super-bomb
“inquiring minds”--look up your buildup for decades, the United
foreign aid to Zimbabwe! Perhaps States has no moral-and little leit will show you WHY ~0 many suf- gal-authority
left to prevent
fer from famine and disease from other small nations from doing
lack of aid and resources.)
the same.
$700 million.

Poor nations like Zimbabwe pay for
such advanced
fighter-bombers
largely with barter goods and Westem (American) aid.
Next, look
what happens--suppose the head of
the Soviet trade mission--who is
about to be fired anyway, along
with his communist boss--tells them
for an extra $5 million in cash they
can have twin racks of nucleartipped air-to-ground missiles for
those planes.
Zimbabwe leaders
will wrtainly be tempted, don’t you
suppose?
Such super weapons
would make them the most feared
power in their part of the world,
they will be told (and sold).
similar ,back-room bargains will be
offered by some of the new republics, my doubting friends. Let
us just example Kazakhstan, which
now finds itself with an incredible
arsenal of atomic weapons inherited
from the Soviet Union but is desperate for hard currency earnings
instead of such doomsday bombs.

There are well-connected traders offering deeply discounted Soviet nuclear ordnance in the black market.
Algeria, Ghana and even your old
friend, Germany, have received
military exports for most of the last many such under-the-table propostwenty years. A good average year als--hardly even hidden by the
is 1987 where proof is available in tablecloth.
the record books--Moscow sold
over $19.4 BILLION worth of arBACK TO ISRAELIIN
maments to Third World countries.
VOLVEMENT This compares with U.S. exports
which publicly stated a sales of In Germany (you know, that nation
$5.75 BILLION to those little Third which, had that big extermination
program against those nice Jews?),
World “backward” nations.
fm
police seized an entire cargo
ship. just, last month (November,
“LEAD-INS” FOR
CLEAR
1991).. It was 10&d with highb.
amiamemts DEStech, soviet
Guess what: Many of these sales art’ TINEDToRIs~.
known in the trade as “lead&ins” for
nuclear weapons. I think a ‘parable Do not act Surprisedz Israeli
Sovie miliis more suitable here than would be salesmq@okering
tary
exp@s
is
the
run-of4
simple numbers and statistics to
busm
yen%?
in
Israel.
This is
demonstrate the method of de!@.
.oguaij ka0w-n~ ,$hroughout the
only. YOU who have
Let us look at Zimbabwe.
They world-%
have a “hard-fisted” government been sleeping, America. Thev are
and in recent years they bought the outlaws who let the genie of
some 21 MIG29 Fulcrum jets nuclear proliferation out of the
from the Soviets, for a whopping bottle. After conniving with this

NOTE: Remember that cute little
friendly treaty drawn between
Shamir and the Soviets after the
Gulf War? Do you remember the
world cheered that after all these
years the Soviets and the Israelis
would “recognize” each other and
have “relations” again?
Remember that?
Well, you witnessed the signing of treaties
which bind them together like
blood-brothers and you, America,
are only a side fringe-benefit to
the conspiracy-hook,
line and
sinker.

Indian wars
continue
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I &I only ask that we reprint the
document sent to us yesterday bY
one who didn’t know “what else to
do with it”. I DO expect the Con
stitutional Law Center to get o+
this immediately.
I also want a
copy sent to Little Crow--we cannot
do this work without Native American unification and input. You ones
will STOP the bickering among
tribes, creeds, colors and accusing
groups or you will perish as a nation. It is simple and factual. You
as a nation have gone beyond all
bounds of moral and Constitutional
I hope the following
boundaries.
sickens you as much as the freezing, dying Dakotas’ Sioux of the
‘last writing. This heinous criminal
activity of the so-called federal government has no areas or boundaries
of activity in behalf of the Elite
Money-mongers. America--WAKE
UP!

QUOTE:
NATION, NASP Newsletter, page
9. (Ott-Nov-9 1)
KICKING EAGLE SPEAK&
THE

INDIAN

WARS

CON-

Special thanks to Kicking Eagle
Please see EAGLE, next page
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EAGLE, cont. from previous page
for submitting this article for our
publication.
It is with great honor that I accept the challenge to help the Westem Shoshone Nation to defend their
homelands from unlawful U.S.
Government actions.
Since the coming of the first
white man, the Indians of America
have had to fight for their survival.
The “Indian Wars” which took
place, but were never declared,
were mostly over land. the “Indian
Problem” was that the Indians had
the land and the Whites wanted it.
If they couldn’t obtain the land one
way, they’d try another. The practice continues to this day.
The U.S. Government has plans
to round-up over 500 head of livestock which belongs to the Dam
Band of the Western Shoshone.
The livestock is on the Dann Band’s
ranch in Crescent Valley, Nevada,
where the Danns have grazed live. stock for generations.
The Danns have had a self-sufficient livelihood for generations
and are now being confronted with
the destruction of their self-sustaining culture and way of life through
the U.S. government’s seizure of
livestock.
The U.S. Bureau of Land Management (BLM) is attempting to focus attention on grazing issues that
became an issue after generations of
the Danns had grazed livestock on
the same land. The basis for the
Danns Bank’s resistance is the legal
issue of land title. During the final
court hearing in the 17-year battle
with the BLM, the Danns rejected
the concept of individuals and
original ,titie and advocated Tribal
title on behalf of the Western
Shoshone Nation.
They thereby
jeopardized their personal livelihood
as individuals in order to defend the
Western Shoshone as a nation. The
Danns
believe
that
Western
Shoshone Tribal rights must not be
allowed to be broken down to individual rights by the United States.
The Western Shoshone
sees the U.S. Government
as an act of genocide and is
formal complaint in the

Nation
actions
filing a
Federal

Court. Council is also a plaintiff in
a suit filed with the U.S. District
Court, charging the government
with negligence for failing to protect the Indians’ rights and properties “from unsa-upulous white men
encroaching,
arbitrarily
*ng,
trespassing and inverse condemnation by the BLM. * The lawsuit
seeks to re&m millions of acres of
ancestral lands and more than $lo(I
billion in damages; m: I believe
you must realize that without
something such as the Constitutionai Law Center behind this
work-it cannot succeed. To even
hope to prevail, you must bring
down the Constitutional Law
without errors and it must be
supported by POWER within that
Constitution. If freedom aqd law
CaMOt begin with the v&-j- Nativs within the ll&on--you have
no hope nor “right” to survive as
a nation of people. You must go
right back to the beginning of
your nation and tit things to
Vight’ and then, only then, can
you rebuild your nation into freedom and sovereignty.]

perate
people
do
desperate
things.]
I
The Western Shoshone National
.Council is calling for direct and
meaningful negotiations with the
U.S. Government.
Chief Yowell
says: “The Western Shoshone Nation vows to protect and defend our
inherent rights as an indigenous nation against the U.S. Government.”
[H: When will the rest of you
Sovereign united states citizens do
as much?] He added: “In our long
history of dealing with the U.S.
Government, they have co&uously ignored the k=tY of Peace
ancIFriendship sign4 with ;;;Naubv
tion. It is called the Treat_v
,m
and was ratified by Congress
Treaties are the
in 1896.
Suureme Law of the Land, guaranteed by the U.S. Constitution.
The Danns are members of Western
Shoshone Nation and are running
their livestock within territory defined and described in this treaty.”
I ask each of my readers to respond to this article. Write or call
your congressional representative.
Demand that the U.S. government
stop its attacks against the Western
Shoshone People. Ask that they investigate. the injustices against the
Western Shoshone Nation. m: I
ask ‘you, now, do you thii the
Alan Cranstons, Solarz, Bidens
and such-like wili do a whole lot
in protection of the Indians? The
iast laugh is going to be on youthe-people if you don’t stand up
and STOP this insanity and lawlessness!]
.

Is it a coincidence that the
iand used bv the Dann Band &
surrounded bv mine claims for
. .
massive ex~Zuz&ztwnof pold.‘9 m:
It does begin to make more sense,
does it not?] Raymond Yowell,
Chief of the Western Shoshone National Council asks the question:
How did the U.S. obtain title to the
lands? IT HAS NEVER BEEN
OBTAINED THROUGH PURCHASE, EXCHANGE, ACT. OF
CONGRESS O&X EXECUTIVE
ORDER! “NOI& HAS ‘I&E TITLE QUESTION BEEN .LITIThe basis for Indian existence,
GATED IN ANY U.S. COURT,n tradition, culture, and survival of
he said.
the people is in the land. If the
U.S. Government can do this to the
The Bureau of Land Manage- Shoshone, they could subject the
ment is gearing up to impound the land to local taxation.. ..and take it
Dan& livestock. Armed federal over. This cannot be allowed to
agents will be arriving at the happen!
ranch
from Caiifornia
and
Nevada to assist a private con- For America,
tractor with confiscation (theft) of Kicking Eagle.
the livestock. This will iikeiy set
the stage for pn intense confronta- END OF QUOTING--please don’t
tion between the BLM and i& let it also be the-end of action.
hired co bovs.
d the Western
shoshon~Nation~!l[
I&&@ody
This will cause you ones to do inharkening back to Wounded. ,vestigation because I have given
Knee? I warn you, Amqicans,
you all that was made available.
this wili be far bloodier than any- The point of my not simply giving
thing you have witnessed on a lo- you all you need to track this, is
cai level of confrontation for-&s- that you are going to find such

wondrously horrible other tales as
you uncover the rat’s nest and the
clowns in the game. If you can
have a government purposely giving
forth offices of confiscation and
criminal robbery as the Resolution
Trust Corporation, think nothing of
the Bureau of Land Management-they have been at criminal activities
far longer than the renamed RTC.
Is anyone having any “fun” yet?
Come on, citizens, it is a glorious
time of experience for you have
such a wondrous challenge facing
you. Life has reached this ebb of
gloom through boredom and depression--let’s get off those backsides
and use the wondrous God-gift of
“brain” and “fix” this broken
planet. YOU CAN DO IT “IF”
YOU WANT TO!
Salu, Hatonn to clear, please.
’

OTHER

LOSSES

1

A best seller in Canada
An Investigation into the Mass Deaths
of German Prisoners at the Hands of
the French and Americansunder direct
orders from President Eisenhower during World War II.
$22.95..Hard Back...James Bacque
Plus shipping
To order: Contact America West
800-729-4131
Q

NEW BOOK RELEASE
The Trillion Dollar Lie
The Holocaust, Vol. I
By Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
$1 O.OO...Trade Paper
Now Available
Details are given regarding the facts of
the Holocaust; and the history and
background of the “Jews”; why Israel
receives reparations paid to her due to
why millions of
the “Holocaust”;
“Jews” receive 5,000 German marks
annually for “damages”. Plus current
events about our economy, the AntiDefamation League, the Torah the
Talmud and more.
The Trillion Dollar Lie
The Holocaust, Vol. II
By Georgos Ceres Hatonn
$lO.OO...Trade Paper
Now Available
In this journal we are given additional
important information about HOW
AND WHY THE HOLOCAUST IS A
MASSIVE DECEPTION AGAINST
ALL HUMANS
ON PLANE-f
EARTH, EITHER DIRECTLY OR
INDIRECTLY. Details about phoney
pictures, phoney numbers, phoney gas
chambers, etc. are included.

To order call: America West

800-729-4131
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News briefs from around the world
12/12/91.-#l HATOM
Hatonn present in the Light of Radiance. Thank you for responding
at the wee-hour time I signaled.
You must become familiar with the
signal for things become more and
more urgent as the power brokers
vie for control.
What, specifically, leads the list of
happenings this day? It is not that
which is on your news (which is
bad enough in itself). The pressure
point is on the “hot line” and taking
place at Edwards Air Force Base.
This is a day planned to “blow” the
San Andreas fault, chelas.
This
would be for the purpose of showing power as the Commonwealth of
Soviet nations is ratified and the Is’raelis move into portions of
Jerusalem. So, what is happening?
Wrangling and capitulation as what
remains of your nation is given
away (promised away) to the
Banksters who now control the massive nuclear arms stashes.
MOSCOW VS. MINSK

pull down Russia into capitulation
was to cut off the supply of OIL.
The airlines are grounded until
Gorbachev and the government capitulate. The depressed state is horrendous by plan for you have sent
billions of dollars of aid to Russia
and yet the people are claiming
hunger, no food and no heating fuels. The game is finished except
for the revolution which can’t
amount to a lot because the people
have no guns (banned); the people
are in chaos without leadership and
the Elite will do that which they
choose.
Do you see correlation in America?
If you can shut down the oil supply
(easy to do), cause depression and
distract the people into their misery-you can pull down the nation. The
world oil supply is run and controlled by the Elite One World Order whether it be Britain, Russia,
Slobovia or the United States and
Canada. It matters not for the currency is controlled, the banks are
now a total monopoly in the waiting
of merging into a single entity. Already the branches are nothing but
paper processors--a good bank robbery nets only piddling amounts-banks have to “order” money in advance if a customer wishes more
than a hundred or two dollars. This
is, in addition, after giving everything including fmgerprints and request forms.

All the speeches are perfection,
i.e., Yeltsin says Minsk is only an
operations center (not a capitol).
Ah, yes indeed, the speeches are
wondrous but look upon the faces
of those in parliament--there is no
joy this day in either side of the
issue
of
the
Soviet
Union
disuniting.
The people of both
sides WILL be brought into total
compliance with whatever the Elite Note what is happening in employdecide to do with them--from ment--TRW about 10,000 lay-offs
starvation to iron-fisted control.
today. (Aerospace branch), along
with two other major industries
LOOK AT RUSSIA TODAY! It along the same lines with 2 to 4
goes beyond Gorbachev resigning, thousand (also today), one being
as the polite term is utilized. Ev- General Motors. The nation (U.S.)
erything is running exactly as has less than a week’s supply of rescheduled and the “actors” do not serve foodstuffs, the airlines are
even have to do a good perfor- closing weekly, every major indusmance. The “Soviet Union” may try is in “restructuring” which
well be abandoned but the central translates to “bankruptcy”.
The
rulers are in stronger control than in Elite like to call things by cute
any time in the history of the globe. names to fool the people--just like
Moreover, you in America are see- the Khazar Zionists instead of One
ing the reflection of EXACTLY World Dictatorship--total Socialist
what will happen to you while dis- Marxism. You now fully function
asters, trials of nonsense, depres- under Marxist-Fascism.
can you
sion, etc., distract you from the is- not see that by noon this very day
sue in point.
all airlines could be closed, all
banks shut and total armed force set
Note that the only thing required to up against you? While you have

hostage parties and light Christmas
trees--the noose tightens and the biological assault is in its mid-stage of
devastation, along with pure radiation poisoning in your atmosphere.
Note that you are m
hardly any
personages in public media other
than Khazar Zionists. This is to
make sure you ones of the masses
think that they are already in total
control by sheer numbers--no, they
are still less than 5% of the total
population but they have followed
the rules laid forth in the Protocols
and Manifesto and have gained
control of the masses through total
deceit while you forgot to pay attention. Nothing mattered to youthe-people other than the “good
life”, leisure, luxury and entertainment. Now you are soft, incapable
of functioning except in some inept
manner for skills are lost and families shattered in the grabbing of the
brass ring for SELF. The adversary
knows what he heads for and
ceaselessly pursues it--you want 4
day weekends to pursue your pleasures.
You are on the eve of nuclear war
and you should have known it the
instant the “Elite physicists” turned
back the “doomsdav” clock because
I rest is lessened ” and ((We
have come so far”!
What do “I” expect of you this day?
Nothing, but I might ask what is it
that YOU will do?
JERUSALEM
While the farceful meetings take
place in the U.S., Israelis have
moved into the Palestine portion of
Jerusalem. Dozens of “Jews” took
over the very living places of the
Palestinians--throwing the resident’s
very belongings out into the street-in the rain. Under heavy police
guard the Israelis took up residency.
Oh yes, it has now been ordered
that the int erlopers remove themselves and a deadline was given but
at last notice no-one was moving
except the gun carriers. These Israelis say they WILL have ALL of
Jerusalem and “we will have it
NOW!” They also proclaim it to be
“God’s will”. If you remain blind,

especially you Hebrew people,
YOU ARE DOOMED for these Israelis are NOT YOUR PEOPLE,
YOUR FRIENDS OR YOUR HERITAGE--THEY ARE PRESENT
TO SLAY YOU OF THE TORIAN
TRADITION--TURNED
TALMUDIST.
You can continue to
hide from the truth of it but it will
only bind you tighter and tighter
until you are destroyed.
DEATH OF “COMMUNISM”
Go ahead and celebrate the death of
“communism” and the “Evil Soviet
Empire” if you like. Look unto the
beast lying there and then look beyond at the dragon beast who slew
From the ashes of the one
it!
comes the massive beast set, orchestrated, computerized and now
fully ready--TO TAKE CONTROL
OF THE WORLD!
YOU HAVE BEEN WARNED
AND WARNED AND WARNED!
GOD HAS SENT HIS HOSTS
AND FOR TWO AND A HALF
WE
HAVE
BEEN
YEARS
PLEADING WITH YOU l@
HEAR AND YOU TURN AWAY
AND RIGHT INTO THE BOSOM
OF THE ADVERSARY IN THE
OF
MURDERING
PROCESS
YOU. NOW YOU BLAME GOD
FOR
THAT
WHICH CONFRONTS YOU-SO BE IT FOR IT
IS YOUR CHOICE. IT REMAINS
YOUR CHOICE FOR I HAVE
BUT TO GATHER OUR PEOPLE
AND LEAVE THIS PLANET TO
ITS PLIGHT. IT IS NOW BE
YOND THE HANDFUL GMNG
ALL TO HELP THE M4SSES
WHO SEE BUT ACT NOT EXCEPT IN DENIAL.
I ASK YOU WHO “THINK” YOU
SERVE GOD OF LIGHT-BE
CAREFUL INDEED FOR THERE
WILL BE NO ‘RAPTURE TO A
FLUFFY CLOUD”-NO SECURITY IN THE SKY OF THIS
PLANET OR A BIG DRIFT TO
THE PEARLY GATES OF SOME
IMAGINED CITY. IT IS GOING
TO BE “HELL” ON EARTH
WHEN THE TAKEOVER COMES
DOWN. GOD CAN RETRIEVE
Please see BRIEFS, next page
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RECOGNIZE OF GOD’S MESSENGERS?
Jf?E DO NOT
HIS
PEOPLE
FROM
ANY- FUIGHTEN, WE DO NOT APWHERE. BEWARE THE GURUS PEAR AS MONSTERS, WE DO
WHO
SUGGEST
YOU
GO NOT FORCE IN ANY MANNER
HITHER OR YON TO CATCH A AND WE PUSH YOU INTO
yOU RECOG“RIDE” FOR THE “RIDE” YOU NOTHING-WILL
WILL CATCH IS DASTARDLY NIZE US?
INDEED.
YOUR
ENEMY
LAUGHS AT YOU AS HE TAKES WHY DID GOD NOT WARN YOU
CONTROL FOR THE FEELING IN THE BEGINNING? HE DID!
OF TOTAL POWER IS EXHILA- HE GAVE YOU RULES AND
YOU BROKE THEM-YOU STILL
RATING AND INTOXICATING.
NO, DO NOT ASK OF ME WHAT BREAK THEM-mA’
YOU SHOULD DO-FOR I HAVE
‘.OUDLY
WARNED
AND Dharma, we shall continue writing
WARNED-YOU
SHALL
NOW of the control upon your very lives
RISE UP AND SAVE YOUR NA- through the pharmaceutical houses
TION AND SELVES OR YOU of the Elite Zionists.
WILL SIMPLY WITNESS THE
TOTAL
DESTRUCTION
AND I recognize Eustace Mullins for the
DOWNFALL
OF THIS WON- information I am going to use beDROUS AND BELOVED LAMP cause if you cannot recognize the
OF FREEDOM. THE FLAME IS earth connections, we are wasting
OUT AND THE LAST wMATCH” our time and efforts. I am going to
speak of your very lives which you
REMAINS AND IT IS WET.
entrust to physicians totally conTHE “HANDWRITING” IS IN- trolled by humanity’s destroyer. I
DEED
CLEAR!
MERRY ask you to get material for backup
CHRISTMAS.’ IF THERE BE A for I have neither the time nor in1992 IT WILL MOST SURELY clination to write more on the matYou will
NOT BE A VERY uHAPPYn ONE. ter in this dissertation.
YOU HAVE ENTERED
INTO take responsibility for your own self
THE “BLACK MIDNIGHT” OF and those entrusted into your care
THE GREAT CYCLE. DO YOU or you may continue in the suicide
HAVE “TIME”?
WHAT FOR? at the hands of that enemy.
!‘;rHATDIFFERENCE WHETHER
OR NOT? WHAT WILL YOU DO I want you to remember something
DIFFERENTLY?
YOU ARE AT as I recite names, dates and places
THE PARTING
FROM YOUR of these controllers and you will
luLLTERIA.L
w;EALTH
AND note, if you have read our discloPROPERTY--NOW!
YOU ASK &es, that .the NAMES are the
GOD TO DO IT FOR YOU, SAVE same in ev* .facet of your life.
YOU, SAVE YOUR %I’UFF”! The adversary .has alI but won the
WHY WOULD GOD DTO THAT? “war” as it has moved far beyond
WHERE HAVE YOU PUT GOD the “skirmish”.
AND HIS HOSTS? WHAT HAVE
YOU DONE TO BE DESERV- In the PROTOCOLS it is mandated
I&G&, WHAT LAWS HAVE YOU that the children become doctors
WHAT LAWS HAVE and lawyers, etc., so that total conYOU BROKEN? so BE IT! NO trol can be accomplished as all inEVIL WILL BE BROUGHT INTO dustries, banks and pharmaceutical
THE KINGDOM OF BALANCE houses become Khazarian-Zionist.
AGAIN,
CAREAND HARMONY IN THE HEAV- GO READ
ENS (THAT GREAT UNIVERSAL FULLY, THE PROTOCOLS OF
SPACE OF BALANCE OUTSIDE ZION AND MANIFESTO WITH
YOUR ABILITY TO DEFILE OR ACCOMPANYING LETTERS OF
REACH).
HOW MANY WILL INSTRUCTION. “THEY” HAVE
PULLED IT OFF, WORLD!
EVEN
RECOGNIZE
SAFETY SHIP FYHEN IT E
The instruction for doctors becomes
RIVES?
THE ADVERSARY
REPRESENTS
TO YOU THAT more blatant: ” . . become doctors so
THE ALIEN BROTHERS ARE that you can go into the houses and
kill the Goyim”. Now, I ask you,
MORE DEADLY, MONSTROUS
how
can a doctor do that? By
AND
SAVAGE
TH4N
ARE
THEY.
HOW
WILL YOU drugs, of course, and murder by
BRIEFS, cont. from previous page

moral corruption, chiefly with the
assistance of Jewish women masRemember that the symbol of a querading as French, Italians, etc.
physician is a staff with serpents. Thee are the surest spreaders of liThe Khazars are “serpent people” centiousness into the lives of the
by their own definition and before I leading men at the heads of nations.
move into the Drug Trust, I wish to
write again a short reminder of that
A map of the course of the
“Serpent” group. Remember also Symbolic Snake is shown as folthat PROTOCOL III opens with a lows: Its first stage in Europe was
reference to the “Symbolic Snake of in 429 B.C. in Greece, where,
Judaism” and the following account about the time of Pericles, the
Snake first started eating into the
is given of this symbol:
power of that country. The second
stage was in Rome in the time of
QUOTE:
Augustus, about 69 B.C. The third
According to the records of se- in Madrid in the time of Charles
cret Jewish Zionism, Solomon and V., in A.D. 1552. The fourth in
other Jewish learned men already, Paris about 1790, in the time of
in 929 B.C., thought out a scheme Louis XVI. The fifth in London
in theory for a peaceful conquest of from 1814 onwards (after the downfall of Napoleon).
The sixth in
the whole universe by Zion.
Berlin in 1871 after the FrancoAs history
developed,
this Prussian war. The seventh in St.
scheme was worked out in detail Petersburg, over which is drawn the
and completed by men who were head of the Snake under the date of
subsequently initiated in this ques- 1881.
tion. These learned men decided by
All these states which the Snake
peaceful means to conquer the
traversed
have had the foundations
world for Zion with the slyness of
the Symbolic Snake, whose head of their constitutions shaken--Gerwith its apparent power,
was to represent those who have mw,
forming
no exception to the rule.
been initiated into the plans of the
Jewish administration, and the body In economic conditions England and
of the Snake to represent the Jewish Germany are spared, but only till
people--the. administration was al- the conquest of Russia is accomways kept secret, EVEN FROM plished by the Snake, on which at
THE JEWIS
N
ON ITS
. present (i.e., 1905) all its efforts
.
.
are concentrated.
The further
As this Snakf pe:&ed
mELL
hearts of the nations which it en- course of the Snake is not shown on
countered it undermined and de- this map, but arrows indicate its
voured all the non-Jewish power of next movement towards Moscow,
these States. It is foretold that the Kieff, and Odessa.
Snake has still to finish its work,
It is now well known to us to
strictly ‘adhering to the designed
plan, until the course which it has what extent the latter cities form the
to run is closed by the return of its centers of the militant Jewish race.
head to Zion and until, by this Constantinople is shown as the last
means, the Snake has completed its stage of the Snake’s course before it
round of Europe and has encircled reaches Jerusalem. (This map was
it--and until, by dint of enchaining drawn years before the occurrence
Europe, it has encompassed the of the “Young Turk”--i.e., Jewish-whole world. This it is to accom- Revolution in Turkey.)
plish by using every ,endeavor to
subdue the other countries by an Remember also, that the term
“Goyim” , meaning Gentiles or
economic conquest.
“non-Jews” is used throughout the
The return of the head of the PROTOCOLS.
Snake to Zion can only be accomi
plished after the power of all the END OF QUOTING
Sovereigns of Europe has been laid
low, that is to say, when by means
of economic crises and wholesale
destruction effected everywhere,
there shall have been brought about
a spiritual demoralization and a
surgery and injection.
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In 1987, the eighteen largest
Don’t be comforted that as I outlay drug firms were ranked as follows:
the next portion for you that you
will find the major workings within
1. Merck (U.S.) $4.2 billion in
the U.S. That only means that you
sales.
2. Glaxo Holdings (United
have been under control for a lot
longer than you can imagine.
Kingdom) $3.4 billion.
3. Hoffman LaRoche (SwitNow, where, you ask, “is the head
zerland) $3.4 billion.
of this Zionist Snake”?
Ah--but
4. Smith Kline Beckman (U.S.)
$2.8 billion.
you KNOW!
The head snake
5. Ciba-Geigy
(Switzerland)
comes right out of the English
$2.7 billion.
Crown and the Committee of 300
6. Pfizer (U.S.) $2.5 billion
who already rule your world--the
(Standard & Poor’s give its
U.S. has only gone back hook, line
and sinker into the British Comsales as $4 billion).
monwealth. These people in charge
7.
Hoechst A.G. (GeTany)
do not ever act as “Christians” and
$2.5 billion (Stancf
and
never have--they serve (by their
Poor’s lists its sales as $38
own statement) Lucifer--SATAN! I
billion Deutschmarks).
8. American Home Products
told you long, long ago that the
ones calling themselves “JEWS”-(U.S.) $2.4 billion ($4.93
THEY ADORNED
ARE NOT!
billion according to Standard
THEMSELVES
IN
“JEWISH
& Poor’s).
9.
SHEEP COSTUME”, CHANGED
Lilly (U.S.) $2.3 billion
THE LANGUAGE TO SUIT THE
($3.72 billion Standard &
NEEDS FOR DECEIT
AND
Poor’s).
HAVE NO CONNECTION WITH
10. Upjohn (U.S.) $2 billion.
THAT WHICH YOU PERCEIVE
11. Squibb (U.S.) $2 billion.
TO BE “JEWS”! THEY ARE NOT
12. Johnson & Johnson (U.S.)
HEBREWS, THEY DO NOT
$1.9 billion.
FOLLOW THE TORAH (THEY
13. Sandoz (Switzerland) $1.8
ARE PURELY
HUMAN-ORIbillion.
ENTED TALMUDISTS), THEY
14. Bristol Myers (U.S.) $1.6
billion,
ARE NOT JUDAISTS, THEY
ARE NOT SEMITES, THEY m
15. Beecham Group (United
PURELY
SATANISTS--m
Kingdom)
$1.4
billion
ANTI-CHRIST
OF
REVELA(Standard & Poor’s gives
TION!. THEY SERVE THE BLUE
$1.4 billion in sales of the
TURBAN (FLAG) OF THE SERU.S. subsidiary--$2.6 billion
PENT PEOPLE
AND THEY
pounds sterling as ovetau
WILL STOP AT .NOTHING
income).
INCLUDING
TOTAI:
16. Bayer A.G. (Germany) $1.4
DESTRUCTION
OF
THE
billion ($andard & Poor’s
PLANET, TO GAIN CONTROL
gives the figure as $45.9 bilOF THE PHYSICAL GLOBE
lion Deutschmarks).
17.
Syntex (U.S.) $1.1 billion.
AND ALL MATERIAL “STUFF”
18. Warner Lambert (U.S.)
WITHIN , AND
ON
IT--.
$1.1 billion (Standard &
INCLUDING
YOUR
VERY
Poor’s
gives the figure as
SOUL!
$3.1 billion).
Back to the “Drug Trust”
Thus we fmd that the United
States still maintains an overDRUG TRUST
whelming lead in the production
and
sale of drugs. In the United
I will mostly be quoting but since I
have not the time nor space to fully States, the sale of prescription drugs
quote all, I shall simply acknowl- rose in 1987 [H: The book was
edge source and write. I shall not published in 1988.1 by 12.5% to
CHANGE anything from the origi- $27 billion. Eleven of the eighteen
nal document and I will comment leading firms are located in the
United States; three in Switzerland;
within brackets (0).

two in Germany; and two in the
United Kingdom. Nutritionist T. J.
Fry n&es that the Drug Trust in the
United States is controlled by the
Rockefeller group in a cartel relationship with LG. Farben of Germany. In-fact, I.G. Farben was the
largest chemical concern in Germany during the 1930’s, when it
engaged in an active cartel agreement with Standard Oil of New Jersey. m: By the way, how many
of you realize that British
Petroleum OWNS Alaska, USA?]
The Allied Military Government
split it (Farben) up into three companies after World War II, as part
of the “anti-cartel” goals of that period, which was not unlike the
famed splitting up of Standard Oil
itself by court order, while the
Rockefellers maintained controlling
interest in each of the new companies. In Germany, General William
Draper, of Dillon Read investment
bankers, unveiled the new decree
from his office in the I.G. Farben
building. m: Please do not forget
that I.G. Farben had the largest
the
business
in
industrial
Auschwitz prison camp. It was
and “always has been a “Jewish”
(Zionist) company.] Henceforth,
I.G. Farben would exist no more;
instead, three companies would
of Leverkusen;
emerge--Bayer,
BASF
at Ludwigshafen;
and
Hoescht, near Frankfort. Each of
the three spawned is now larger
than the old LG. Farben; only ICI
of England is larger. These firms
export more than half of their product. BASF is represented in the
United States by Shearman and
Sterling, the Rockefeller law firm
of which William Rockefeller is a
partner.

of the Merck firm, his office then
being at One Wall Street, New
York.

Directors of Merck include John
T. Connor, who began his business
career with Cravath, Swaine and
Moore, the law firm of Kuhn, Loeb
Company; Connor then joined the
Office of Naval Research, became
Special Assistant to the Secretary of
the Navy 1945-47, became president of Merck, then president of
Allied Stores from 1967-80, then
chairman of Schroders, the London
banking firm. Connor is also a director of a competing drug firm,
Warner Lambert, director of the
media conglomerate Capital Cities
ABC, and director of Rockefeller’s
Chase Manhattan Bank. Each of
the major drug firms in the United
States has at least one director with
close Rockefeller connections, or
with a Rothschild bank. Another
director of Merck is John K,
McKinley, chief operating officer
of Texaco; he is also a director 01
Manufacturers Hanover Bank [H3
the two banks just merged!].
which
Congressional
records
identify as a major Rothschild bank.
m: Surely you can see the mad
merging of Rockefeller and Rothschiid happening aii around you!]
McKinley is also a director of the
aircraft firm, Martin Marietta,
Burlington Industries, and is a
director
of
the
Rockefellercontrolled Sloan Kettering Cancer
Institute. Another Merck director is
Ruben F. Mettler, chairman of the
defense contractor TRW, Inc.; he
was formerly chief of the Guided
Missiles Department at RamoWooldridge, and has received the
human relations award from the
National Conference of Christians
The world’s No. 1 drug firm, and Jews--he is also a director of
Merck, began as an apothecary shop Bank of America.
in Darmstadt, Germany, in 1668.
Other directors of Merck inIts president, John J. Horan, is a
clude
Frank T. Cary, who was
partner of J.P. Morgan Company,
and the Morgan Guaranty Trust. chairman of IBM for many years;
He attended a Bilderberger meeting he is also a director of Capital
in Rye, New York, May 10-12, Cities ABC, and partner of J.P.
1985. In 1953, Merck absorbed Morgan Company; Lloyd C. Elam,
another large drug firm, Sharp & president of Meharry Medical ColDohme. At that time, Oscar Ew- lege, Nashville, TN, the nation’s
ing, the central figure in the gov- only black medical college. Elam is
ernment fluoridation promotion for Please see DRUGS, next page
the Aluminum Trust, was secretary
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also a director of the American Psychiatric Association, Nashville City
Bank, and the Alfred P. Sloan
Foundation, which gives him a
close connection to Rockefeller’s
Sloan Kettering Cancer Center;
Marian Sulzberger Heiskell, heiress
of the New York Times fortune.
She was married to Orville Dryfoos, the paper’s editor, who died
of a heart attack during a newspaper
strike; she then married Andrew
Heiskell in a media merger--he was
chairman of ZIme magazine and had
been with the Lute organization for
fifty years. She is alto a director of
Ford Motor. Heiskell is director of
People for the American Way, a
political activist group, chairman of
the New York Public Library, and
the Book-of-the-Month Club. Also
on the board of Merck is a family
member, Albert W. Merck; Reginald H. Jones, born in England,
formerly chairman of General
Electric, now chairman of the
Board of Overseers,
Wharton
School of Commerce, director of
Allied Stores and General Signal
Corporation; Paul G. Rogers, who
served in Congress from the 84th to
the 95th Congresses; he was
chairman
of
the
important
subcommittee on health; in 1979,
he joined the influential Washington
law firm and lobbyist, Hogan and
Hartson. He is also a director of
the American Cancer society, the
Rand Corporation, and Mutual Life
Insurance.
m:
Could you
conceive of a “possible” conflict of
interests here?]
Thus we find that the world’s
No. 1 drug firm has two directors
who are partners of J.P. Morgan
Company, one who is director of
Rockefeller’s
Chase
Manhattan
Bank and one who is director of the
Rothschild Bank, Manufacturers
Hanover; most of the directors are
connected with vital defense industries, and interlock with other defense firms. On the board of TRW,
of which Ruben Mettler is chairman, is William H. Krome George,
former chairman of ALCOA, and
Martin Felstein, former economic
advisor to President Reagan. The
major banks, defense firms, and
prominent political figures interlock
with the CIA and the drug firms.

NUMBER TWO FIRM
pI: I am only going to
through a few of these for the
players are the same in all instances. I only want to get your
attention-if you want more information-GET
THE BOOK
MURDER BY INJECTION.
The No. 2 firm is Glaxo Holdings, with $3.4 billion (yr) in sales.
Its chairman is Austin Bide; deputy
chairman is P. Girolami, who is director of National Westminster
Bank, one of England’s Big Five.
Directors are Sir Alistair Frame,
chairman of Rio Tinto Zinc, one of
the three firms which are the basis
of the Rothschild fortune; Frame is
also on the board of another Rothschild holding, the well known munitions firm, Vickers; also Plessey,
another defense firm which recently
bid on a large contract with the
U.S. Army; Frame is president of
B&oil, and directors of Glaxo are
Lord Fraser of Kilmamock, who
was deputy chairman of the Conservative Party (now the ruling party
in England) from 1946 to 1975,
when he joined Glaxo; Lord Fraser
was also a member of the influential
Shadow cabinet; B.D. Taylor,
counselor of Victoria College of
Pharmacy and chairman of Wexham
Hospital; J.M. Raisman, chairman
of Shell Oil UK Ltd., another RothLloyd’s
schild sontrolled firm.
Bank, one of the Big Five, British
Telecommunications, and the Royal
Committee on Environmental Pollution; Sir Ronald Arculus, retired
from Her Majesty’s Diplomatic
Service after a distinguished career;
he had served in San Francisco,
New York, Washington and Paris;
he was then appointed Ambassador
to Italy, and was the UK Delegate
to the United Nations Convention
on the Law of the Sea, which
sought to apportion marine wealth
among the have-not countries: Arculus is now a director of Trusthouse Forte Hotels, and London
and Continental Bankers; and Professor R. G..Dahrendorf, one of the
world’s most active sociologists and
a longtime Marxist propagandist.
Dahrendorf, a director of the Ford
Foundation since 1976, is a graduate of the London School of Economics, professor of sociology at
Hamburg and Tubingen, parliamentary Secretary of State at the
Foreign Office, West Germany

since 1969, and has received honors sales of Valium and Librium now
from Senegal, Luxembourg and amount to one billion dollars a year;
Leopold.
its subsidiary spread the dangerous
chemical, dioxin, over the Italian
The Rothschilds apparently ap- town, Seveso, which cost $150 milpointed Dahrendorf a director of lion to clean up in a 10 year camGlaxo because of this emphatic paign.
His son’s widow, Maya
Marxist pronunciamentos. The Eu- Sacher, is now married to Paul
ropean of the Ford Foundation, he Sacher, a musician who is conducclaims, in his book, MARX IN tor of the Base1 Chamber Orchestra.
PERSPECTIVE, that Marx is the Hoffman had added his wife’s
greatest factor in the emergence of name, LaRoche, to the family commodern society. Dahrendorf’s prin- pany, as is the custom in Europe;
cipal contribution to sociology has the Hoffmans still control 75% of
been his well-advertised concept of the voting shares.
The Sachers
the “new man”, whom he dubbed have one of the world’s most ex“home socioIogicus”, a being who pensive art collections, Old Masters
has been transformed by socialism and modem paintings.
into a person whose every distinctive feature, including racial charIn 1987, Hoffman LaRoche
acteristics, have disappeared. He is tried to take over Sterling Drug, a
the modern robot, a unifom venture in which they were aided by
creature who can easily be con- Lewis Preston, chairman of J.P.
trolled by the force of world so- Morgan Company; he also hap
cialism. Dahrendorf is the apostle pened to be Sterling’s banker. In
of the modem faith that there are no the Brouhaha, Preston decided to
racial differences in any of the vari- retire. Eastman Kodak then bought
ous races of mankind; he denounces Sterling, with backing from the
any mention of “superiority” or of Rockefellers.
The chairman of
differing skilIs as “ideological dis- Hoffman LaRoche is Fritz Gerber,
tortion”. Dahrendorf is a prorni- a 58 year old Swiss army colonel.
nent member of the Bilderbergers; The son of a carpenter, he became a
he attended their meeting at Rye, lawyer, then chairman of Hoffman
New York from May 10-12, 1985. LaRoche. Gerber is also a director
[H: Remember that the Bilder- of Zurich Insurance; thus he is asbergem, CF’R, Trilateralists, etc., sociated with Switzerland’s two
a~ but fwem of the Committee biggest firms; he draws a salary of
of 300 who rule your globe, 2.3 million Swiss francs per year,
control all of the banks through plus a $1.7 million working agreeBank
of
International ment with Glaxo holdings.
the
Settlements (Basel, Switzerland)
Hoffman LaRoche received a
and frankly the rest of everything
of material value-as well as your great deal of publicity in April 1988
He is because of unfavorable revelations
brains and actions.]
profasor of Sociology at Konstanz about its acne drug, “Accutane” afUniversity as well as his other ter the Food and Drug Administration publicized figures that the drug
previously mentioned posts.
had caused 1000 spontaneous aborThus we find that the world’s tions, 7000 other abortions, and
No. 2 drug firm is directed by two other side effects such as joint
of the Rothschild’s family’s most aches, drying of skin and mucous
trusted henchmen and by the membranes, and hair loss. Hoffworld’s most outspoken explicator man IaRoche was faulted by FDA
for purposely omitting women, and
of Marxism.
particularly pregnant women, from
the studies on which it based reNUMBER 3 DRUG FIRM
quests for approval of Accutane.
The
company was aware that AcThe world’s No. 3 drug firm,
Hoffman La&&he of Switzerland, cutane caused serious effects when
is still controlled by members of the taken during pregnancy.
Hoffman family, although there
Hard on the heels of the Accuhave been rumors of takeover attane
revelations, Hoffman LaRoche
tempts in recent years. The firm
was founded by Fritz Hoffman, made new headlines in the Wall
who died in 1920. The firm’s first Please see DRUGS, next page
big seller was Siropin in 1896; its

Introduction to
Commander
Hatonn
v
Hatonn is: Gyeorgos Ceres HatonnAton.
I write
through
a
communications
“translator”;
through pulsed short-wave transmission. This is not “psychic channeling nor hocus-pocus”.
This is
purely “physics” of frequency
transmission, receiver termination
of transmission and translation of
the signal into the English language.
I am Commander of the “Phoenix
Project”, serving the Command of
that ONE whom you refer to as
“The Messenger, Christos, God,
The “Command Fleet” is
etc.”
from the sector Pleiades from which
originated your ancestral lineage.
My mission is in preparation for the
return of the “God” to reclaim His
Property. He went forth and has
prepared safe passage and “a place”
for each of you who would come
within His shelter. The choice is
individual for force is not of God
and you have free-will for all
choices.
Our direct commission is to set the
records into Truth of content of
historical facts for the planet is
ending one cycle and beginning a
new and wondrous cycle of experience. This gives cause for you of

the human species to make changes
concurrent with the greater physical
changes of the planet. Yours will
be a “spiritual change” and may or
may not include physical translation. Each will be given choice of
direction and translation.
The purpose of these writings and
speakings is to allow the Truth to be
put forth unto the masses who
would wish to receive them. The
JOURNALS also serve as historical
documentation of this portion of
“history” relative to that which has
come before--known and unknown-for whatever life forms and generations to follow this manifested experience.
You come against the wall,. so to
speak, wherein you all but cross the
societal point of no return. YOU
will act to reclaim your human
rights or you will fall to the Adversary who, by the way--is that one
touted to be the “anti-Christ”. You
are in the time of, and the action of,
Armageddon as recognized from
prophecy. It makes no difference to
me whether or not you are believing
of this information.
Truth will
stand into infinity and God does not
send us. the Hosts, to banter or
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drugs,. foods, etc., for your safety is
Street Journal with Congressman made up mostly by these PharmaTed Weiss’s demand, reported on ceutical firm’s personnel. Do you
May 6, 1988, that a criminal inves- still think you have much of a
tigation be launched of the forty chance for “good health”?
deaths, recorded since 1986, caused
Versed,
Hoffman Can you also see WHY any a&mabY taking
LaRouche’s tranquilizer which is a tive form of healing is illegal and/or
chemical cousin of its best selling so restricted as to be all but ineffecdrug, Valium.
tive? You have a few groups who
have pulled themselves up out of
Dharma, we need a break and I the morass by sheerly meeting the
shall decide whether or not I need rigid requirements of the AMA for
to outlay any more of this or if the licensing and thus can practice their
readers see the handwriting yet. It art somewhat.
Chiropractors are
is going to continue through all 18 gaining in respect but are still called
about the same, i.e., the No. 4 drug “quacks” by the Medical groups. It
firm, Smith Kline Beckman, banks will be, however, through these
with the Mellon Bank. Its chair- groups that truth will be made seen
man, Robert F. Dee, is a director of or there will be no “health”--good
General Foods, Air Products and or bad.
If the “death” industry
Chemicals and the defense firm, controls the “life” industry--which
United Technologies, with inter- do you think will win? I will leave
locks with Citibank.
you with these thoughts to ponder.
Perhaps one of the most important Thank you,
things you readers must know is
that your FDA, who approves Hatonn to clear.
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kibitz v&h you about the facts of sponsibility to the “adversary” nor
the matter--ours is to present the his followers and no evil shall be
brought into the places of Lighted
situation as it is, unto you.
God. Evil is a manifestation of
Your “enemy” as to “space aliens” “human” and we do NOT allow evil
are now all landlocked to your or- within our orderly God-revering sobiting system. YOU HAVE NO cieties. This does not, however,
AMONG
THE mean that ones who are in deciding
ENEMIES
BROTHERHOOD
IN
SPACE will not be taken into a placement
YOU DO HAVE which can preserve “soul” survival.
(COSMOS).
ENEMIES IN YOUR “SPACES”
BUT THEY ARE VERY EARTH- I am not here to ask your permisORIENTED AND ORIGINATED. sion for anything; I care not what
I
All of this is explained in depth in any aspect thinks or believes.
the writings--this message is for have a mission of God and I shall
identification of myself and my co- see to it. You may join with me or
workers who bring information and deny me for it makes not one iota
of difference. I do not “sell” anyassistance at this time of evolution.
thing--not this paper nor any other
item.
I have a commitment and
We bring the unfolding and uncovobligation
and I will see to it. You
ering of the actions upon your globe
may
do
that
which you will--agree
so that you can awaken unto your
or
disagree.
I
do, however, suggest
plight--with “reason” and “proof”.
that
all
read
with
an open mind to
It is up to you as to what action you
the
“possibilities”
herein
for you are
take for our commission is to retold
by
all
comers
of
your
intellispond .to you who have asked input
gence
that
you
are
in
a
traumatic
and assistance. We will DO nothing FOR you; we will serve and in- time of change--you might well be
form with “HOW TO” as we move advised to look into the possibility
along through the maze of in- of the Truth of this information. I
credible deceit. You have NOTH- chair the Cosmic Council relative to
ING TO FEAR from us of the this Universal Sector and I believe
Lighted Brotherhood of the Cosmos you will find that I am not overfor we work and act only within the ruled. He who denounces my perLaws of God and those of The Uni- son had best be carefully looked at
versal Creation (Natural).
Your through the intent of wisdom for I
would-be-“Rings” (rulers of the meet with any man and/or y;;i
globe) have heinous plans to injure who claims my falseness.
you and place blame upon the Cos- that no one ever, somehow, wishes
mic Brotherhood--what
will be to participate in that invitation for
claimed is a blatant LIE. You are confrontation-do you not find that
“People of the Lie” and unless you strange?
awaken and reclaim your heritage
as nations and people--you shall You will find most of the “New
Age” groups and speakers fully in
fall--no more and no less.
alignment with the “New World
This
Massive efforts are put forth to stop Order--Global Government”.
will
be
denied
for
they
do
not
realour presentations--so be it.
We
have naught to lose--YOU HAVE ize the subterfuge and “sucking in”
I
EVERYTHING TO LOSE, IN- of the innocent and ignorant.
suggest
you
pay
close
attention
for
CLUDING YOUR SOULS AS
WELL AS YOUR LIVES PHYSI- you are on the brink of losing your
CAL.
My commission is to world--not just your freedoms.
“inform” you and I shall do so to
the best of my allowed abilities for I I shall continue to bring to your at(we) are not allowed by Cosmic tention the cover-ups as they ocLaw to interfere or intervene except curred and still occur. God has no
in specific and delineated instances mysticism nor hidden agenda--God
which have been covered in lengthy is open and the only “mystery” is
that which you simply do not yet
dialogue prior to this.
understand--that too, He gives unto
I serve aboard the Command Ship, you openly and freely. There are
Phoenix, and I head the Fleet no secret rituals or hidden docCommand.
I am Commander of trines, royal titles or elite placethe United Federation Fleet, Inter- ments. If you find any of. these
galactic Federation Command.
I things in that which YOU follow--I
link with other Commands, i.e., the suggest wisdom in discernment of
referenced
“Ashtar Command”, your choices. If you give of your
only in time of imminent planetary Power unto another according to his
destruction at which point that decrees--you have forfeited your
Command will be in charge of any Power forever. God asks that you
evacuation of general nature. Our accept and take your POWER in
Command will bring all of God’s Please see INTRO, next page
people into security. I have no re-
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RECLAIM

OUR
Become

U.S. CONSTITUTION
informed

about:

The Truth, The Whole Truth, Nothing
RAPE, RAVAGE, PILLAGE AND
PLUNDER OF THE PHOENIX
RRPP VOL I
S lO.OO...Trade Paper.. .G. C. Hatonn
This volume describes the truth ofmatters
heavenly and earthly; of the legislative,
judicial and executive unlawful functions
of the U. S. Government; of the universal
corruption of organized religion; of antijustice in the courts of the nation and of
deliberate murderings in the medical system.
RAPE OF THE CONSTITUTION
DEATH OF FREEDOM
RRPP VOL II
SlO:OO...Trade Paper...G. C. Hatonn
Read the truth about: the necessity to
return to the U.S. Constitution; Common
Law and Admiralty Law; the power of
the Rockefeller Syndicate; the Khazar
Zionists; the real John Birch Society; the
corruption of organized religions, the
medical and educational systems in the
U.S.; the plan to enslave Americans by a
Constitutional Convention called to balance the budget, and the ones who wish
to destroy the original Constitution: the
Btlderbergers, theTrilateral Commission
and the Council of Foreign Relations.

-0,

cont. from previous page

HIS name that you can become one
within His Grace and reclaimer of
that which is your rightful heritage.
I feel that we must begin to publish
this identification and purpose for
we are swamped with new readers
and it is magnificently important
that you KNOW who we are and
that which we are about--for we are
about our Father’s business. Again,
you have nothing to lose by gaining
TRUTH and insight--but you do
have everything to lose in the
physical and soul realms by remaining ignorant at the hands of the
deceivers who would hide Truth
from your eyes and ears. So be it.
I salute you who assume responsibility. I pity you who do not and I
have great compassion as we pass
on into the more compressing times
ahead, as you perceive the journey.
I offer my hand in love and brotherhood and I give you all that I
have and am. Accept or deny my
person--but I suggest you look into
the possibility that what we bring
“might” well be Truth and you will
come to understand. To deny the
robber, who has just bound and
gagged you, is to be a stupid fool.
The better part of wisdom is to
look, discern and then act. God
never limits your investigation into
all facets of the Truth--does your
“minister”? Does your controlling
hierarchy?
I suggest you ponder
this well. 0

But The Truth

YOU CAN SLAY THE DRAGON
THE PHOENIX RISES
$1 O.OO...Trade Paper...G. C. Hatonn
When the Federal Reserve Act is repealed
and the U.S. Congress regains its Constitutional power to coin money and regulate
the value thereof, when “We The People”
refuse to feed the Dragon by repealing the
16thAdmendment to theconstitution (Income Taxes), when the I.R.S. is recognized as an unlawful, private corporation
deceitfully bleeding the Phoenix unto
death, when “We the People” refuse to
disarm ourselves, the Phoenix can slay
the Dragon.
CRY OF THE PHOENIX
DEATH RATTLE OF FREEDOM,
THE PLAN “2000’
$1 O.OO...Trade Paper...G.C. Hatonn
If you are not guaranteed a place.among
the Elite this book describes your future
and how you might help change it. The
govemmentoftheU.S.A.isnowfirrnlyin
the hands of the Elitist Cartel, including
the world bankers, who are dedicated to
the collapsing of all nations into a One
World Government by the year 2000.

CONSTITUTION/FREEDOM
KIT
$12.00 (no discount)
This kit is designed for individuals or
groups who want to DO something and
become FOCUSED about how to save our
precious U.S. Constitution and Bill of
Rights. Some topics covered : The Liberty Admendment; the Flag Burning
Amendment; Anti-Crime Bill; Executive
Orders, Gun Control, I.R. S.; The Federal
Reserve Board; The holding of a Constitutional Convention, and much more.
CONSTITUTIONAL PACKAGE
$20.00 (no discount)
Includes the above kit and the book “Rape
of the Constitution.”
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.
.
.
;
To order these books or to receive
.
.
.
a complete catalog call
.
.
America West
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.
.
at 800-729-4 13 1.
.
.
.
Order all 4 books
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.

.
.
.
.

receive a 10% discount

:

Shipping charges not included

:

Let Truth and Freedom pre3 vail in your choices and actions.
.
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Yugoslavia: A critical
analvsis. Part III
J

Why Yugoslavia? The British and
French
fear independence
for
any small nation
in Europe,
because they reason that such
small states will combine with
Russian states to compete with
Britain and France in economic
matters. They also fear that such
small independent
nations will
ally themselves
with Germany,
long the arch-enemy of Britain’s
Committee
of 300. The new
Entente demands that Germany
be kept down, not in the manner of Versailles, but not far
from it. The British fear a resurgence of a united Germany and
are doing everything
to come
between a Europe united with
Russia in which Germany will
play the leading role.
The British oligarchy also wants
to reestablish the monarchy in a
number
of countries, which is
why they* are going to send their
puppet to Belgrade. By so doing,
they will ensure a Greater Serbia
and a lesser Croatia. By using its
Bush asset in’ Washington,
the
Committee
of 300 is ensuring
that no help reaches
Croatia.
The Bush administration has put
the screws on Yugoslavia through
the most dangerous organ in the
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U.N., the International

Monetary

Fund (IMF).
By

carrying

out

Committee
of
Bush has
pious claims of

300 policy, President
abandoned

his

being

protector

the

of human

rights. Not only does the blood
of almost a million Iraqis stain
his hands, but daily he is adding
the blood of thousands of Croatians murdered
by Serbian war
criminals, General Adzic, Milosevie, Armaovic, who are guilty of
war crimes under the Nuremberg
Principles.
But backed by British royalty,
Eagleburger, Kissinger Associates,
President Bush and certain members of Congress, notably Helen
Bently of Maryland, it is highly
unlikely that the abovementioned
war criminals will ever be punished for their murderous behaviour. Croatia has been sacrificed
on the block of British imperialism
based
on a fanatical
hatred of Germany and fear of a
united
with
Russia.
Europe
Herein lies the answer to the
question, “Why Yugoslavia?”
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